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ABSTRACT

In this work, the gas sensing behaviour at room temperature of sensors made by
impregnating pressed pellets of tin dioxide with a platinum complex solution was
investigated. The complex was decomposed by firing at temperatures between
300 and 800 °C, to yield small platinum particles supported on the tin dioxide
surface. The response of these pellets to low carbon monoxide concentrations was
measured as a function of platinum concentration and firing temperature. The
effect of doping the tin dioxide with antimony was also investigated.
Results showed that the gas response increased with increasing platinum
concentration. The response decreased with increasing firing temperature, and
this was correlated with an increase in particle size with increasing firing
temperature, as measured by the adsorption of carbon monoxide using a
volumetric method. The response was found to decrease as the antimony dopant
concentration was increased. All these effects were explained theoretically.
X-ray photoelectron spectra in the platinum 4f region of these samples exhibited
a strong effect of platinum firing temperature. Sensors fired at 300 °C exhibited
predominantly peaks assigned to platinum (II) hydroxide species, which correlated
with mass spectrometry results that showed that combustion was taking place at
room temperature on sensors fired at this temperature. Sensors fired at 650 °C
and above exhibited predominantly peaks assigned to platinum (IV) oxide species,
and in between these two extremes, the spectra became more complex, with
mixtures of species present. An overall decrease in peak intensity with increasing
firing temperature was observed, which correlated with the spectra in the valence
band region, enabling the peaks to be assigned to platinum states. These states
were situated in the band gap of the tin dioxide, at approximately 1.2 eV above
the valence band edge, and it is proposed that it is these states which are active in
gas response.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

There is an increasing demand for commercial gas sensors, and Table 1.1
summarises some of the sensors available. Gas sensors have a wide range of uses
including measuring emissions from factory chimneys and car exhaust
monitoring. Monitoring for the presence of toxic or flammable gas is an essential
requirement of industrial health and safety, such gases being, for example,
solvent vapours, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen sulphide. There
is an increasing demand for such monitors in the home to detect methane leaks,
and carbon monoxide given off by faulty gas appliances. Pending European
directives [1] will, for example, require all new gas appliances to be fitted with
protection against CO leakage. The detection of CO can also be used as a reliable
early-warning indicator for fire.

Gas-sensitive resistors made from semiconducting metal oxides can be used to
detect CO. As can be seen in table 1.1, their advantages are that they are
inexpensive, robust, small, reliable and sensitive. Their low cost is a particular
advantage, being easily affordable by domestic users. There is considerable
interest in improving selectivity and reducing poisoning of the sensors, and
reducing the operating temperature. Such sensors have been of interest since
Seiyama [2] first proposed in 1962 that metal oxides could be used to detect gas.
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SENSOR

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

C O ST /
£

INFRA-RED

ACCURATE,

EXPENSIVE, NOT

SPECTROMETRIC

RELIABLE,

ROBUST,

DEVICES

SPECIFIC

COMPLEX

ELECTROCHEMICAL

ACCURATE,

LIMITED USAGE

CELLS

SENSITIVE

DUE TO LIQUID

lOOO’s

80

ELECTROLYTE
CATALYTIC GAS

SIMPLE,

FLAMMABLE

DETECTORS

INEXPENSIVE,

GASES ONLY,

(PELLISTORS)

SMALL

PRONE TO

20

POISONING,
NEED FREQUENT
RECALIBRATION
GAS-SENSITIVE

SIMPLE,

NOT SELECTIVE,

RESISTORS

INEXPENSIVE,

PRONE TO

SMALL, SENSITIVE

POISONING

TO LOW GAS
CONCENTRATIONS
AND ROBUST

TABLE 1.1 Summary of gas detectors currently available commercially.
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The most common semiconducting oxide CO sensors are made from tin dioxide,
and need to be operated at at least 200 °C. The inclusion of a heater in the
sensor increases the power drain of the device, which is particularly important
when the system is battery operated. In this work, a CO sensor is studied which
will detect low concentrations of CO when operated at room temperature. In a
simplistic view, the sensors operate due to the adsorption of the gas onto the
sensor surface, and the consequent electronic interaction between the adsorbed
gas and the substrate. Detailed investigation, however, has revealed that there is a
number of different processes by which interaction of a reactive gas with a sensor
surface can result in a change in measured conductance.

The sensor investigated in this work utilises tin dioxide as the semiconducting
metal oxide. However, this oxide on its own does not detect CO at room
temperature. To lower the operating temperature, small Pt particles have been
dispersed throughout the sensor, providing preferential adsorption sites for the
gas.
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1.2 TIN DIOXIDE GAS SENSORS

1.2.1 GENERAL

The sensor described in this work is a modified tin dioxide gas sensor. For this
reason, it is useful to discuss the factors involved in the operation of the
unmodified sensor.

It has been shown in a survey of materials suitable for use as gas sensors that
any metal oxide within the resistivity range 1(F to 10^ 0cm and at an operating
temperature of 300 to 600 °C will respond to gas(es) [3]. ZnO is the most
widely studied metal oxide gas sensor, closely followed by tin dioxide. In
practice, tin dioxide is the most commonly used oxide in gas sensing, particularly
for CO. The advantage of the tin dioxide sensor is that it gives a large electrical
signal. Tin dioxide is the material chosen for this work, and this is the subject of
the rest of this section. The literature shows that pure tin dioxide has been
investigated extensively as a gas sensor, operated at different temperatures,
depending on the gas to be detected. Dopant metals and other oxides have also
been included with it to try and lower the operating temperature or improve
selectivity to a particular gas.

1.2.2 COMMON FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

There is a variety of different methods for making semiconducting oxide gas
sensors. The selectivity, sensitivity, response time, ageing and poisoning
characteristcs of these devices are thought to be dependent on the method of
preparation.

The oxides need to provide a large surface-to-volume ratio as the conductivity of
SnOj and other metal oxides is changed by adsorption of gases only in a volume
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near the surface. This can be achieved either by using porous pellets or thin
films. Single crystals give a resistance change too small to be of practical
interest. To increase the surface area of polycrystalline materials, it is useful to
employ grain-growth inhibitors: for example, Ca, Mg, K, or Si salts can be used
for this purpose [4].

To produce thick layers, the tin dioxide powder is mixed in a solvent, and a
small amount of the slurry dropped on to the substrate. This is followed by
drying at modest temperatures and then baking at high temperatures. The
properties of the layer can be easily modified by dopants and other additives by
adding the appropriate powders directly to the slurry. The sintering temperature
has to be chosen so that a porous layer is formed to optimise the surface area for
high sensitivity. Porosity in thick layers can also be achieved by setting the oxide
in a polymer binder, heating gently to decompose the polymer, and then
sintering.

Porous pellets can be made by pressing calcined powder into pellets, and then
sintering. This method allows sensor modification by addition of dopants by
mixing powders before pressing, or impregnating the sintered pellet with a metal
complex followed by firing to decompose the complex, producing metal particles.

In view of miniaturization and consequent reduction of power requirements, thin
film sensors in particular, are gaining importance. Vacuum deposition, chemical
vapour deposition and sputtering are particularly useful for depositing thin flat
layers. However, doping here is much more difficult. The advantage of this
method is the precise control of layer thickness, which is necessary for
reproducibility. Layer thickness has also been linked to sensitivity. High surface
area is achieved by small particle size or dispersal of the active medium onto a
high area support such as alumina.
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Differences in the fabrication methods can produce sensors with very different
characteristics, and it is essential to define the preparation and pretreatment with
great care in order to manufacture reproducible devices.

1.2.3 CURRENT UNDERSTANDING CONCERNING THE MECHANISM OF
OPERATION OF THE SENSORS

Tin Dioxide as a Semiconductor

The electrical conductivity of a semiconducting metal oxide is determined by the
concentration of free electrons (i.e. n-type), or holes (p-type) in the solid.
Stoichiometric tin dioxide films have a high resistivity (about 10* Ocm'^) at room
temperature. In most metal oxides, the intrinsic band gaps are too large for
electrons to be thermally excited from the valence to the conduction band. For
example, stoichiometric tin dioxide should be an insulator, with a band gap of 3.5
eV, as shown in figure 1.1. However, tin(IV) oxide is slightly deficient in
oxygen, so the formula SnOg is a simplification. In the diagram, the states at the
top of the valence band are oxygen 2p levels, while the conduction band states
are formed by tin 5s and 5p orbitals. The intrinsic donor level Ed is due to the
slight non-stoichiometry of tin oxide. At the surface, additional states exist in the
band gap due to gas adsorption [5].

As mentioned above tin dioxide is slightly oxygen deficient, and to balance this
deficit some Sn“ is present. This Sn° takes Sn^ sites, making these sites double
negatively charged, i.e. 8%/% This provides the donor level for conduction. A
more accurate formula would therefore be Sn^i.^Sn^^Og.^, where x is small. The
exact value of x, however, will depend on the preparation method, particularly
the oxygen partial pressure on firing. As an example, a value for x of 0.27 was
obtained by XPS measurements by Ambrazeviciene et al [6].
28
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The tin dioxide material can also be doped with other metals to enhance its ntype semiconductivity. The addition of atoms with a valence higher than four,
e.g. Sb^ causes a significant increase in conductivity, because more Sn° is needed
to balance out the excess positive charge produced, and this extra Sn° enables
better conduction. Here, the formula is more like Sn^i.^.ySn°^+yy2Sby02_x, where
both X and y are small. If tin oxide is doped with In™, however, Sn° is not
needed; instead, oxygen non-stoichiometry is required to balance out the change
in charge. The formula now becomes Sn^i./Sn“)In™^02.2/2, where z is small, and
the amount of Sn° is negligible. In fact there is less Sn“ found in the doped oxide
than the undoped oxide, and so a higher resistivity is observed.

E
/h
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Figure 1.1
Band structure of tin dioxide.
Ey= valence band edge;
Ep= Fermi energy;
Ej) = donor level energy;
E(j= conduction band edge;
E a = energy of adsorption;
E[^ = change in energy due
to surface potential [5].
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Reactions on the Tin Dioxide Surface

A) Oxygen
At room temperature, the primary adsorbed oxygen species on the tin oxide is
[7]. However, these species cannot occupy more than lO"^ monolayers due to
electrostatic repulsion [8]. The effect of these electron withdrawing surface
species will be to increase the resistance of the tin dioxide, producing a surface
depletion layer.

The energy difference between doubly charged

in a lattice site of an oxide

and in an adsorbed state is estimated to be about 2000 kJmol'^ or 20 eV, whereas
the difference between ^ACOjgas) and ViCOjads)' amounts to 140 kJmol'^ or 1.5 eV
[8]. Although the adsorption is exothermic, at room temperature the equilibrium
of the (O ads)' coverage with gaseous O is approached slowly. On SnC^ films, the
2

2

reaction below takes place with increasing temperature:

( O 2 ads)' +

C
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Above approximately 450 K

ions are found as the prevailing species. At

constant oxygen coverage, the transition causes an increase of surface charge
density, causing corresponding variations of surface conductivity. From
conductance measurements it has been concluded that the transition takes place
slowly. A fast temperature change of sensors is usually followed by a creeping
change in the conductance. This is because the oxygen coverage is adjusting to a
new equilibrium, and the adsorbed oxygen can turn into another species. Above
600 K, the oxygen coverage diminishes and Œ dominates. As the temperature
increases, there is evidence for a direct reaction between the reducing gas
(especially CO), with lattice oxygen [7]. Oxygen vacancies left after surface
reactions can diffuse towards the bulk, increasing the conductivity near the
surface. Figure 1.2 shows the various species of oxygen relevant to surface
reactions.

B) Water
Water will also interact with the tin dioxide, forming surface hydroxyl species,
and the surface of tin dioxide adsorbs significant quantities of water. Adsorbed
water strongly affects both the conductance and the response to combustible
gases. Loss of water from the surface is over the temperature range 280-450 ®C.
The effect is to lower the resistivity at temperatures below this range to about one
tenth of the values observed for dried pellets. This is thought to be due to a
surface transformation from O to OH’.
2

The increase in conductance by exposure to water vapour can be described as a
sequence of dissociation and reaction processes [8]. If there are two types of
hydroxyl groups, one including lattice oxygen and another one bound to lattice
tin, then two equations can be written:

H O + Sn^t + Oiat — > HO-Sn,at -I2
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or

H O +2S%t + Olat

^ 2(H0-Sn,at) + Vq

2

The oxygen vacancy in the second equation would have to move towards the bulk
in order to become effective as a donor. Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS)
has shown two types of water desorption [8]. Water including lattice oxygen
desorbed with a maximum at about 410 K, probably from a molecular state. The
second maximum, between 670 and 770 K is thought to be due to the
condensation of hydroxyl groups. The effects of water vapour could account for
ageing and irreproducibility in practical devices. However, the transformation of
surface species from oxygen ions to hydroxyl groups is thought to be avoided on
precious metals [4,9], which may to some extent explain their usefulness as
dopants for SnOz in gas sensing applications.

C) Reducing gases
At room temperature, there is no response to CO [10]. On heated tin dioxide,
combustion processes take place on the sensor surface. On dry tin dioxide, in a
dry atmosphere, a response to CO is only observed above 350 °C [3]. It is
attributed to the oxidation of CO via a carboxylate intermediate:

CO + O (ads)

CO/(ads) — > COz(g) + n’.

This is the scheme proposed by Fuller and Warwick [11] to account for the
kinetics of catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide on tin dioxide in dry
conditions.

Another reaction is that taking place with lattice oxygen at high CO
concentrations. In the presence of 5% CO in air at 200 °C, tin dioxide turns
black, and the colour change can be reversed by heating in pure air [11]. This
reaction of CO with lattice oxygen generates subsurface oxygen vacancies. Since
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the donor density in the vicinity of the interface is changed, the result is a drift in
sensor response.

A third reaction is that thought to take place in a humid atmosphere. If water
vapour is present, there is an additional conductance response in the temperature
range 250-350 °C where surface hydroxyls are still present [9,10]. This is
attributed [8] to the combustion of CO on the hydroxylated surface, via a formate
intermediate:

CO + OH (ads) — > n’ 4- HCOO(ads)
> CO^ + H^O -h n’
OH(ads)

Effect of Sintering on Gas Response: Models

The previous section has dealt with some of the reactions thought to take place
on the sensor surface. This section sets out how those reactions may affect the
sensor resistivity.

Due to the granular structure of porous bodies, there will be lower resistance
paths through the bulk, with higher resistance constrictions at the points of
contact of the grains. It was originally suggested by Beekmans [12] that the
conduction of electrons through an oxide powder could be limited by the presence
of necks between grains. The extent of sintering can be expected to have a
marked effect on the gas response of tin oxide. In the presence of oxygen, there
will be a depletion layer at the surface of every grain. This region will be of
higher resistance than the bulk, and will be the region determining gas response
[10]. Three cases for the extent of sintering may be considered, as shown in
figure 1.3.
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a) Well sintered. The neck between grains is wide enough that an undepleted
pathway is available between the grains. Here, the conductance would be affected
by the gaseous atmosphere through changes in the effective width of the channel
only.

bl Closed neck. The depletion zones of the two surfaces overlap, leaving only a
high resistance path between grains. This could be due to less complete sintering,
or a large depletion layer caused by a change in the gaseous atmosphere. In this
case, conduction between grains is directly affected by the composition of the
atmosphere. In fact, under circumstances where the depletion length is
comparable to the channel width, the conductance becomes very sensitive to
variations in surface charge.

Figure 1.3
(O )

Three models for conductance
limited by intergrain
constrictions: (a) open neck;
(b) closed neck; (c) Schottky
barrier [10].

(6)

id
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Schottky barrier. The barrier arises from charge trapped in the surface states.
Here, the conductivity would be limited by charge transport across the barrier.
The situation occurs as a limiting case as the necks between grains become
shorter and narrower. The activation energy for conduction would be eô(j>„ where
is the Schottky barrier height. It would be directly affected by the charge and
coverage of surface species, and hence a function of the composition of the
gaseous atmosphere.

Each of the above models explains the change in conductivity due to changes in
the atmosphere. However, it should be remembered that it is unlikely that any
real material will contain one type of intergranular contact exclusively.

Effect of Adsorption on Conductivity

The adsorption of a gas will affect the number of electrons in the solid available
for conduction. The change in surface conductivity (ôor) due to gas adsorption is:

ôa = efjiôN

where e is the elementary charge; fx is the surface mobility of electrons, and N is
the number of electrons. The surface mobility is similar for most materials in that
it decreases slightly with increase in temperature, due to lattice vibrations. The
above equation provides a relation between adsorbed gases and an electrical
quantity which can be measured very easily. dN and ôa are negative for oxidising
gases, and positive for reducing gases. This simplicity of measurement is an
advantage of semiconductor gas sensors compared to detectors based on other
sensing mechanisms. It should be noted that N increases exponentially with
temperature, leading to a rapid increase of a with temperature.
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Effect of Temperature on Conductivity

The generation of charge carriers is a thermally activated process, with the
conductivity a increasing exponentially with temperature:

a = (Toexp(-E^/k7)

where

is an activation energy,

ctq and

depend on the conduction

mechanisms in the sensitive layer.

Response Differences Between Porous Pellets and Thin Films

The whole surface of a thin film is accessible to the reactive gas. However, not
all of the inside of a porous pellet may be easily accessed by a gas. This would
mean that the surface combustion process would lead to a variation in the
concentration of the reactive gas throughout the pellet. This would have an effect
on the measured conductance, which therefore would depend on the geometry of
the system [9]. However, for pellets, the conductivity of such a conglomerate can
still be a function of conductivity in a surface layer because the conductance may
be dominated by constrictions and inter-grain contacts where the depletion layer
represents a substantial fraction of the interconnection [13]. Equilibration of the
bulk material will give rise to slow changes in conductivity superimposed upon
those caused by changes in the surface zone.

Dependence of Response on Concentration and Operating Temperature

The dependence of magnitude of response on gas concentration is approximately
logarithmic. This allows high sensitivity and discrimination at low gas
concentrations, but poor discrimination at high concentrations. The gas response
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is Strongly temperature dependent. The magnitude of response and temperature of
best response vary according to the metal oxide investigated, and the presence of
dopants or catalysts.

1.2.4 REQUIREMENTS IN SENSOR DESIGN

For a sensor to be successful, there are a number of requirements that need to be
fulfilled. Its response needs to be reliable, even in the presence of interfering
gases or after time in storage, and the price needs to be competitive.

Cost

As can be seen from table 1.1, semiconducting metal oxide sensors are relatively
inexpensive. However, a sensor which did not require a heater to operate would
be less expensive to manufacture than one operated at a few hundred degrees.
Although the cost of running a heated sensor is not large, there are situations
where it is useful to use as little power as possible. For example: a) if the devices
are battery driven, battery life becomes limiting and low power is critical, e.g.
portable devices; b) if the device must keep working when the mains power is
interrupted, using battery back-up; and c) if the marginal cost of the power
supply becomes important, for example for low cost domestic devices. If a sensor
could be developed which operated reliably at room temperature, it would be
both more convenient and cost effective. The device operating temperature can be
controlled by applying additives to the metal oxide. For example, the Sn02/Pt
system described in this work operates at room temperature, compared with pure
Sn02 sensors operating at at least 200 °C. An alternative approach to reduce
power consumption is miniaturisation of the sensor, for example an integrated
sensor can operate at up to 400 °C with less than 200 mW heating power [14].
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Cross-Sensitivity

In a real situation, the gas sensor may well be operating in the presence of gases
in addition to the one to be detected. Cross-sensitivity to these gases can be a
severe problem for semiconductor gas sensors. Many gases can be adsorbed on
the surface simultaneously and thus influence the conductivity. Only one type of
gas should influence the conductivity of the sensors in order to obtain
distinguishable results, although this is very difficult. Cross-sensitivity can be
lowered by selecting an appropriate operating temperature of the sensor. A more
effective way of decreasing the problem is adding catalysts or other materials to
the sensor.

A completely different approach to this problem is emerging in the literature: to
use not just one sensor, but an array of them [15,16]. An array is a gas sensor
system that delivers a set of signals for each gas applied. The underlying
principle is that each sensor will respond slightly differently to the same analyte,
giving a different response pattern which can then be used to identify the analyte.
However, in order to do this, each sensor in the array must give a characteristic
response. Hence the main problem in the development of an array is the choice
of which sensor to use. The signal spectrum can be interpreted by pattern
recognition to identify the gas and measure its concentration. This has been
demonstrated by means of a set of four MOS gas sensors with layers of different
types of zeolite filters, each filter having a different pore size [15]. With these
sensors, cross-sensitivity can be used to an advantage; in particular, that the
number of gases to be detected can be larger than the number of elements, if not
all gases are present simultaneously. The shape of a spectrum is characteristic for
each gas. If the shape changes only slightly with concentration, it can be used to
identify the gas. An ideal system of chemical sensors would consist of an array of
elements, all of which are differently sensitive to all gases to be detected.
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Humidity

It has been shown [9] that humidity greatly affects gas response. However, the
sensor may need to operate in an atmosphere with relative humidity varying from
less than 2% to almost 100%. Again, this effect can be minimised by the addition
of small amounts of precious metals [4], as will be discussed later in this chapter.

Stability and Ageing [5,17]

Long term stability is required for confidence in the output of sensors. In normal
use, the composition of the air surrounding the sensor surface is not completely
known, and apart from the problem of cross-sensitivity, the presence of certain
gases (e.g. sulphur containing ones [8]) may also change the activity of the sensor
material in an unpredictable way. Therefore, ideally, all semiconductor sensors
should be checked and recalibrated at regular intervals, depending on the required
accuracy.
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1.3 CATALYSIS AND THE OXIDATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Central to this investigation is the study of the interaction of CO with the
catalyst and the oxide respectively. Proposals for the effect of precious metal
catalysts on sensor response attribute the effects either to electronic interactions
changed as a consequence of the adsorption of the gas onto the catalyst, or to the
presence of reactive species transferred from the catalyst to the oxide surface, or
to the simple effects of change of gas composition consequent upon catalysed
combustion. This thesis therefore now reviews literature on the electronic
interactions accompanying adsorption of CO on precious metals and the catalysed
oxidation of CO. The main reference has been the review by T. Engel and G.
Ertl [18], which although published in 1979, remains a definitive paper. Unless
otherwise stated, reference to this review may be assumed.

1.3.1 ADSORPTION OF CO ON PLATINUM

Bond Formation and Surface Structure

The interaction between Pt and CO is fundamental to the gas response of PtSn02 gas sensors. The binding of Pt to CO is well known, and takes place
through a concerted electron transfer. Electron density from the filled CO 5a
orbital, the highest filled molecular orbital of CO, which is predominantly a lone
pair at the carbon end, is donated to the metal. At the same time, the metal
electrons back bond with the lowest unfilled CO orbital, which is the antibonding
CO 2 tt* orbital. This is shown diagrammatically in figure 1.4. The filling of the
2t* orbital is manifested in the lowering of the vibrational frequency of the C -0
bond for adsorbed CO relative to free CO; v(C-0, linearly adsorbed) being
approximately 2080 cm \ compared with v(C-0, gas) centered at 2143 cm ^ The
net result of the synergic interaction is believed to be an electron transfer from
the metal to the CO species, primarily owing to back bonding with 2t*. A
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theoretical estimate for such an electron transfer, given by a self consistent
Hartree-Fock-Slater molecular cluster calculation for Pt-CO, is 0.3 electron [19].

The stronger the CO-metal interaction, the weaker the C -0 and metal-metal
interactions. Therefore in extreme cases, dissociation of the CO molecule and
surface reconstruction of the metal can be observed. It is the occupation of the
lir* orbital on adsorption that weakens the C -0 bond. The population of this
orbital changes from metal to metal, and the larger it is, the more likely
dissociation becomes. However, it is known that CO does not dissociate when
adsorbed on Pt [20].

Figure 1.4
2TT'

Representation of the
bond formed between CO

^

^

----------

and Pt [18],

The two primary configurations of CO relative to the metal surface are bridging
and terminal ("on top") forms, which will have different spectroscopic
characteristics. The strength of the bond can be related to the surface orientation
of the metal, e.g. whether a step or terrace site is occupied. The CO molecule is
generally thought to be chemisorbed through the C atom, the molecular axis
being perpendicular to the surface plane, as observed by LEED. In fact, almost
no evidence exists in transition metal carbonyls for M-CO-M or M-OC
(isocarbonyl) bonds, and model calculations always reveal that the M-CO bond is
energetically most favourable.
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Evidence for two different adsorption sites on P t( lll) i.e. CO "on top" vs
bridged, was found by infrared reflection spectroscopy. It is agreed that CO is on
top for coverages up to 0.3, then at a coverage of 0.5, the ratio linearibridged
becomes 1:1. The C -0 stretching frequencies of 1500 and 2050 cm'^ were
ascribed to bridged and linear CO in analogy to carbonyl compounds exhibiting
quite similar vibrational modes [21]. An example of such work is by Hayden et al
[20] who carried out IRAS (infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy) at 85 K
and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of CO on a stepped Pt surface,
namely Pt-s[4(lll)x(100)]. They found that CO adsorption takes place initially
linearly on steps with v(CO) = 2065-2078 cm '\ Subsequently CO adsorbs with
reduced sticking coefficient on the (111) terraces, giving rise to a second band in
the linear region with v(CO) = 2086-2097 cm ^ CO adsorbed at step sites
desorbs at 550 K, and is easily distinguished from CO adsorbed on the low index
terraces, which desorbs at 400 K. At low coverage, only the lower temperature
peak is observed. With increasing coverage, the position of the high temperature
peak remains constant, and the low temperature peak shifts to even lower
temperatures. Interpretation is that the high temperature peak is associated with
CO adsorbed at steps by comparison with P t( lll) . It was found by EELS that the
primary adsorbed species at the step or kink was bound in a terminal (or linear)
configuration with a C -0 stretch frequency apparently indistinguishable from that
of the terminal CO adsorbed on the low index terraces.

Similar desorption work was also carried out by Collins and Spicer [22] on a
Pt(llO) surface. On the (110) surface, CO desorption states at T » 525 to 550 K
and T « 425 to 450 K were observed. By assuming a pre-exponential factor of
10^^ sec'\ they calculated activation energies for desorption of 131 and 105 kJ
m ol'\ respectively, for these desorption states. (It should be noted that changing
the preexponential factor by a factor of 10*^ changes the estimated activation
energy for desorption by only ± 8 kJ mol’O* Since the adsorption of CO on Pt is
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non-activated, these activation energies for desorption correspond to the heats of
adsorption. It was possible to resolve TPD spectra into step (heat of adsorption
140 kJ mol'^ ) and terrace contributions (100 kJmol'^ at high CO coverage to 110
kJ mol'^ at low CO coverage), with the state desorbing at the highest temperature
filling first.

Effect of surface orientation on adsorption structure

The structures described below were observed for Pd. However, similar results
have been observed for all the platinum metals, although results for platinum can
be hampered by surface reconstruction, which will be discussed later.

( I l l ) Plane. On P d ( lll) at coverages of 0 = 1/3, IR studies show that the
molecules are probably located in threefold coordinated sites as shown in figure
1.5(a). On increasing the coverage, the overlayer unit cell is continuously
compressed, and this compression is associated with a large shift in the IR band,
suggesting that the CO molecules now move into bridge sites as shown in figure
1.5(b). This compression continues until 0 = 0.6. Further uptake of CO causes
the formation of two structures with hexagonal arrangements of the adsorbed
particles with 0 = 0.63, as in figure 1.5(c), and 0 = 0.66, as in figure 1.5(d).
At coverages greater than 0 = 0.5, the repulsion between adsorbed molecules
becomes so strong that the additional adsorption only takes place far below room
temperature.

(100) Plane. Adsorption of CO on Pd(lOO) leads to a structure at 0 = 0.5 where
all the adsorbed molecules may be placed into equivalent positions only with the
occupation of bridge sites, as shown in figure 1.6. In fact, IR spectroscopic
investigations showed the existence of only one species at this coverage. At
coverages greater than 0 = 0.5, the unit cell of the adsorbate layer is
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Figure 1.5

Structure models for the adsorption
o f CO on Pd(l 11 ): a) threefold sites;
b) bridge sites; c) coverage = 0.63;
d) coverage = 0.66 [18].
(b)

(d)

Figure 1.6
Structure model for the adsorption
o f CO on P d (100)[18],

—10111

110011

fiooi)
(b)
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Figure 1.7
Structure models for the adsorption
o f CO on Pd(l 10) for coverages o f
a) 0.5 and b) 0.75 [18].
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compressed until saturation at 0 = 0.8.

(110) Plane. On Pd(llO) at 0 = 0.5, a structure is formed in which the adsorbed
molecules are located in fourfold sites as shown in figure 1.7(a). At 0 = 0.75,
as shown in 1.7(b), the adsorbed molecules form chains through the troughs. At
saturation, the CO molecules do not occupy the sites of highest symmetry.

Energetics

If the adsorption energy is obtained at low coverage, the surface concentrations
are small enough to rule out noticeable effects of interactions between adsorbates,
or the occupation of different adsorption sites. These values therefore represent
the strength of the metal-CO bond with the adsorbate in its energetically most
favourable position on the surface. Bond energies can be obtained by the
following two methods. Firstly, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation may be applied
to the analysis of adsorption isotherms. This procedure gives the isosteric heat of
adsorption with good precision as it does not contain any additional assumptions.
Secondly, bond energies can be obtained from thermal desorption spectra (TDS).
This is a convenient procedure, but it contains certain assumptions on the reaction
order of desorption (which can be taken as one) and on the pre-exponential. The
activation energy for desorption is obtained, which should be the same as the
adsorption energy since the kinetics of CO adsorption are non-activated.
However, the unknown pre-exponential, which is frequently assumed to be
10^^ s '\ proves to be a difficulty. It has been shown for various platinum metals
[23] that the data obtained by this method are frequently too low when compared
with the corresponding isosteric heats of adsorption, from which it can be
inferred that the pre-exponential may be several orders of magnitude larger than
the value commonly assumed.
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Both methods yield adsorption energies in the range 110 to 170 kJmol \ which is
as expected for the M-CO bond strengths in transition metal carbonyls. For
example, the C O -P t(lll) bond is 140 kJ mol \ compared with 130 kJ mol'^ for
P d ( lll) . The nature of the adsorbate is of more importance to the energetics of
adsorption than the metal. The influence of the surface orientation on the bond
energy is also smaller than expected, the total variation between planes of the
same metal is less than 20 %. There may, however be marked effects on the
kinetics, particularly in the initial sticking coefficient [21].

Active sites should be considered as structural imperfections on steps, corners,
etc., and will be present on the surface of a real catalyst. The influence of steps
on the energetics of adsorption was of the same order of magnitude as the
difference between different crystal planes, i.e. up to the low tens of kJ mol \
Stepped surfaces have been shown to have no significant effect on the thermal
desorption spectra of CO. Collins and Spicer [22] have observed only a 25 kJ
mol*^ higher adsorption energy along the steps.

Lateral interactions and occupations of different adsorption sites cause the
adsorption energy to vary with coverage, and it is often difficult to separate these
effects from each other. Normal adsorbate complexes may be regarded as
saturated, i.e. there are no strong attractive forces between neighbouring particles
over short distances nor any evidence for the formation of strongly held second
layers on top of the monolayers. However, neighbouring adsorbed particles will
interact with each other in an indirect manner through their bond with the metal
surface. The interactions exhibit an oscillatory character, i.e. may be attractive as
well as repulsive. Their values are about one order of magnitude smaller than the
strength of the chemisorption bond itself. They decay within distance of very few
(2-3) lattice constants to values below kT. Indirect interactions between different
species may also cause variations in their electronic properties. The desorption
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energy of CO is lowered by about 10 kJ mol^ by the presence of neighbouring
adsorbed oxygen atoms. For high coverages of CO, it can be the case that the
nearest neighbour distance is governed by the interation potential and not by the
lattice periodicity, causing an incoherent adlayer structure with saturation
densities of about

molecules per cm^, irrespective of the chemical nature and

crystallographic orientation of the surface [21].

Surface Mobility

Strong chemisorption causes surface reconstruction, and adsorbed CO is not
necessarily stationary on one site. The possibility of diffusion is controlled by the
difference between the maximum and minimum adsorption energies for different
sites on the surface. If this difference is > kT then there is little diffusion, i.e.
localised adsorption. If it is < « kT then the molecules are highly mobile on the
surface and there is non-local ised adsorption [21].

Sticking Coefficient

The probability for adsorption is the sticking coefficient, 5, which is a function
of the fractional coverage, 0/0max» and describes the kinetics of adsorption. This
definition assumes that a particle stays on the surface indefinitely once adsorbed.
This may be approximately fulfilled only if the surface temperature is low enough
so that the rate of desorption is negligible. The sticking coefficient may therefore
be derived from the variation of the coverage with time, or by measuring the
fraction of particles back-scattered from the surface. Information on the
adsorption dynamics is contained in the dependence of the sticking coefficient on
coverage. In most cases investigated, s falls off little at low coverages, or stays
essentially constant. This can be attributed to a precursor state model, where a
molecule is initially located in a physisorbed state above a particle that is already
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chemisorbed. It may then diffuse in this second layer until it encounters a vacant
adsorption site where it may then chemisorb [24].

1.3.2 ADSORPTION OF OXYGEN ON PLATINUM

Surface Species and Structure

Molecular adsorption, dissociative chemisorption, and oxide formation are all
possible on a given surface in different temperature and pressure ranges, causing
the adsorption of O on the platinum group metals to be more complex than CO
2

adsorption. Molecular adsorption, for instance, has been observed at temperatures
below 100 K on Pt. Oxygen is dissociatively adsorbed on the platinum group
metals at temperatures above 100 K, as has been observed in isotopic exchange
experiments. The nature of the bond is, however, dependent on the temperature
and pressure at which the adsorption takes place. There is a distinction between
chemisorbed oxygen i.e. surface oxygen, and oxygen bound in the form of
oxides, i.e. oxygen incorporated below the surface. There is probably a gradual
change in the binding as the coverage is varied.

Lauterbach and Rotermund [25] have been able to distinguish between
subsurface and chemisorbed oxygen in their photoelectron emission electron
microscopy (PBEM) images. The image intensity of oxygen-covered Pt(lOO)
varied between dark (high work function) and light (low work function) at 520 to
600 K, and was attributed to chemisorbed and subsurface oxygen respectively.
The penetration of the chemisorbed oxygen below the surface is an effect which
can also be detected by thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). It is possible for
dissolved oxygen to diffuse back to the surface upon increasing the temperature,
giving rise to high temperature desorption states in the TDS data. Chemisorbed
and incorporated oxygen can also be distinguished on the basis of their different
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electronic structure as observed with AES, as well as by their reactivity with
respect to H and CO. Chemisorbed oxygen can be rapidly removed from the
2

surface of platinum metals by H or CO at temperatures < 500 K, as
2

demonstrated on Ir(llO) by Taylor et al [26]. Incorporated oxygen, however, can
only be removed (if at all) at higher temperatures. However, if the surface
concentration of oxygen is low and if the temperature is not extremely high, it
can be assumed that chemisorbed atomic oxygen (O^J is the only surface species
active in the catalytic oxidation of CO.

Although a variety of LEED patterns have been observed for oxygen adsorption
on the platinum metals, their interpretation is by no means simple. Complications
include the uncertainty in the oxygen coverage and the uncertainty introduced by
oxygen-induced surface reconstruction.

Surface Mobility

The activation energies obtained for migration on the platinum metals are all of
about the same order of magnitude, which is about 20% of the strength of the MO bond. Adsorbed O atoms have been shown to have a much lower surface
mobility than adsorbed CO. Therefore, if both species are present on the surface,
the CO molecules may be regarded as moving within a fixed matrix of O atoms.

Sticking Coefficient

For the platinum group metals, the initial sticking coefficient for O is generally
2

in the range 0.1 to 1.0. One exception, however, is Pt(lOO) with a value of
< 0.01. There is a linear decrease of initial sticking coefficient with increasing
substrate temperature, and this is due to the increased probability for desorption
from the precursor state rather than a decreased probability for trapping into the
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precursor state. However, the initial sticking coefficient has been shown to
increase exponentially with increasing step concentration for O on P t( lll) [21].
2

Desorption Energetics

The desorption temperature of oxygen depends on whether the oxygen is
chemisorbed or incorporated, but it has been observed to take place between 700
and 1800 K. Oxygen desorbs only as molecules, but is dissociatively adsorbed.
The desorption energy can again be estimated from analysis of TDS results. The
M -0 bond strength for platinum metals, which can be calculated from the
adsorption energy, has been observed to decrease significantly with increasing
coverage, as demonstrated by Taylor et al on Ir (110) [26]. This has been
ascribed to the existence of strong repulsive long range interactions between
chemisorbed oxygen atoms.

1.3.3 OXIDATION OF CO ON PRECIOUS METALS

One model for the gas response of Pt-SnOg involves the combustion of CO on
the platinum surface. The surface chemistry of palladium is very similar to that
of platinum. For this reason, both metals are discussed in this section.

Palladium

Although many investigations into the oxidation of CO on Pd have been carried
out (for example [27-29]), studies on the single crystal (111) plane have given the
most complete information on the steps involved in this reaction. However, the
principles discussed should apply equally well for all crystal planes and more
"real" catalyst surfaces. Also, the essential features are thought to be common to
the other platinum metals since the adsorption behaviour of the reactants as well
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as the reaction kinetics have much in common.

Interactions between the reactants on the surface, and co-adsorption form the
basis for understanding the reaction steps. This information was obtained mainly
from low temperature studies as product formation takes place rather rapidly
above room temperature. Preadsorbed CO has been found to inhibit the
adsorption of oxygen, whereas the reverse is not the case. At very low surface
concentrations of CCjd and 0^^ the adsorbates will be randomly distributed over
the surface [27].

For a CO coverage greater than 1/3, the dissociative adsorption of oxygen on the
P d ( lll) surface is no longer possible [27]. As this is necessary for CO

2

formation, the reaction is inhibited if CO coverage is too high. At lower CO
surface concentrations, oxygen can be co-adsorbed. Both species then form
separate domains with mean diameter > 100Â on the surface ("competitive
adsorption" [30]) as shown by LEED experiments. This shows that there are
repulsive interactions between Oad and CO^d Product formation can therefore
only occur along the boundaries of these islands [27].

If oxygen is adsorbed first, the situation becomes more complicated. The surface
is able to adsorb large amounts of CO even if it is saturated with O^d [27]. The
first CO molecules compress the 0,d into domains with a local coverage of 0,oc =
0.33 (this value can never be reached by exposing a clean P d ( lll) surface to O

2

alone). This stage is still characterised by a domain structure. The adsorbed
oxygen atoms now repel each other more strongly, lowering their effective bond
strength with the surface, and giving rise to a higher reactivity with CO.d. If
more CO is adsorbed, regions are formed on the surface leading to a mixed phase
of Oad and CO.d with local coverages Go = G^o = 0.5 ("cooperative adsorption"
[30]).
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Figure 1.8
PEEM image showing the domain
structure of co-adsorbed CO and O
Adsorbed oxygen is represented in
dark grey, and CO is light. The
arrow indicates the direction of
movement of the CO front [25].

The intimate contact between both components causes the formation o f COi to
take place at temperatures as low as 200 K [27].

The domain structures described here have been observed recently by PEEM
images [25, 31]. One example o f such an image is shown in figure 1.8.

The steps which may be involved in the reaction are as follows:

(i)
(ii)

CO ^

—

CO,, Xi, x.

0 , — > 2 0 .,

(iii)

Oad + CO,d - - >

CO,

k.

(iv)

Oad + CO -

CO,

ks

(v)

0 , + 2C 0,a

2C 0,

ki

Reaction (i) refers to adsorption and desorption o f CO on a bare surface. If the
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surface is precovered by oxygen, there are some additional complications.
Reaction (ii) refers to dissociative chemisorption of oxygen. There is no evidence
of a molecularly adsorbed species. The reverse of (ii) occurs at temperatures
above those usually applied in the catalytic CO formation ( < 700 K), so that
2

this process need not be considered. The problem of penetration into the bulk and
the possibility of formation of surface oxides is more severe. Surface oxides are
much less reactive than chemisorbed oxygen. Nevertheless, their existence, as
well as considerable bulk concentrations of dissolved oxygen, cannot be ruled out
under stationary reaction conditions with higher total pressures. These effects
will, however, be of no importance here. As represented in step (iii), the
Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) reaction between reactants which are both in the
chemisorbed state is the only clearly detectable reaction path. Evidence for its
dominance was mainly estabished by molecular beam experiments [28, 29]. The
Eley-Rideal mechanism represented in reaction (iv) assumes that one of the
reactants is in its normal chemisorbed state (O .J, the second (CO) reacting either
by direct collision from the gas phase or from a weakly held physisorbed state.
There is no evidence for this mechanism [27, 29]. The reverse type of ER
reaction (reaction (v)) can easily be ruled out, as no CO formation takes place if
2

a surface saturated with adsorbed CO is exposed to gaseous O . The dissociative
2

chemisorption of oxygen is a necessary prerequisite. The CO desorption step is
2

not considered separately, but included in rate equations (iii-v), because after
formation, CO will immediately desorb from the surface above room
2

temperature as it is so weakly bound [27].

The reaction mechanism given in (i) to (iii) above suggests that the rate equation
is relatively simple, and of the form:

r = d[C

0 2

]/dt = f(r,p(C 0),/7(02),/?(C 02))
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However, this cannot be the case because k^-k^ are not in fact constant, depending
on temperature, surface concentration, and mutual configurations of the reacting
species. An example is that the activation energy for

was found to be 105 kJ

mol'^ at low coverages, compared with 59 kJ mol^ at moderate coverages of both
COad and O^d, where the oxygen overlayer is compressed, leading to a reduction
of the activation energy [29]. This quantity decreases further at even higher
coverages, which can only be established below room temperature. Also, the
partial pressures of CO and O cannot be related with the respective coverages
2

©CO and Go through simple adsorption isotherms, but depend again on the degree
of presence of both components on the surface. No analytical expression therefore
may be formulated for r. Instead, approximate descriptions are necessary, which
take into account the properties of the particular system under study.

The model developed for P d ( lll) holds similarly for other single crystal planes
as well as for the results from polycrystalline material.

Platinum

The oxidation of CO on Ft has been studied on both polycrystalline samples and
single crystal surfaces. The general trends observed are similar to those for
palladium, and a similar reaction mechanism is inferred. The evidence available
indicates that the reaction again takes place via an LH mechanism, and this is
most apparent in the inhibiting effect of CO adsorption on the rate at high 0co
[32, 33]. In general, it can be assumed that the sequence of reaction steps as
established for palladium also hold for platinum, and that the reaction will be
governed by essentially similar rate laws. Any variations between these two
metals can be ascribed to differences in the sticking coefficients and adsorption
energies of the reactants. It also appears that incorporated oxygen (which is less
reactive than the chemisorbed species) may play a more important role with Ft,
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particularly at elevated temperatures [34].

1.3.4 SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

The discussion so far has to a great extent ignored the tendency of the surface to
reconstruct under certain conditions. In fact, this can be a major effect, and there
has been a great deal of literature dedicated to it, particularly in recent years with
the development of powerful surface imaging techniques.

Surface reconstruction and oscillatory reaction kinetics can be caused by strong
interactions between the adsorbed CO and Pt. Strongly adsorbing sites such as
steps and defects are also very active sites for catalysis. One possible explanation
is that the adsorbed species restructures the surface near the step, thereby creating
the active site for the catalytic process [35]. Restructuring occurs in order to
maximise the bonding and stability of the adsorbate-substrate complex, and is
most likely to occur when the stronger adsorbate-substrate bonds compensate for
the weakening of bonds between the substrate atoms [35].

The rate of a chemical reaction occurring under continuous-flow conditions at
constant temperature and partial pressures is not necessarily stationary, but may
vary with time, even if there is no irreversible change of the state of the surface.
The first experiments on the oxidation of CO over well-defined Pt surfaces under
UHV conditions were described in 1982 [36]. Under certain conditions, the rate
of CO formation was found to vary periodically with time for Pt(lOO) and a
2

polycrystralline Pt wire, but not with a defect-free P t( lll) surface. For the
Pt(lOO), the conditions for oscillation were found to coincide with those for the
CO-induced surface structural transformation, and this process was suggested to
determine the mechanism of this effect. This coupling of periodic structural
transformation and kinetic oscillations was directly verified by parallel LEED and
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work function measurements on Pt(lOO) [37]. Lauterbach and Rotermund [25]
have observed oscillations on Pt(lOO) at piOj) = 2.7x10"^ mbar and p{CO) =
1.3x10'^ to 4.0x10^ mbar, with time periods in the range 1 to 4 min at 500 K. It
was found that reducing the temperature increased the period up to 10 min.

The catalytic oxidation of CO on a Pt (110) surface has been investigated in
detail. A simplified discussion of its oscillatory behaviour is given here. Under
most reaction conditions, the rate of CO formation is stationary [38]. However,
2

for a narrow range of CO partial pressures, the rate varies periodically or even
aperiodically with time. There is a continuous variation of the atomic structure of
the surface, which is responsible for the oscillatory kinetics. The clean Pt surface
is reconstructed by adsorption of CO above a limiting coverage. This structural
transformation is a local process which involves displacement of surface Pt atoms
only over short distances, of the order of one lattice constant, as determined by
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [38]. The oxygen sticking coefficient is,
however, larger on the reconstructed phase than on the original phase. Hence,
more oxygen will be adsorbed and react with adsorbed CO. It should be noted
that these effects occur for conditions in which oxygen adsorption is rate limiting.
As the oxygen reacts the CO from the surface, the CO coverage drops below the
critical value for maintaining the reconstructed phase stable. The surface structure
will transform back to the original phase where the oxygen sticking coefficient is
smaller so that CO coverage may build up again and so on [38].

Another aspect of temporal self organisation is the occurrence of chaos. With
the system discussed above, such a state may be achieved through very slight
changes of one of the control parameters via a series of period-doublings. For
one set of parameters, there will be a regular oscillation. However, if one of
these parameters is changed even slightly, then the time series becomes chaotic.
Further change of the parameters leads to yet another chaotic state, as shown in
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Figure 1.9
Temporal variation o f the work
function during CO oxidation on
Pt( 110) at 540 K and an oxygen
partial pressure o f 7.5x10'^ Torr.
The CO partial pressure was varied
betw een 3.90x10'^ Torr ((a); constant
rate) and 3.42x10'^ Torr ((f): chaotic
behaviour) [31].

■ B iii
(a)
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Figure 1.10
PEEM images from a Pt(l 10) surface during catalytic CO oxidation at T = 448 K, exhibiting the
evolution o f oxygen-concentration spirals [31],
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figure 1.9. For conditions under which the reaction rate becomes oscillatory, the
PEEM images vary periodically with time, with the whole background switching
periodically from 0-covered to CO-covered. An example of this is shown in
figure 1.10. Patterns of this type are well known from the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction in solution, although the scale of the pattern in that case is much
larger [38].

1.3.5 STRUCTURE SENSITIVITY

The surface structure may have a large effect on the activity of a catalyst for a
particular reaction. Reactions of this type may be labelled "structure sensitive".
The distinction between structure sensitive and structure insensitive reactions is
usually obtained by varying the mean particle size, and thereby the relative
proportions of the different exposed crystal planes and lattice imperfections. With
single crystal studies however, a more direct investigation may be performed by
varying the crystallographic orientation of the surface. It is also possible to
prepare surfaces with monoatomic steps, which can be modelled as active sites.

Care is needed in using the phrase "structure sensitivity", however. Both CO
and oxygen adsorb preferentially on step sites, leading to a variation in the
desorption energy between steps and terraces [22]. However, this does not mean
that CO production is inherently structure sensitive. One investigation into the
2

effect of surface structure on catalytic activity was carried out using a platinum
single crystal which was curved in such a way that the (111) plane as well as
steps were present. It was found that the overall CO yield determined for the
2

P t( lll) surface varied by less than 10% for a step density of 7%. As the CO

2

yield was already high on a flat surface, the presence of steps had little effect.
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If a system is structure insensitive, then the behaviour of a particle can be
directly inferred from that of a single crystal. Comparisons are possible,
however, for systems which are to some degree structure sensitive, as can be
seen from the following section.

1.3.6 PLATINUM PARTICLES

We have concentrated so far on single crystal surfaces as these are most
commonly studied. However, interest is growing in the characterisation of small
supported particles, as these are used widely in industrial catalysis. In this
literature, the behaviour of particles is often compared with that of single
crystals. These studies are of use in this work, particularly in evaluating to what
extent the work on single crystals is relevant to our system. In this section, work
is discussed in which small metal particles are characterised and their interactions
with CO investigated. Characterisation relied almost exclusively on temperature
programmed desorption. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS).

One of the primary goals described in recent literature was to try and pinpoint
the transition from localised to bulk metal behaviour as the particle size was
increased. Wertheim et al [39] estimated this size in the following way. For
simplicity consider alkali or noble metal atoms, which have one outer s electron.
In an n-atom cluster there will be 2n s states, with an interval comparable to the
width of the s band of the infinite solid. When n becomes so large that the
separation between these states becomes comparable to the thermal energy kT,
then the electrons are no longer localised and the cluster has metallic properties.
At room temperature, in a metal with a band width of 5 eV, this transition takes
place when n exceeds 100 atoms, corresponding to a spherical cluster with a
diameter of 1.5 nm.
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Experimentally, Altman and Gorte [40] have observed that below particle sizes
of 2.5 nm, the Pt did not show the electronic structure characteristic of the bulk
metal. Mason et al [41] also observed (by XPS) a variation of valence and core
level spectra with cluster size, and that as the particle size was increased, the Pt
nuclei spectrum changed from resembling the spectrum for atomic Pt to that for
bulk Pt. It was observed by Wertheim et al [39, 42], that valence band spectra of
small clusters exhibit band narrowing due to the increased localisation. Core
electron shifts to higher band energies are also noted, where the core-level
binding energy can increase by between 0.5 and 1.5 eV.

Altman and Gorte [43, 44] carried out TPD of CO on Pt for particle sizes
estimated at 1.1 nm up to a continuous film. The strong dependence of the TPD
features on particle size was interpreted as being due to changes in the
crystallographic orientation of the surface sites. The smallest particles, in the
range 1.0 to 2.0 nm, exhibited only a single desorption state at 510 K while the
larger particles exhibited a second desorption state with a peak temperature at 400
K. The proportion of CO desorbing from these two states also varied
continuously with particle size. The desorption state at 400 K corresponded well
with desorption from P t(lll)-ty p e terraces. The state at 510 K corresponded with
desorption from highly stepped surfaces like P t( lll) surfaces with defects or
Pt(331). Therefore it was concluded that the two desorption peaks observed on
the small particles were related to the crystallographic orientation of the sites
available for desorption. In fact the change in the relative populations of the two
desorption states with increasing particle size is interpreted as evidence for the
formation of (111) type facets on the larger particles. This assignment of peaks is
in agreement with work carried out on single crystal surfaces by Hayden et al
[20], and Collins and Spicer [22]. Their work was discussed in section 1.3.1. To
summarise, it was found that the desorption states observed on Pt particles are
identical to those observed on single crystals, and only the distribution of
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desorption states was affected by particle size.

Any differences in bonding should be reflected in differences in the desorption
temperatures. The fact that these temperatures are so similar for small Pt particles
and bulk Pt metal indicates that the bonding is the same. Altman and Gorte found
this to be true for particles so small that all the Pt atoms were exposed to the
surface [43]. The smallest metal particles examined by these workers were too
small to exhibit the bulk metal band structure, therefore the bonding of CO on Pt
must be very localised. This corresponds with work by Shek et al [45] on the
single crystal Pt(llO).

It was found that the structure of the supporting material did not directly affect
the metal. The final shape of the metal particles after high temperature treatment
was not strongly dependent on the substrate structure. Only the temperature
required to reach the final particle shape was affected by the use of crystalline or
amorphous alumina. This would imply that effects due to the interaction between
the metal and the oxide are much weaker than effects due to particle size [44].

To summarize, this work has shown that particles exhibit similar characteristics
to single crystals, and can therefore be legitimately compared with them.
Electronically, particles are similar to bulk Pt down to particle sizes of a few nm,
below which localised behaviour becomes manifest. Chemically, they act in the
same way as single crystals, their exact behaviour depending on which crystal
face is exposed.
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1.3.7 THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE AND SURFACE IMPURITIES ON
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY

Surface science is mostly carried out with UHV systems at total pressures at 10^
Torr or less, whereas real catalysis is performed at around atmospheric pressure,
where the degree of surface contamination is never well controlled. There is
therefore a question as to whether these experiments are relevant for real life
catalysis. However, work by Engel and Ertl [18] on Pd catalysts under real
pressure conditions has shown that as long as the temperature is low enough that
the reaction rate is below its maximum value, it is the ratio p{0'^lp{C0) that is
important, not the absolute pressure. In fact, at total pressures in the Torr range,
this is the case up to 500 °C.

As for the effect of surface impurities, elements such as sulphur or carbon might
be present on the surface of a real catalyst. The influence of sulphur has been
investigated on the adsorption of CO and on the catalytic CO formation on a
2

Pt(llO) surface [46, 47]. It was found that the preadsorbed sulphur affected both
the adsorption energy of CO and the total amount of CO adsorbed. A Pt surface
saturated with sulphur (0s « 0.75) was no longer able to adsorb any CO, so that
the rate of CO formation decreased with increasing sulphur content of the
2

surface and became practically zero for 0s « 0.28. These results demonstrate
that sulphur is an effective catalyst poison. However, it was also found that the
interaction between oxygen and sulphur led to the formation and desorption of
SO in a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type reaction whereby sulphur is removed from
2

the surface. It is thought that similar processes could occur if carbon atoms that
may react with oxygen to form CO are present on the surface. This was
confirmed by an experiment in which a Pd wire was exposed to a CO/O reaction
2

mixture without any previous surface cleaning [18]. The stationary rate of CO
formation as a function of temperature was at first rather low, but increased
62
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Steeply above a certain activation temperature. In any further runs the catalyst
exhibited its normal activity. Auger spectroscopy demonstrated that at the
beginning the surface was heavily contaminated by S and C, whereas these
elements were completely absent after the sample had reached its full activity.
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1.4 THE ROLE OF PLATINUM IN GAS SENSING

1.4.1 GENERAL

Some semiconductor gas sensors contain noble metals in the form of small
particles, such as palladium and platinum, dispersed through them to promote gas
sensitivity or selectivity or reduce the operating temperature. There has been
much interest in the development of such sensors. However, it can be very
difficult to compare data from different laboratories to obtain meaningful
information on effects of particular catalysts, because different groups studying
tin dioxide response do not use identical preparation routes or the same additives.
The interaction of catalyst behaviour with microstructure and other effects may
increase these problems. For example, if an active catalyst is deposited on the
outer edge of a device containing buried electrodes, complete combustion of the
target gas may take place in the outer region of the sensor, so that no gas
response is observed at the buried electrodes. Clearly, the nature of the catalyst
distribution, both throughout the device and in terms of catalyst particle size, will
have important effects on device response in addition to that arising from the
nature of the catalyst material itself.

1.4.2 MECHANISM OF OPERATION OF Pt-SnO^ GAS SENSORS

Gas-Pt Interactions

It is the interaction of gases with the platinum, not the tin dioxide, that leads to
gas response at room temperature, as it has been shown that no gas response
occurs on pure tin dioxide at this temperature[10]. This is illustrated in figures
1.11 and 1.12. In the presence of oxygen, the resistance of the sensor increases
compared to that in a vacuum. This is because the dissociatively adsorbed oxygen
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Figure 1.11
Proposed band structure o f platinised tin
dioxide. Surface platinum particles abstract
electrons from the tin dioxide conduction
band. The extent to which this occurs is
determined by interactions betw een the Pt
and gases adsorbed onto it.
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Figure 1.12
Two possible mechanisms by which the sensor resistance
could be reduced due to the rem oval o f electronwithdrawing adsorbed oxygen.
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species [18] are electron withdrawing and so remove conduction electrons from
the tin oxide via the platinum. When this system is exposed to CO gas, the
resistance decreases. The primary mechanism for this is thought to be due to
replacement of the adsorbed oxygen by less electron withdrawing adsorbed CO.
A second possibility is that the CO is oxidised on the Pt surface, removing the
electron withdrawing adsorbed oxygen from the surface. It should be noted that
this may be an over simplification of the gas response mechanism, and additional
effects are discussed later in this section.

A New Role For Tin Dioxide

For these devices, if the reaction with the gas takes place primarily on the small
platinum particles, then the tin oxide must take on a new role: first, it acts as a
transducer sensitive to changes in adsorption on the precious metal particles;
secondly, it serves to stabilize the very small catalyst particles necessary to
manifest the low temperature effect [4].

Changes In Response Mechanism Due To Platinum

As was hinted at in the section above, the gas response mechanism is not simple,
and the presence of platinum may change the gas response in a number of ways.
McAleer et al [4] list five possibilities: a) spillover of reactive species (e.g
dissociated H atoms from

or hydrocarbons) from the precious metal on to the

oxide, with the possibility of improved gas response at lower temperatures; b)
due to a more rapid rate of reaction, the combustible gas may not penetrate the
bulk of the sensor, which could lead to diminished response at higher
temperatures, depending on electrode geometry; c) the effects of impurity gases
on sensor response may be modified, e.g. the effect of moisture from the
atmosphere may be altered; d) the sensor may respond to the products of catalytic
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oxidation; and e) the nature of the response may be changed if the electronic
properties of the catalyst dominate the support response mechanism.

A comprehensive review has been given by Yamazoe et al [48] of the effects of
platinum, palladium, silver, and other additives on the gas response of SnOg.
Two response mechanisms were discussed by Yamazoe in this paper for the
operation of room temperature CO sensors. The first was a chemical interaction
by which additives assist the redox processes of semiconductive oxides. Spillover
of hydrogen and possibly CO on Pt-Sn02 has been suggested. At appropriate
temperatures, reactants are thought to be first adsorbed on the surface of additive
particles, and then migrate to the SnOj surface to react there with adsorbed or
surface oxidic oxygen, resulting in an increase in surface conductivity of Sn

0 2

-

The second interaction discussed is an electronic one in which the additives
interact electronically with a semiconductor as an electron donor or acceptor. It is
known that the contact of certain metals with semiconductor surfaces produces a
Schottky barrier. When such an electronic interaction exists between
semiconductor and additive, a change in the electronic state of the additive, for
example on contact with reducing gases, will cause a change in surface
conductivity. This is the model discussed in earlier sections. Based on XPS
results in the same paper, Yamazoe proposed that for Pt- and Pd-Sn02, chemical
interactions were more important than electronic ones, since there was no XPS
evidence to support the latter. XPS measurements also showed that Pt, Pd and Ag
were all in oxidised states, at least at the surface region of the particles. In
reducing gases, XPS measurements appeared to indicate that the precious metal
surfaces returned to the metallic state.

Experiments described by McAleer et al [4] made use of sintered tin dioxide
pellets impregnated with a metal. They found that surface treatment with Pt had
the effect of extending the gas response to much lower temperatures than
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available without a catalyst, and of introducing additional effects at temperatures
near ambient, including a strong response to hydrogen. They observed that
modifying the surface with platinum completely eliminated the effect on
conductivity of the transformation of the major species on SnOz from adsorbed
oxygen ions to hydroxyl species. In contrast, without a catalyst, it has been
shown that the response to CO extends to lower temperatures on a hydroxylated
SnOg surface [8]. It was concluded in this work that the conductance, rather than
being determined by the surface state of the oxide, is controlled in the Pt-SnOg by
the surface state of the platinum. According to this interpretation, the
conductance changes in response to changing water vapour pressure could be
caused by a surface dipole induced on the precious metal surface by adsorbed
water. One further observation made by this group was that on the unmodified
SnOz, the onset of surface combustion corresponds to the onset of resistivity
changes [9]. However, on the Pt-Sn02 combustion is not a requirement for gas
response.

Work Function Changes

The Pt/SnO^ svstem

When the tin oxide is brought into contact with platinum metal, the band
structure of the tin oxide in the vicinity is altered. This is because a contact
potential is created between the two materials, and so conduction electrons
migrate from the tin oxide conduction band into the platinum conduction band
which is lower in energy. This causes platinised tin dioxide to have a higher
resistance than pure tin dioxide. This connection between the platinum and tin
dioxide allows any electronic interaction between platinum and adsorbed gases to
be detected as changes in the resistance of the tin oxide, as shown in figure 1.11.
This is discussed in more detail below.
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The work function is the energy required to release an electron from a ip et^ into
a vacuum. When two metals of different work function are brought together,
there is a difference in potential at the interface, causing the flow of electrons
fY X O cteC t oJ\

from one to the other, as shown in figure 1.13(a). If one of the

is a

semiconductor (e.g. Sn02), then the transfer of electrons to a metal (e.g. Pt)
leads to ’’band bending” at the interface, as is shown in figure 1.13(b). It is
assumed in the figure that the Pt contains sufficient electrons that the addition of
some more from the SnOz would not affect the average energy of electrons in the
Pt (the Fermi energy Ep). If, however, the Pt was in the form of particles
dispersed on the oxide, this assumption may not hold, and the Fermi level of Pt
may be raised, reducing the amount of band bending. If a gas, e.g. CO is
adsorbed onto the Pt, there will be an electronic interaction between the gas and
the surface, as shown in figure 1.13(c). In the case of CO, this will be an overall
electron donation from Pt to CO. This will lead to a small change in the work
function of the Pt, causing a small change in the band bending.

According to Collins and Spicer [22], the work function is affected by adsorption
at different sites. Adsorption of CO at steps or defects has been found to lead to a
decrease in work function while adsorption on terraces led to an increase in work
function. The adsorption of O led to an increase in work function on all the
surfaces studied. Table 1.2 shows that the literature work function for tin dioxide
is indeed smaller than that of platinum. The work function change of platinum on
adsorption of oxygen is much larger than that on adsorption of CO.

A plot of the change in work function (50 measured in eV) against gas exposure
can be obtained from ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) data. These
50 are obtained from the changes in the widths of the UPS energy distribution
curves. This technique gives a certainty of ±0.1 eV for the absolute work
function, and ±0.03 eV for the change in work function, but this uncertainty is
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good enough to enable the observation of trends.

SAMPLE

CRYSTAL

W ORK

EFFECT

EFFECT

FACE

FUNCTION

OF O 2 *

OF CO*

/eV

/eV

/eV
-

Sn02

(110)

4.20

-

Pt

(111)

5.6 ±0.1

-

6 (lll)x (1 0 0 )

5.6 ±0.1

+0.48

+0.15

6(lll)x(lll)

5.6 ±0.1

+0.29

+0.07

Pt

Pt

(111)

-

9(lll)x(lll)

-

(100)

-

+0.55

5.7 ±0.1

-

+0.15

>+0.15

REF

49
22

50

+0.1
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crystals. The value for poly crystalline Pt, although not shown here, is very similar
to the single crystal values [22]. "The values for the effect of CO and O 2 are for
saturation coverage of the adsorbed gases.

Model for the gas sensor

The interpretation of conductance changes in response to the presence of small
concentrations of CO in air of SnOz decorated with Pt particles, is that there is a
decrease in the work function of Pt on adsorption of CO, in apparent conflict with
the above data. However, in air, it is the effect of co-adsorption of CO and O 2 on
work function that is of interest. This topic, however, has not been found in the
literature.
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E /K
El

Figure 1.14
The effect of adsorption of CO
and oxygen on the platinum
work function. The work function
decreases by 0.4 eV if oxygen is
replaced by carbon monoxide.

,
xl/O .leV Pt-C O

0.4 eV
Pt-O

For a sensor operating in air, it can be argued that if the effect of CO was to
replace O 2 , then there would be a decrease in work function for Pt as observed.
This is shown in figure 1.14. If this model is correct, the CO should reduce the
activation energy for conduction by approximately 0.4 eV.

MOS transistors

Although metal oxide materials dominate the field of semiconducting gas sensors,
some attempts haye been made to use silicon devices for gas sensing purposes
[52, 53]. These devices can be integrated into electronic circuitry. They are of
interest here as they exhibit a change in work function of the metal, due to the
adsorption of gas. They are based on MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor)
transistors. These sensors were originally developed for the detection of hydrogen,
and the basic operation of this type of sensor will be discussed before moving
onto the modification enabling CO detection.

An example of this type of sensor is shown in figure 1.15. The metal used in
these sensors is predominatly Pd or Pt, the oxide is silica, and the semiconductor
is p-silicon. The conduction between the source and drain is modified by a charge
or potential on the gate electrode. Hydrogen is adsorbed onto the Pd gate and
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dissociates. Som e atom ic hydrogen diffuses through the metal tow ards the metaloxide interface, and forms a dipole layer. The difference in work function of the
metal and sem iconductor decreases and leads to a change in threshold voltage of
the transistor. W hen the Pd layer is in the form of a dense continuous film, these
sensors can only detect hydrogen and hydrogen-containing gases [53]. H ow ever,
when the Pd layer is in the form of a porous film, sensitivity to other gases which
could adsorb at the Pt-gas-Si02 interface has been reported [54-56]. The same
basic m odel, adsorption of gas resulting in the change in surface potential at the
oxide-m etal contact, has been inferred.

Kelvin probe experim ents by Lundstrom and Svensson [57] show ed that the
adsorption o f hydrogen does in fact alter the w ork function o f the m etal, and that
oxygen generates a large surface potential in the opposite sense to hydrogen. A
change in the w ork function of Pt 6(11 l)x(lOO) of -0.3 eV can be expected on
exposure to a saturation concentration o f Hj [58].

The m anufacture o f MOS transistors requires a large num ber o f steps. A sim pler
gas sensing device is the MOS capacitor, where the capacitance o f the gateinsulator channel is m easured. In these sensors, only a gate contact and a contact
to the sem iconductor is required.

P d -G ate
S o u rc e

Drain

p - S ilic o n
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Figure 1.15
Pd-gate MOS transistor suitable
for the detection o f hydrogen [5].
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Kang and Kim [59] have developed a MIS capacitor to detect CO, which
operates in the range 27-100 °C. The catalytic gate comprised Pt deposited on the
adsorptive layer which is Sn02. They describe the operation of the sensor in the
following way. The layer of Pt provides preferential adsorption sites for Oj, and
subsequently causes these molecules to dissociate and spill over onto the tin oxide
surface. The platinum therefore enhances the chemisorptive capacity of the tin
oxide for oxygen. The detection of CO in air is achieved through the reaction of
CO with the chemisorbed oxygen. The adsorption and reduction of chemisorbed
oxygen ions at the Pt-Sn 0

2

interface changes the dipole double layer at the

interface. This change modifies the flatband voltage of the capacitor.

The sensors most commonly operate between 150 and 200 °C in the case of both
hydrogen containing gases as well as other gases such as CO and oxygen. A few
sensors operating at room temperature have been reported, for example Poteat and
Lalevic [60] described a sensor utilizing Pd on Si02 for detecting different
concentrations of hydrogen. In this particular case, the time taken to reach 90 %
of the maximum value was a few minutes. In general, there is a wide range of
response times, varying from 0.1 s to 1 h, although most take a few minutes,
which is slow in comparison with semiconducting metal oxides operated at
elevated temperatures.

Platinum Distribution and Particle Size

According to the discussion of McAleer et al [4], for an effect of gases to be
seen on the conductance of a tin dioxide pellet impregnated with metallic
particles, the particles must be uniformly distributed over the surface with a
density such that the depletion layers around each particle overlap. Figure 1.16
illustrates schematically how an effect might be obtained. Adsorption of carbon
monoxide onto Pt or Pd results in a partial charge transfer, detectable as a surface
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surface dipole. If the precious metal particles were small enough the charge
transferred might be significant in relation to the total free electron charge within
the particle, and hence would alter the electron equilibrium with the
semiconducting oxide: the surface barrier height would change. There will be a
particle size, estimated at Inm, at which this effect will be observed. This is
calculated as follows:

10 cm^ of Pt metal are estimated to contain 1 mole of Ft, therefore the
conduction electron density would be of order 10^^ cm'^. If the particles have
radius r, then the volume of the particle, V = (4ir/^)/3. There would therefore be
of order 10^^(4irr^)/3 conduction electrons present in each particle. It is known
that there are of the order of 10*^ sites per cm^ on the surface, therefore if there
were 1 electron transfer per CO, the total number of electrons transferred would
be of order 4x10^^%/ for monolayer coverage. The ratio of the number of
conduction electrons transferred on the surface to the number of electrons in the
particle would therefore be of order:
4xl0^^7ur^

10"^

4xlO%nrV3

For this mechanism therefore, for a CO response to be observed, 10'7r must be
of the order of 1, i.e. there must be an equal amount of electrons in the Pt
particles as on the surface so that r » 10'^ cm or 10 Â. This calculation assumes
close-packed monolayer adsorption of CO. If the particles were much larger than
this, no effect would be expected. The catalyst particles can be made to
agglomerate by heating at elevated temperatures. It is the effect of this heat
treatment which forms a major part of the experimental work described in the
following chapters.
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( 6)

(a)

0"

0"

g

X

position

0"
Figure 1.16
(a) Representation of the possible effect of small Pt particles on the depletion
layer width and intergranular barrier height, (b) Electron energy profile
controlled by lattice oxygen species only (-----). Electron energy profile
controlled by Pt particles (-----) [4].
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1.5 LITERATURE SURVEY: MATERIALS AND CATALYSTS
INVESTIGATED FOR GAS RESPONSE

The tables summarise the experiments described in the literature. The survey is
biased towards tin dioxide sensors as these are of particular interest to this project.
A number of generalisations can be made from this survey.

From the tables it can be seen that the most common catalyst additives for SnC^
sensors are Pt and Pd. For these sensors, there was a wide range of preparation
methods. These could be generally divided into two types: thin films of tin oxide
with a layer of metal (0.1 to 300 ML) deposited on the surface; and thick films or
pellets impregnated with a Pt or Pd solution (concentration 0.2 to 5 wt%), fired
between 300 and 1000 °C. Both catalysts were used primarily for detection of
CO, and there was a general agreement that the catalysts improved gas response.
There were some claims of quicker response times and lower operating
temperatures. The most common operating temperature for Pt-Sn02 was 200-300
°C, compared with 300-400 °C for Pd-Sn02.

Much of the literature described above is aimed at improving the sensitivity of
SnC^ to CO. However, only three groups have been found in the literature to have
developed a semiconducting metal oxide sensor for CO operating at room
temperature, and all utilize Pt-Sn02- The first reference to such a system was by
Yamazoe and co-workers [48] (Japan, 1983). This was followed by the work
carried out by Williams and co-workers [4] (Harwell, UK, 1988), and finally
Ambrazeviciené et al [6] (Lithuania, 1993). A very similar MIS capacitor has also
been described by Kang and Kim [54-56, 59] (U.S.A, 1993). The work by all
these groups is described briefly below.

Yamazoe tested nine transition metals as catalytic additives for gas response. The
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preparation method used was as follows. Tin(IV) oxide was calcined in air at 600
°C for 10 h. It was then impregnated with the metal chloride or nitrate and
calcined again at 600 °C for 10 h. A pellet was then pressed and calcined a third
time at 600 °C for 5 h. It was found that 0.5 wt% Pt addition gave the best
response to 0.02% CO of all the transition metals tested, and further that the best
response was obtained for operation at room temperature. The response to 0.8%
H was very similar.
2

A large amount of literature has been produced by Williams and co-workers, on
many types of gas sensor. Their room temperature CO sensor was prepared by
calcining tin dioxide at 1000 °C, pressing, and sintering at 1000 °C for 16 h in
air. The resulting pellet was then impregnated with an aqueous solution of the
metal salt followed by immersion in a non-aqueous solvent to precipitate the
metal compound. The solvent was removed by vacuum drying, and the deposited
metal compound was thermally decomposed in situ, at the lowest temperature
necessary to yield a very finely divided catalyst. The concentration of the
impregnation solution was chosen so that 10% of the available tin oxide surface
area was covered with catalyst. It was found that both Pt- and Pd-Sn02 yielded
good réponse at room temperature to up to 1 % CO. Similar results were obtained
on exposure to hydrogen.

Ambrazeviciené et al investigated 1 fxm thick films prepared by coating a
substrate of Si + Si02 with an aqueous solution of SnCl2.H20 and HCl. The
catalysts were added to the solutions in the form of H PtClg.H
2

2 0

and SbiOs, and

dried. The samples were then annealed in air at a temperature in the range 300 to
900 °C. It was found that Sb-Sn02 alone shows a low gas response at 100 °C.
The magnitude of response and response time for Pt-Sn02 were both found to
depend on annealing temperature. The Pt-Sn02 annealed below 400 °C was
sensitive but slow in its response, with the response time being 50 to 500 s.
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When fired at 700 °C or more, there was a reduction in sensitivity of Pt-Sn02However, Pt-Sb-SnOz was very sensitive to CO and H . It exhibited a rapid
2

response and recovery at operating temperatures of 100 °C or less, with response
times at 2 s or less. These sensors were also found to detect ethanol,
acetaldehyde and acetic acid, but not O , CO , SO , or NO .
2

2

2

2

A slightly different system is a MIS capacitor which detects CO, O and H ,
2

2

which has been proposed by Kang and Kim. The system investigated was:
catalyst(Pd, Pt or Ag)-adsorptive oxide(Sn02 or ZnO)-SigN^-Si02-Si-A1. The
sensor was built on p-type silicon, and the polished surface coated with 50 Â of
Si02, followed by 400 Â of SigN^. The 800 Â adsorptive oxide layer was grown
by deposition of Sn or Zn, followed by thermal oxidation at 400 °C for 1 h. A
400 Â layer of catalytic metal gate was evaporated onto the SnO^ or ZnO. The
response to O , H and CO was measured in the range 27 to 100 °C. At 50 °C,
2

2

for detection of CO, only the Pt-Sn02 device gave a good response in a
background of oxygen. The Pd-Sn02 was much less sensitive, and Ag-Sn02 and
Pd-ZnO were insensitive to CO at this temperature. Pt-Sn02 also gave a good
response to H in oxygen. In the absense of oxygen, the response decreased
2

drastically. The device was also insensitive to CO in the absence of oxygen. The
response time (here, time taken to reach 90% of final saturated value of voltage
shift) of this sensor to CO was 2 min, and the recovery time (time needed to
return to 90% of the base line in air) was 3.2 min. However, the response and
recovery time of the same sensor to H was of the order of a few seconds. It was
2

found that the response to CO decreased with decreasing operating temperature,
so that the best response was obtained at 100 °C.

The closest preparation method to the one utilised in this work is that developed
by Williams and co-workers, and their work forms a basis for the studies
described in the following chapters. Although this group isolated Pt as the best
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additive tested to reduce the operating temperature of SnOi, they did not further
investigate the effects of changes in the preparation method, although some
predictions were made. This work, therefore, takes their initial studies a stage
further by investigating in detail and explaining the effect of gas response on
changing the following: the surface coverage of platinum; the platinum particle
size (related to firing temperature), and the dopant density in the tin oxide.
Ambrazeviciené et al have mentioned two of these topics: they noted a decrease
in gas response with increasing firing temperature, and an improvement in gas
response on doping with antimony.

Returning to the tables, it can be seen that there is some disagreement over
which catalyst has what effect. There is a wide variety of sensor preparations, so
it is difficult to know which effects are due to the geometry of the sensor or its
preparation method, or which effects are due to the catalyst. This confusion is
possibly linked to the fact that approximately half of the papers describe
characterisation of sensors only by gas response, and do not mention any other
characterisation methods, such as XPS or ac impedance. If there was more
attention paid to characterisation of the sensors, some of these effects may be
better understood.
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OXIDE
MATERIAL

SnO;

SnOj

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

CATALYST/
ADDITIVE
GAS

CO

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

SPUTTERED
SCREEN
THIN FILM ON PRINTED
Si
THICK FILMS

CO

CHARACT
ERISATION
OPERATING
TEMP/ °C

250-400

1 0 0

ETHANOL

BENZENE
(500 ppm)

600 A THIN
FILM BY
ELECTRON
GUN
EVAPORA
TION

REACTIVELY 2mm THICK
SPUTTERED
SINTERED
THIN FILM
PELLET

XRD

TEM

300

500

CO

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

Pt (0.6 wt%)
Sb

Pt(10%ML)
Pd

Pt
(0.15-0.6 nm)

CO (10-1000
ppm): Hz ( 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ppm)

WITHPt: CH„
C2 H4 , Hz
Pt, Pd: CO

H,

REACTIVELY THICK FILM
POROUS
SPUTTERED FIRED 300-900 PELLET
THIN FILM
°C
IMPREGNA
TED WITHPt
SOLUTION,
FIRED
SEM,XRD,
XPS

400

400

< 1 0 0

17 nm THIN
FILM,
ANNEALED
500 °C

XRD

20 WITH
ADDITIVES,

300

> 2 0 0

WITHOUT
COMMENT

INTEGRATED
SENSOR,
VARYING
THICKNESS.

OPTIMUM
FIRING TEMP
600 °C. GOOD
STABILITY &
CO
SELECTIVITY
SHORT
RESPONSE
TIME.

ANNEALING
AT 800 °C IN
OXYGEN
GIVES BEST
ETHANOL
SENSITIVITY.

REFERENCE

14

61

62

63

HEAT AT 500
°C IN SOz.
TEMPERA
TURE
MAXIMUM
SHIFTED BY
NATURE OF
CONTACTS.

FABRICA
TION
METHOD
AFFECTS
RESPONSE.

64

65

TABLE 1.3. Summary of literature survey of materials and catalysts investigated for gas response.

Pt INCREASES
SENSITIVITY.
Sb IMPROVES
RESPONSE
TIME. SMALL
RESPONSE
AT HIGH
FIRING
TEMPS.

GAS
RESPONSE
EXTENDED
TO LOWER
TEMPS BY Pt
& Pd. STRONG
RESPONSE TO
Hz NEAR
AMBIENT.

6

4

Pt INCREASES
SENSITIVITY,
REDUCES
RESPONSE
TIME.

6 6

OXIDE
MATERIAL

SnOj

SnOz

CATALYST/
ADDITIVE

Pt (40 nm) Pt (0.7-5 nm)

GAS

CO

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

MIS
THIN FILM: Pd
CAPACI LAYER
TOR
DEPOSITED
BY D C.
MAGNETRON
SPUTTERING,
FIRED 450 °C

HjS ( 1 0 0 ppb1 0 ppm)

SnOz

SnOz

DOPANTS: Ni, Pt (0.5 %)
In, Sb
CATALYSTS:
V, Pt (2-5 nm)

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

Sn02

Pt (I ML)
CeOz
LozOj

Pt
In
AI

Pt (35 %
RELATIVE
SURFACE
CONC.)

Pd (I %)

Pd

AI SILICATE,
Pd(II)
CHLORIDE,
Bi OXIDE

Hz, NOz, CO

CO (0.02 %)
Hz (0.08%)

METHANE
(500 -5500
ppm)

NOx (10-90
ppm)

CO (100-9000
ppm)

WITHPd: CH,
NO Pd: CO
( 1 0 0 ppm)

CO (UP TO 500 CH4 (<2500
ppm): CO
ppm)
( < 1 0 0 0 ppm)

THIN FILM:
DOPANTS
IMPLANTED,
CATALYSTS
EVAPORAT
ED ONTO
SURFACE

1 mm THICK
DISC

THIN FILM,
CATALYSTS
DEPOSITED
BY WET
SPRAY
METHOD AT
350 °C

R.F.
SPUTTERED
THIN OXIDE
FILM

THIN FILM
IMPREGNA
TED WITH Pt,
FIRED 600 °C

THICK FILM

POLYCRYST BEADS MADE
FROM PASTE
ALLINE
OF MIXED
THICK FILM
MATERIALS,
CYLINDERS
FIRED 8001000 °C

150

300-400

330

AES, ESCA
XRD

CHARACT
ERISATION

STM, SEM,
XRD

AES, SIMS

XPS

OPERATING 27-100
TEMP/ °C

230

100-400

2 0

310

2 0 0

COMMENT

Pd
INCREASES
OPERATING
TEMP.

Ni-SnOz
SELECTIVE
TO Hz- V-InSnOz FOR NOz
Pt IMPROVES
CO
RESPONSE.

Pt
DECREASES
OPERATING
TEMP,
INCREASES
SENSITIVITY
TO CO.

CeOz-Pt-SnOz
BEST
RESPONSE.
WORST
RESPONSE
FOR PURE
SnOz-

DOPANTS
INCREASE
SENSITIVITY
AND
DECREASE
OPERATING
TEMP.

Pt-SnOzMORE
SENSITIVE AT
LOWER
OPERATING
TEMPS THAN
SnOz-

FOR CH„ Pd
BETTER
THAN Pt OR It.
FOR CO, PURE
SnOz BEST.

67

68

48

69

70

71

7

UNUSU
ALLY
LOW
OPERAT
ING
TEMP.

REFERENCE 59
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VARIOUS

USE OF
ADDITIVES
TO TAILOR
GAS
RESPONSE.
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OXIDE
MATERIAL

oo

SnOz

SnOj

SnOj

SnOz

SnOz

CATALYST/ Pd (0.1-10.0
ADDITIVE
ML)

Pd (2 ATOMS
PER GRAIN)

Pd

Pd (0.2 %wt)

Pd (0.1-30 ML) Pd (0.2 %)

GAS

CH^ ( 1 0 0
ppm)

ETHANOL, CO ETHANOL
(300 ppm)

SnOj

- 1 0 0 0

Pd-SnOj
SLURRY
MADE INTO
POLYCRYSTA
LLINETHIN
FILM 0.5-2 pm,
FIRED 460-560
°C

THIN FILM BY
VACUUM
DEPOSITION
ON SiO, 0.30.35 pm

(110) SINGLE
CRYSTAL
WITHPd
DEPOSITED
UNDER UHV

CHARACT
ERISATION

XPS, UPS, ISS

TEM, SEM

AC
IMPEDANCE

XRD

AES, XPS,
UPS, ISS,
LEED

OPERATING 130
TEMP/ °C

450

50-500

350-400

130

COMMENT

RESPONSE
AFFECTED BY
LAYER
THICKNESS.
CATALYST
ENHANCES
RESPONSE.

Pd
INCREASES
SENSITIVITY,
REDUCES
OPERATING
TEMP.

75

76

77

1 0 0 nm
PELLET
MADE FROM REACTIVE
BALL-MILLED SPUTTERD
THIN FILM
MIXTURE,
FIRED 850 °C

XPS, SEM, GC

300

Pd
ENHANCES
RESPONSE &
LOWERS
TEMP OF
MAX
RESPONSE.
8

Pd, Ag

THICK FILM
IMPREGNAT
ED WITH Pd

SCREEN
PRINTED
THICK FILM,
Pd
DEPOSITED
BY CVD

REFERENCE 74

PdClz(0.1-1.0
%wt), AlzOj,
NbzO;

CO (<300 ppm) CO (1000 ppm) Hz, CO,
ETHANOL
CHjCN (200
ppm)

Pd VAPOUR
DEPOSITION
ONTO
SnOz(llO)

LITTLE INT
ERACTION
BETWEEN Pd
AND SnOj. Pd
ENHANCES
GAS
RESPONSE.

SnOz

H,

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

U)

SnOz

78

<300

VARIOUS

SENSITIVITY
TO CO
BELOW 300 °C
GREATLY
INCREASED
BY Pd.

USE OF
CATALYSTS
TO TAILOR
RESPONSE TO
DIFFERENT
GASES.
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SnOj

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

SnOz

CATALYST/ Pd
Cu
ADDITIVE
Pt

PdCl^ (1-5 %)
WITH 1 %wt
MgO & 5 %wt
ThO^

Pd(IOML)

AIzOz + SiOz

Fe, Sb, Cu, Ti,
Ni, Co, Ca
OXIDES

BizO; (15-18
%wt), SbzOj
(0.5 %wt)

ALUMINIUM
SILICATEPdClz
MIXTURE

BizOz-KzPtCl,
MIXTURE

GAS

CO (100 ppm)

CO (10-300
ppm)

Hz, CH,
Oz
( 1 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 ppm) Nz

ETHANOL
( 1 0 0 0 ppm)

CO (10-10000
ppm)

CH4 ( 1 0
ppm)

Hz ( <

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

THICK
LAYER

MATERIALS
BALL-MILLED
TOGETHER.
PELLET OR
THICK FILM,
FIRED 800 °C

(110) FACE.
Pd
DEPOSITED
UNDER UHV,
FIRED 2 h AT
630 °C

THICK FILM

200 nm THIN
FILMS BY
SPRAY
PYROLYSIS

POLYCRYSTA POLYCRYSTA POLYCRYSTA
LLINE BEADS LLINE BEADS LLINE BEADS

IR

AES, XPS

80-600

350-500

230

320

Mn(II) & Ni(II)
GIVE HIGH
SENSITIVITY
TO INFLAMM
ABLE GAS. Pd
-DOPED SnOz
ALONE NOT
USEFUL FOR
ETHANOL
SENSING.

SbzOz
REDUCES
BASE
RESISTANCE.

RESPONSE
DEPENDS ON
Oz PARTIAL
PRESSURE.

83

84

84

OXIDE
MATERIAL

SnOj

00

CHARACT
ERISATION
OPERATING 400
TEMP/ °C
COMMENT

2 0 0

230 FOR Hz
400 FOR CH,

INCREASE IN
MgO
Pd BETTER
RESPONSE
THAN Cu & Pt PROMOTES
DUE TO Pd.
FOR CO.
SINTERING,
ThO^
FACILITATES
OXIDATION.
THICK FILM +
2 % PdClj
MOST
SENSITIVE.

REFERENCE 5

80

81

82

- 1 0 0 0 0
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84

1 0 0

ppm)

OXIDE
MATERIAL

SnO;

CATALYST/ Ag
ADDITIVE
MO3

SnOj

SnO;

L& 2 O3

YBa^Cu^O^.x

PdO
CuO

WO3
WS;

ZnO
TiO;

gTiQ;03+x

HjS (UP TO 10 CO; (50-2000
ppm)
ppm)

CO,H;, C;H;
(2 - 1 0 0 0 0 ppm)

PdO: CO & CH, H;S (UP TO
CuO: CO (UP 2 0 0 ppm)
TO 2000 ppm)

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

THICK
FILM

THICK FILM

POROUS
POLYCRYST PELLET, THIN SINTERED
FILM
POLYCRYST PELLET
ALLINE
ALLINE FILMS
THICK LAYER
0 . 1 - 1 0 pm

CHARACT
ERISATION

OPERATING 250
TEMP/ °C
COMMENT

REFERENCE 85

200-500

87

30-530

> 2 0 0

8 8

89

NO, NO; (12 0 0 0
ppm)

CO;

REACTIVELY PELLET
SPUTTERED
POLYCRYST
ALLINE THEN
FILMS

XRD

XRD, SEM

500

320

500

REPRODUC P-TYPE
VERY
RESPONSE.
IBLE
MARKED
SELECTIVITY RESULTS &
HIGH
SENSITIVITY.
HIGHLY
SELECTIVE
TO CO & CH4 .

WS; MORE
SENSITIVE TO
H;S THAN
WO3 .

THE
SUPERCOND
UCTOR ACTS
AS A GRAIN
GROWTH
INHIBITOR

8 6

NH3
O2
MICROCONC
ENTRATIONS

SEM, XRF,
XRD,
THERMAL
ANALYSIS, Hg
POROSIMETRY

XRD, SEM,
EPR

400

TiogCfo jOj 9 5

10 wt% SnO;

GAS

THICK
LAYER

In; 0 3

90

91
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92

93

OXIDE
MATERIAL

FejOj

CATALYST/
ADDITIVE

0.5 wt%
SnCI^.SHjO + 1
wt% Pd (FIRED
400 ‘’C 2h)

GAS

HYDRO
CARBONS

SENSOR
TYPE/
FABRICA
TION
METHOD

G d,(ZrJi,J, 0 , TiO;

BaTiOj

Rh (2.5 wt%)

0

SCREEN
PRINTED
THICK FILM

WO3

CO

POLYCRYST PELLET
ALLINE
PRESSED
PELLETS

POLYCRYST
ALLINE THIN
FILM

IR, NMR, EPR

IR

ZnO

Ti

Pd
Nb

0 ; ( 1 0 0 ppm)
NH3 ( 1 %)

,

TiO;

CO
CH,
THICK FILM

H2 O
POLYCRYST
ALLINE THIN
FILM

00

Os

CHARACT
ERISATION
OPERATING 300
TEMP/ °C
COMMENT

2 0

95

350

96

93

500

450

CONDUCT
ANCE DRIFT
THEREFORE
NOT
SUITABLE
UNLESS
DOPED.

P-TYPE
RESPONSE TO
0;: N-TYPE
RESPONSE TO
NH3 .

POSSIBLE
HIGH
SENSITIVITY ADVANTAGE
TO HYDRO
OVERZrO^IN
EXHAUST
CARBONS
SENSING.
WITHOUT
CATALYST.
LOWER
WITH
TEMPER
ATURES.
CATALYST,
HIGHEST
SENSITIVITY
TO BUTANE

REFERENCE 94

500

IR

97

98

97
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1.6 ORGANISATION OF THIS THESIS

In this thesis, experiments are described in which the effect on gas response of
varying different sensor preparation parameters were investigated. Other
characterisation techniques were also applied in order to understand the gas
response results in terms of the proposed response mechanism and surface
chemistry.

The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, the different experimental
techniques used are described. These include sensor preparation; gas response
measurement; surface area measurement; X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and
mass spectrometry.

In Chapter 3, the first of the results sections, the characterisation of the
unimpregnated, undoped tin dioxide is described, so that the effects of
impregnating with platinum and doping with antimony, as discussed in later
chapters, can be fully understood. Properties such as resistivity, microstructure
and stoichiometry of the tin dioxide are discussed here.

The effect on gas response of varying the Pt coverage, particle size, and
impregnation complex is presented in Chapter 4. These results are correlated with
XPS, mass spectrometry, and surface area measurements.

In Chapter 5, the effect of varying the dopant density in the tin oxide is
discussed.

In Chapter 6, results of supplementary measurements are discussed. Experiments
are described which cannot be listed under "variation of preparation parameters".
These include investigation of the effect of varying the following: sensor
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electrode material; magnitude of current; temperature, and relative humidity. AC
impedance measurements were also made.

All the results obtained are summarised in Chapter 7, and it is attempted to
combine this information to shed new light on the response model for these
sensors.

The conclusion of the thesis is presented in Chapter 8, along with some
suggestions for further work.
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CHAPTER 2
SENSOR FABRICATION METHOD
AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In Section 1 of this chapter, the preparation of the sensors is described. Section
2 contains the experimental detail of the characterisation methods applied.

2.1 SENSOR FABRICATION

The fabrication method is outlined in figure 2.1. However, the details are of
interest as they may affect gas response.

Fire tin
dioxide

Press into
pellet

Fire pellet

Impregnate
withPt
complex
solution

Fire to
decompose
Pt complex

Figure 2.1
Outline o f preparation method for platinised tin dioxide sensors. When doping is
carried out, this takes place before the beginning o f this process.
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2.1.1 SOURCE OF TIN DIOXIDE AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS

Two factors which may affect gas response are the purity of the tin dioxide used,
and the temperature at which it is fired. The purity determines the resistivity of
the material, which may in turn affect the gas response. The effect of sintering
(i.e. tin oxide particle size and connectivity) on gas response of the pure material
has been extensively studied by other workers [9, 99, 100], and a model is
described in the introduction. The extent of sintering will also affect the amount
of platinum the pellet is able to absorb, as low porosity will not allow the free
movement of the platinum solution through the pellet.

i) Source of Tin Dioxide

Batches of tin dioxide with different specifications were supplied by Keeling and
Walker. Of these, two types of material were chosen for this work on the basis of
their ability to be pressed into reasonably robust pellets which were easily
impregnated. These were "CS3", made by the thermal oxidation of high grade tin
metal, and "FEM" metastannic acid (Sn02.xH20), made by the dissolution of tin
into nitric acid (metastannic acid decomposes to tin dioxide at about 300 °C). The
specifications supplied by Keeling and Walker Ltd for these materials are
summarised in section (ii) below.

The FEM material was chosen due to its ability to be impregnated uniformly.
However, the purity appeared to vary from batch to batch, as manifested in
different resistivities and sample colour. Throughout this work, therefore, only
FEM from one particular batch is used.

The CS3 was chosen as it was easily pressed, and proved to be the most robust
after firing. However, the resistivity was much higher than the FEM when treated
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in the same way. This material, therefore, was suitable for investigating the effect
of doping.

ii) Specifications of CS3 and FEM

Particle size

Both CS3 and FEM are described by the manufacturer as "comprising
aggregates of spherical primary particles". Table 2.1 summarises the particle size
distributions for the two materials. It can be seen that the FEM has a much larger
percentage of smaller particles than the CS3. The median radius of the FEM was
0.65 jxm, and the modal radius was 0.99 fxm.

PARTICLE RADIUS / fim

CS3: CUMULATIVE

FEM: CUMULATIVE

MASS FINER / %

MASS FINER / %

5

98

98

2.5

91

96

1

33

70

0.1

6

41

0.25

1

18

FEM metastannic acid.
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Purity

Both materials are claimed to have the same purity, which is 99.85%. The
following chemical data, supplied by Keeling and Walker Ltd, is valid for both
FEM and CS3:

As, Bi, Co, Cu, Fe, In, Ni, Pb, Sb:
Individual oxides 0.05% maximum
Ag, Cd, Mg, Mn, Zn:
Individual oxides 0.01% maximum

Total of all impurities listed:

0.15% maximum

The FEM also contains a free nitric acid concentration of 2% maximum.

iii) Pressure and Firing Temperature

The tin dioxide was first fired for 12 h. The pellets were then pressed into discs
13 mm in diameter and approximately 2 mm thick, using a die of the type for
preparing IR samples. The pellets were then fired for another 12 h. The same
firing temperature was applied to both the powder and the pellet. It was found
that the pellets were too crumbly when fired at temperatures below 1000 °C, and
insufficiently porous when fired above this temperature. It is thought that this
temperature is close to the temperature for the onset of sintering. The pellet
pressure chosen was 1 tonne, which was sufficiently low to produce a porous
pellet, but convenient to apply.
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2.1.2 METHOD OF DOPING WITH INDIUM AND ANTIMONY

Where doping was required, only the CS3 SnOg was used. Before carrying out
the preparation procedures described above, the CS3 was ball milled in acetone
overnight with the chosen dopant. The dopants used were lUgOg and SbzOg (both
Aldrich, > 99 .9 9 % pure).

2.1.3 METHOD OF IMPREGNATION OF THE PLATINUM SOLUTION

For the sensor response to be reproducible, the pellet must be reproducibly
impregnated. The coverage must be even throughout the pellet so as to enable
confidence in the models applied.

The complex used for impregnation was tetrammine platinum(II) hydroxide
(Johnson Matthey), which is a strong, soluble, stable base of the formula
Pt(NH ) (OH) . For comparison, a second complex was tested. This was
3

4

2

hydrogen hexachloroplatinate, H PtCl (Aldrich). The impregnation method
2

6

adopted for both complexes was as follows. The tin dioxide pellet was immersed
in a hot aqueous solution of the platinum complex with a few drops of Triton
XlOO non-ionic detergent (Sigma). The solution was maintained at 60 °C for 30
minutes, when the pellet was removed. The pellet was then immersed in acetone
for a few seconds to precipitate the platinum salt. After all the acetone had
evaporated, the pellet was fired for 1 hour in air at a temperature in the range
300 to 800 °C to decompose the complex. The uniformity of coverage was
observed visually as the Pt complex decomposes to black Pt/PtO on firing. The
chemical state of the Pt was determined by photoelectron spectroscopy (see
Chapter 4).

As the platinum is distributed over the surface of the tin oxide, rather than doped
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into it, it is more convenient to describe the platinum concentration in terms of
surface coverage, rather than atom% or wt%.

Assuming even coverage, the percentage theoretical monolayer coverage,
" %ML", of Pt over the pellet can be estimated, and figure 2.2 shows the
relationship used in the present work between coverage (%ML) and atom% and
wt%. The estimation was carried out in the following way. The amount of
solution absorbed into the pellet was obtained by weighing the pellet before
impregnation, and afterwards while it was still wet, having removed the excess
solution from the surface by wiping. Then, if c is the concentration of the Pt
solution, and

is the absorbed volume, then cVJ, is the number of moles of Pt

absorbed (assuming uniform absorption). The amount of Pt deposited over the
surface, i.e. the concentration of the impregnation solution, was then calculated.
The amount of Pt was expressed as a surface coverage, relative to a hypothetical
close-packed monolayer. Such a structure is shown in figure 2.3. The radius of a
Pt atom is denoted

and so the radius of the enclosing circle has radius 3/^, and

this circle contains 7 Pt atoms. The area of this circle is then ' r( ro)^, and so
7

3

there are 7/(9%^^^) Pt atoms per unit area for full, close-packed monolayer
coverage. For full coverage, this number of moles of Pt has to be contained in
the pore volume solution. Hence its concentration would have to be:
c

where

=

is the pellet mass; S,p is the pellet specific surface area, and L is

Avogadro’s number,

then denotes the Pt solution concentration for

hypothetical full monolayer coverage. Thus if a uniform impregnation is
obtained, the fractional coverage of Pt can be approximately expressed as c/c^
where c is the concentration of impregnation solution used. In Pt metal, the Pt-Pt
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Graph showing the relationship between
Pt concentration and surface coverage.
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Figure 2.3
Diagram to show how Pt atoms would be arranged
for full, close packed monolayer coverage.
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bond length at 20°C is 2.746 Â. The value for S^p used was 6.33 m^g'^ for FEM,
and 1.82 m^g*^ for CS3, measured by BET adsorption as described in the section
on experimental procedures.

here was most commonly 0.18 ml. The calculated

Pt coverages used in this study were 0.011 to 18 "%ML".

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.2.1 GAS RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS

i) Apparatus

A thin layer of gold was sputtered onto either face of the sensor to act as
electrodes. The gas response of these sensors was measured using two types of
apparatus. The first type was able to measure one pellet at a time, and a diagram
of this apparatus is given in figure 2.4. The gas chamber consisted of a glass tube
with a gas inlet and outlet. Access was obtained via a flange at one end of the
tube. The sensor was held in place by copper-bronze sprung strips supporting
polished brass contacts, which were placed on each electrode and acted as the
contact to the external circuit. This apparatus was used to measure the response
to CO at room temperature, and investigate the effect of varying the electrode
material and applied current. The resistance was measured by applying a constant
potential difference across a resistor in series with the sensor using a potentiostat,
and measuring the potential difference across both series resistor and sensor, as
shown by the circuit diagram in figure 2.5. The current flowing through the
sensor remained constant and in most cases was set to 0.1 fxA by choosing an
appropriate combination of set potential difference and series resistor. The noise
level of the measured quantity was reduced by taking 20 readings per second, and
taking an average every second. In most cases, to accomodate the data on a
spreadsheet, the potential was only recorded 3 times per minute, or if it changed
by 50 % or more from the last reading.
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response apparatus.

Figure 2.5
Diagram showing how the sensor resistance is obtained. The resistance Rr is known, as
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The second type of apparatus was able to measure four pellets at one time. It
incorporated a furnace, so that the effect of temperature on resistance could be
measured. The effect of humidity and varying the oxygen partial pressure was also
measured on this apparatus. It differed from the system described above in that
pressure contacts were made to the pellet via gold discs. In this case, the
resistance was measured by a digital ohmmeter, which applied a potential
difference in the range 0-2 V across the pellet.

For both sets of apparatus, the carrier gas used was either "synthetic air", i.e.
21% O 2 in 79% N 2 , or 20% O 2 in 80% Ar (purity 100.00%, BOC). There was no
discernible difference between the two in gas response, as discussed further in a
later chapter. The reactive gas was 1000 ppm CO, either in O 2 /N 2 or in

0 2

/Ar.

The required gas concentrations were obtained using mass-flow controllers
(Tylan), usually with a flow rate of 300 cm^min'\ Both the measurement system
and the mass-flow controllers were computer-controlled.

ii) Analysis

The relative performance of the sensors was estimated by comparing the
following quantities: response to 500 ppm CO; response exponent; response time,
and recovery time. The definitions of these are given below.

A typical gas response trace is shown in figure 2.6. There is a large, rapid change
in resistance in the presence of a small concentration of CO. The recovery, on
exposure to pure air, is slow however, and this behaviour is characteristic of these
sensors. The response, S of the sensor is defined as:

S = R(air) - R(sas) ,
R(gas)
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Figure 2.6
Typical gas response trace,
0 ppm CO
in air
S

showing the variation in
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where R(air) is the resistance of the sensor after stabilising in pure air. R(gas) is
the final resistance in each concentration of CO. If response is plotted against CO
concentration, then a curve is obtained as shown in figure 2.7 a). The straight line
in figure 2.7 b) shows that the response is in fact related by a power law to the
CO concentration. Therefore the following relationship applies:

\ogS = Blog [CO] + log& ,

where B is the gradient of the line and is referred to as the response exponent, and

b is the intercept.

The response time, T , is defined here as the length of time taken for the
resistance to change by half of its total value on exposure to 20 ppm CO. In other
words, the response time is the time taken for the resistance to reach R^:

R^ = R(air) - R(CO, sat) + R(CO, sat) .
2

It should be noted that for ease of programming the experiment, a time limit of 30
min is set for the sensor to reach its saturation resistance in each concentration of
gas. This is valid in most cases.

The final quantity by which the sensor efficacy was measured was the percentage
recovery, % ^. This compares the initial resistance in air with the resistance after
1000 ppm CO has been switched off for 30 minutes:

= R(air, recovery) - R(CO) xlOO.

R(air, initial) - R(CO)

Occasionally, recoveries greater than 100 % were obtained, corresponding to an
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overshoot of resistance, i.e. the final resistance was greater than the initial
resistance.

All trends in gas response data were subject to statistical analysis. This was
carried out in the following way. A t-test was carried out on the information
provided by regression analysis, the result determining whether or not the trend
was significant within 95% confidence. The number of degrees of freedom used in
the t-test was determined by calculating the total number of points minus two,
which takes into account that both the gradient and intercept were unknown.

2.2.2 SURFACE AREA MEASUREMENTS

It was useful to obtain surface areas for both the platinum particles and the tin
dioxide. The tin dioxide surface area was necessary for estimation of the %ML
coverage. It was also interesting to investigate the effect on tin oxide surface area
of doping with antimony and impregnating with platinum. The platinum surface
area was measured so that the particle size could be calculated for evaluation of
the gas response predictions made, i.e. that the active particle size is of the order
of

1

nm, and that gas response decreases with increasing particle size.

The measurement of the tin dioxide surface area (and tin dioxide plus platinum)
can be carried out straightforwardly using the BET isotherm in which an inert gas
at low temperature is physisorbed in a number of layers onto the surface.
However, physical adsorption is nonspecific with respect to the nature of the
surface, and therefore cannot be used to determine the surface area of the metal
alone in a supported metal catalyst. In order to obtain the surface area of the
metal component, a selective method is needed in which a gas is adsorbed on the
metal but not on the carrier. Therefore, chemisorption rather than physical
adsorption must be used. In order to restrict the chemisorption to the metal
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component, the gas and conditions must be chosen carefully. In particular, the
temperature must be too high for physical adsorption to occur. Room temperature
adsorption of hydrogen or CO is often employed for Group VIII metals.
Saturation coverage of the metal in this case occurs at very lovy equilibrium
pressures, and this is useful since a saturation (monolayer) value for the amount
of adsorbed gas can then be readily determined [ 1 0 1 ].

Both types of surface area measurement were carried out on the volumetric
apparatus shown in figure 2.8. The apparatus was maintained at 298 K by being
housed in a chamber containing thermostat-controlled light bulbs and fans.

"Dead space" measurement

The "dead space" of the apparatus was measured using helium (99.999%, BOG)
at 298 K. The measurement was carried out with 0.1 g of sample present, so that
experimental conditions were reproduced completely. However, He would not be
expected to adsorb onto the sample at 298 K. After evacuating the apparatus down
to 1 X 10 ^ Torr, a small amount of helium gas was dosed into Vi via taps F and
C. The pressure

of the gas at

was measured, and then the gas shared with Vj

via tap A. The resulting pressure p i + 2 was measured, and the gas shared with V3
via tap B. The pressure p 1+2 + 3 was also measured. The volumes could then be
calculated from the following relations:

Pi^i ~ Pi+2(^i
Pl+li^l

^ 2)»

^2) — Pl+ 2+3(^ l + V2 + V3),

as V-x is known.
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VOLUME OF UPPER
PLUS LOWER
CAVITY,

VOLUME OF UPPER
CAVITY,
Vi / cm^

VOLUME OF
CALIBRATION CAVITY,
V / cm^
3

Vi + V / cm^
2

34.8

33.5

24.688

i ABLE 2.2. Summary oi dead space results for BET apparatus.
accurately and used to calibrate

is known

and

The results are shown in table 2.2, and these values were used for the surface area
calculations. The volume

had been measured before the experiment by filling

with water and weighing at 298 K.

i) Physisorption: BET

The surface area of tin dioxide was measured using the BET method at 77 K.
Approximately 0.1 g of powdered sample (known accurately) was contained in V

2

and kept at liquid nitrogen temperature. The gas used in this case was krypton
(100.00%, BOC). A succession of dosings was carried out in a similar way to the
method described for the dead space measurement, although here tap B was kept
closed at all times. Using this method, an isotherm of a minimum of four points
was obtained.

The calculation of surface area was carried out in the following way. Firstly a
thermomolecular flow correction factor was applied to each /?i+ - This was
2

necessary to compensate for the temperature gradient caused by maintaining

at

298 K and V ^1 77 K. The values of these are summarised in Appendix 1.
2

Krypton was used rather than nitrogen because the saturation vapour pressure was
much lower than that of N , and hence the thermomolecular flow correction was
2

much smaller. This is important if small surface areas are to be measured
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accurately since the errors accumulate because the pressures are cumulative.

The amount of krypton exposed to the sample surface was calculated from the
accumulated p /s , using the relation:

where pressure is now in Pa; T in this case is 298 K, and V, was calculated in the
dead space measurement. The amount of krypton not adsorbed after being left to
equilibrate was calculated in a similar way from the corrected Pi+ ’s, i.e.:
2

^

where here Pi

+2

1+2

~

is inherently cumulative, and T is 77 K. Subtracting

« 1

-«

1 ^ .2

yields the number of moles adsorbed,

The BET equation is as shown below:

P . /P
(^ 1 +2 / ^ 0 ]
1

2

0

_

1

^nion^

+

P o^m on^

where Pq is the saturation vapour pressure of krypton at 77 K, which is 0.2 kPa
[102]; C is a constant, and

is the amount of krypton adsorbed in a monolayer.

If {(Pi+ /Po)/^ads[i-(P + W ] } is plotted against Pi+2^Po, then the slope of the straight
2

1

2

region is {C-l)/n^^„C, with an intercept of l/«„,o„C. It is then simple to calculate
The specific surface area,

is calculated using the following equation:
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*^sp

^i^m on^K r »

m

where m is the sample mass; L is Avogadro’s number, and

is the area

occupied by one krypton molecule, which is taken as 20 x 10'^° m^ [103].

From the surface area, the average tin dioxide particle size, r, can be estimated
in the following way:

r = 3/p5sp,

where p is the density of the tin dioxide which is 6.95 g cm'^ for cassiterite. This
equation assumes spherical particles. The derivation of this estimate can be found
in Appendix 2.

ii) Chemisorption

To find the surface area of the platinum on the tin dioxide, the same method and
apparatus was used as for the BET experiments. The difference was that only one
adsorption point was obtained, and the experiment was carried out using pure CO
(100.00%, BOC) at 298 K. The platinum surface area was simply calculated from
the measured CO adsorption, as CO does not adsorb on Sn

0 2

at this temperature

(see Chapter 3). The amount of CO adsorbed, «^ds, was calculated in the same
way as for the BET measurements, i.e. using the ideal gas law. In this case, as it
is chemisorption we are dealing with, not physisorption, it can be assumed that
«ads = Mmon- The specific surface area can then be calculated using the equation:

‘S'sp — Z^ZLds&CO ,

m
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where A qq is the area occupied by one CO molecule and is taken as 16 x 10'^® m^;
m is the mass of the whole sample, both tin dioxide and platinum. This method
assumes that CO is adsorbed in a close-packed monolayer, and this is somewhat
of a simplification. Although CO coverages equivalent to a full monolayer have
been observed, to obtain such a high coverage, the metal had to be cooled to well
below room temperature. At room temperature, the coverage is significantly lower
due to CO-CO repulsions [18]. In fact, at 300 K, the saturation CO coverage on
P t( lll) has been observed to be 0.5 ML [27, 104]. The above surface area was
therefore multiplied by a factor of two in order to obtain a better estimate of the
real surface area.

The average apparent platinum particle size was estimated from the specific
surface area using the equation:

r = _3}^

,

Ppf^sp

where

is the mass of added Pt per unit mass of composite, and ppt is the

density of platinum which is 21.45 g cm'^. The derivation of this equation is given
in Appendix 2.

2.2.3 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

XPS is a surface sensitive technique, which can probe to a depth of about four
atomic layers. The sample is bombarded with X-rays causing the emission of
electrons, and their kinetic energy is measured. From the K.E. obtained, the
binding energy of the electrons is calculated, which is characteristic of the
chemical environment of the emitting atom.
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The object of these studies was to observe the surface species present on the
sensor, particularly on the platinum, and to determine the chemical state of the Pt.
The XPS measurements were carried out using two different instruments: a Kratos
Axis spectrometer, and an Escalab 220i-XL. The following method applies equally
to both instruments. Monochromated A1 K a irradiation was used, and the sample
pressure was less than 10 ^ Torr. Sample charging was controlled by an electron
flood gun. C Is was used as the binding energy reference, using a value of 284.8
eV for the adventitious hydrocarbon contamination.

A curve fitting procedure was applied to all regions to enable separation of
spectra into constituent peaks, and therefore assignment. In the Pt 4f region, this
was carried out by setting the f^/ : f
4

2

4

5 /2

peak area ratio to 4:3, and the ( f
4

7 /2

- fg/ )
4

2

binding energy difference to 3.2 eV. A Shirley background algorithm was used.
This method provided peak positions with an estimated error of ± 0.2 eV. Possible
sources of error for fitting in the Pt 4f region were: the low intensity of the peaks,
making the relative contribution of noise greater; and the difficulty in fitting the
non-linear background caused by the Sn 4p peak in the same region. Peak
assignment was made by reference to the literature, and a table of values can be
found in Appendix 3.

Atomic analysis of the sample surface was carried out by measuring the relative
peak areas for Sn 3d, O Is, Pt 4f and C Is and expressing them in terms of
percentage atomic concentration.

2.2.4 MASS SPECTROMETRY

The mass spectrometer used was a VG Micromass 7070F with in-house
modifications. Data was collected via a Techno vent data acquisition interface, and
processed using Vector 2 data software. Rather than apply the usual TPD method,
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a flow experiment was devised. The spectrometer was used to monitor changes in
the composition of the exhaust from CO flowing over a sample, with the intention
of establishing at what temperature combustion takes place on the sensor surface.

The sample was ground into a powder and about 0.8 g was placed into a tube,
heated in a flow of 20 cm^min'^ of

to about 300 °C to desorb any existing

CO-related species on the surface. This temperature was chosen because this is the
temperature at which some of the samples were fired. After cooling, the exhaust
was monitored by the mass spectrometer and when the signal was acceptably
stable, the

was mixed to give 500 ppm CO using mass-flow controllers.

This was then increased to 1000 ppm CO, still at room temperature. During this
change in CO concentration, the mass 28 (CO) and mass 44 (CO ) intensities
2

were monitored, to test for combustion taking place at room temperature. While
still monitoring the exhaust composition, a temperature ramp was then applied by
a programmable furnace at a rate of 10 °C per min to 300 °C.

2.2.5 AC IMPEDANCE STUDIES

This method was applied to the sensors to establish whether they exhibited a
capacitance, and so to model the sensor as an electrical circuit. The effect of
impregnating with Pt, changing the electrodes, or exposing the sensor to CO could
then be investigated.

This method allows the study of a system by measurement of the response to a
small sinusoidal perturbation. The response to this perturbation can then be used
to create a model which represents the system as an electrical circuit. An
application of this method is for investigation of ceramic materials, where there is
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A dc perturbation may be applied to circuit a) to yield graph b).

Figure 2.11
A sinusoidal ac perturbation is applied, and
resulting phase shift and time delay measured.
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a collection of grains connected across grain boundaries. An idealistic version of
this can be seen in figure 2.9(a).

The behaviour of the ceramic can be represented in terms of capacitors and
resistors, as shown in figure 2.9(b). The grain boundary has both resistance and
capacitance. The capacitance is due to the possibility of storing charge either side
of the boundary. This representation can be simplified to the one shown in figure
2.9(c), where

is the bulk resistance; Rgy, is the grain boundary resistance, and

Cgb is the grain boundary capacitance, where

Cgb = eeoA/x,

and e is the relative permittivity; eo is the permittivity of a vacuum; A isthe area,
and X is the thickness of the grain boundary.

To investigate a system using this method, there are three steps. First, the
material is modelled as an equivalent circuit, for example the diagram for a
ceramic as mentioned above. Second, an experiment is carried out to derive
values of the circuit components. At this stage it can be seen whether the model
circuit is valid, or whether changes are necessary. Third, the equivalent circuit
values are interpreted. This method can be carried out for any system that
electrical contacts can be made to.

The response of a system to a dc perturbation could also be investigated. This
would involve investigating the current as a function of potential difference. An
example of this is shown in figure 2.10. From the steady state current, R can be
obtained. C can be obtained from the non-steady state time constant.

However, for more complex systems, a better method is to apply an ac
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perturbation, as illustrated in figure 2.11. An advantage of this method is that a
wide range of measurement frequencies can be covered, and hence a wide range
of relaxation times. A typical range is 10^ to 10 ^ Hz.

Measurements are carried out to investigate the amplitude and phase shift of the
response as a function of excitation frequency. A resistor shows no time delay, an
example being grains of ceramic. It gives steady current flow with steady voltage
(i.e. Ohmic, R = V/I). A capacitor, however, does show a time delay, as it takes
time to charge up. Capacitance is defined as:

C = Q/V

where Q is the charge stored, and V is the potential across the component. From
this equation it can be derived that:

I = C.dV/àt

There is a relationship, therefore, between the current and the rate of change of
voltage, so if dVIdt = 0 then / = 0. So capacitors only give a current when the
voltage is changing.

The impedance of a capacitor is

= -j/wC where j represents V (-1) and w is

the angular frequency. The impedance of a resistor,

= R, and there is no

change in phase, but a change in amplitude. Z can be split into its real and
imaginary parts, i.e. Z = Z ' + j Z ’\ and this is the form in which experimental
results are taken.

If Z'" is plotted against Z \ the resulting graph, a Nyquist diagram, yields
information about the system. To illustrate this, an example of a circuit is that
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Figure 2.12
a) Example of an RC network; b) Nyquist diagram corresponding to the circuit.
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shown in figure 2.12(a). As w

oo, 1/wC < < R 2 , Z - ^

capacitor is shorted out. As w

0, 1/wC > > R 2 , Z -* R^

because the
R 2 . At intermediate

frequencies, we see the effect of the capacitor. Figure 2.12(b) shows the Nyquist
diagram for this system. The semicircle is characteristic of a series/parallel
combination of resistors and capacitors, and the values of R^, R 2 and C can be
calculated.

If this method of analysis is applied to a solid state gas sensor, the results are
useful in the following ways: a) to indicate whether the overall resistance of a
material is dominated by bulk or grain boundary components; b) to assess the
homogeneity of a sensor, as there is generally a link between microstructure and
response, and c) to measure the values of the component capacitances and
resistances.

The impedance response of the interface between sample and electrode can allow
us to determine the conducting species. If there is no impedance barrier to charge
transfer (a low frequency "electrode spike" in the diagram) between the metal
electrode and the ceramic, then the conducting species are electrons, as is the
case here.

The apparatus used was primarily a Voltech frequency response analyser tf200.
The frequency response was measured for a sensor in series with a known
resistor, in the range 1 Hz to 100 kHz. The analyser was programmed to sweep
25 frequencies in this range. A Wayne Kerr automatic precision bridge B905 was
also used for one-off capacitance measurements.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERISATION OF THE TIN DIOXIDE

In this section, work is described in which characterisation of the two types of
tin dioxide, CS3 and FEM, was carried out. The resistivity of the materials was
measured, and surface analysis was carried out by XPS. The specific surface
areas were measured using the BET method, and the resulting particle sizes were
compared with those measured by SEM.

3.1 RESULTS

3.1.1 RESISTIVITY OF THE MATERIALS

The purity of the FEM varied from batch to batch, giving different pellet
resistances depending on the batch of material used. Throughout this work,
therefore, only FEM from one particular batch was used, which had a resistivity
of around 1 x 10^ 0cm ( » 3 MO per pellet) when fired at 1000°C for 12 h,
pelleted to 1 tonne in a 13 mm die, and sintered at 1000°C for 12 h.

The resistivity of the CS3 was much higher than the FEM when treated in the
same way, being of the order of 5 x l(f 0cm ( « 700 MO per pellet). This high
resistivity made the material particularly suitable for doping.

It should be noted that a batch of pellets made in the same way from the same
material exhibited a marked variation in resistance, even before impregnation was
carried out. For example, a batch of 13 pellets made from FEM Sn02 yielded the
resistivity distribution shown in table 3.1. These resistivities correspond to
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resistances in the range 1 to 8 MO.

RESISTIVITY RANGE

FREQUENCY

10 p / 0cm
0-50

4

51-100

5

101-150

1

151-200

1

201-250

2

pellets, made from FEM Sn02 which was fired at 1000 °C,
pressed to 1 tonne in a 13 mm die, and fired again at 1000 °C.

3.1.2 EFFECT OF FIRING ON pH OF WATER IN EQUILIBRIUM

WITH

FEM Sn02

As mentioned in Chapter 2, FEM is metastannic acid which decomposes to Sn02
on heating to about 300 °C. The pH of a suspension of FEM in water would
therefore be expected to increase with increasing firing temperature. This was
tested by measuring the pH of a stirred suspension of 0.5 g of FEM in 10 ml
water, after firing the FEM once for 12 h at the specified temperature. The
results are summarised in figure 3.1. They indicate that a major change takes
place in the surface upon firing above 800 °C.

For comparison, the pH (50 g in 50 ml water) of the unfired FEM as quoted in
the manufacturer’s specification was 0.5 to 2.
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Figure 3.1
Graph showing the relationship between firing temperature and pH
of water in equilibrium with FEM tin dioxide.
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The unfired CS3 SnOg was found to give a neutral pH upon equilibration with
water, implying a significantly different surface state to that of FEM, except
when the latter has been fired above 800 °C.

3.1.3 SURFACE AREA AND PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS

Particle sizes for CS3 and FEM as estimated from Kr physisorption surface area
measurements and observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are shown in
table 3.2, where it can be seen that the two methods yielded similar results. The
SEM micrographs are shown in figure 3.2. The agreement in particle size for the
CS3 was particularly good. The particle sizes observed by SEM for the FEM
SnOj are slightly higher than the estimated value. It can also be seen that the
CS3 exhibits a much lower specific surface area than the FEM.

MATERIAL

SPECIFIC

ESTIMATED

OBSERVED

SURFACE AREA,

PARTICLE SIZE,

PARTICLE SIZE,

5sp / m y

r / fj,m

r 1 fxm

CS3

1.82

0.24

0.2 TO 0.8

FEM

6.33

0.068

0.1 TO 1

types of unimpregnated, undoped tin dioxide, fired at 1000 °C for 12 h, pressed
to 1 tonne in a 13 mm die and fired again at 1000 °C for 12 h. For comparison,
particle sizes measured by SEM are included.

SEM showed that for the CS3 material fired at 1000 °C for 12 h, pressed to 1
tonne and fired again at 1000 °C for 12 h, all samples exhibited the same particle
size range which was r = 0.2 to 0.8 fim. This was the case even for impregnated
and doped samples, although it does appear that the impregnated, doped samples
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a)

10

7.5|Am

7.5 jam

Figure 3.2
SEM images o f CS3 and FEM tin dioxide: a) FEM unfired; b) FEM fired at
1000 °C for 12 h, pressed to 1 tonne, and refired at 1000 °C for 12 h; c) CS3
treated in the same way as b); d) as for b) and doped with 0.2 atom% Sb,
impregnated with 2 %ML Pt, and fired at 500 °C. Note scale change between
images.
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have a higher percentage of the larger particles. The agreement between SEM and
BET particle size estimates shows that the observed crystallites had no internal
porosity beyond the resolution of the SEM.

A surface area measurement by CO chemisorption was attempted on a crushed
pellet of unimpregnated FEM Sn02, made by firing at 1000 °C for 12 h, pressing
to 1 tonne, and firing again at 1000 °C for 12 h. However it was found that no
CO was adsorbed within experimental error.

3.1.4 DENSITY OF PRESSED PELLETS

The volume of some pressed Sn02 pellets was measured as a function of pellet
mass for FEM and CS3 samples, which were fired at 1000 °C for 12 h, pressed to
1 tonne in a 13 mm die, and fired again at 1000 °C for 12 h. Figure 3.3 shows the
results obtained, the gradient being inversely proportional to pellet density. The
furst point of note is the larger gradient of the FEM SnOz. In fact the mean
density for FEM pellets from this data was (3.1 ± 0.23) gcm'^ compared with (8.3
± 2.57) gcm^ for CS3. The second point of note from figure 3.3 is the much
larger amount of scatter in the CS3 results.

For reference, the density of SnÛ (cassiterite) at 298 K is 6.95 gcm'^.
2

3.1.5 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS)

A spectrum of tin dioxide is shown in figure 3.4. Peaks corresponding to various
orbitals of Sn, O and C can be observed. A small amount of carbon contamination
is to be expected. There are also two Auger peaks at the left of the spectrum.
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Figure 3.3
Graph showing the relationship between pellet volume and mass for FEM
and CS3 tin dioxide. Regression lines are also shown.
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Figure 3.4
Full range XPS spectrum of unimpregnated FEM fired at 1000 °C for 12 h, pelleted, and refired at 1000 °C 12 h.
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Figure 3.5
Valence band XPS spectrum of unimpregnated FEM fired at 1000 °C for 12 h,
pelleted, and refired at 1000 °C for 12 h.
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XPS O Is region for the sample described in figure 3.5, showing curve fit.
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The valence band region exhibited a three-peak spectrum, as is shown in figure
3.5. This is characteristic of tin(IV) oxide.

It was observed that the O Is peak for all samples exhibited line broadening. It
was possible to separate this into two component peaks by curve fitting, as shown
in figure 3.6. This showed a large narrow peak and a small broad peak, assigned
to

and OH species respectively in the tin oxide. The narrow peak was

assigned to lattice oxygen. Any adsorbed O or O would be minor components
2

in comparison. The OH species was assumed to be surface adsorbed hydroxyl
derived from atmospheric water vapour.

Although tin dioxide is slightly oxygen deficient, this was not reflected in the
atomic analysis. An oxygen deficient sample would have an 0/S n ratio less than
2. However, of 20 samples tested, 17 showed an 0/S n ratio in the range 2.00 to
2.32 irrespective of SnOg material used, Sb doping, and Pt impregnation. This
indicates a slight oxygen excess on the tin oxide, which is attributed to adsorbed
surface oxygen. Only three samples exhibited an 0 /S n ratio less than two, being
in the range 1.91 to 1.99. No other connection was found between these samples.
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3.2 DISCUSSION

The results show that there is a significant difference between the CS3 and FEM
tin dioxide, not only in resistivity, but also in pellet density and surface area.

3.2.1 RESISTIVITY OF THE MATERIALS

The resistivity was found to be much higher for CS3 than FEM, which is
attributed to the relative purities of the two materials, despite the manufacturer’s
data claiming equal purity. It is difficult to compare the resistivity of tin dioxide
with the literature because there is so much variation in materials and preparation
methods. However, McAleer et al [4] reported resistivities of the order of 10^ Qcm
for FEM pellets made by firing the powder at 1000 °C, pressing to 0.75 t cm'^,
and sintering at 1000 °C for 16 h. This value is in aggreement with this work.

There was a variation in resistivity of unimpregnated pellets, possibly due to
slight variations in applied pressure in their preparation. This resistivity
distribution may be a contributing factor in variations in the gas response of
impregnated pellets.

3.2.2 EFFECT OF FIRING ON pH OF WATER IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH FEM
Sn02

The pH of water in equilibrium with FEM SnC^ was observed to increase on
firing. This variation implies a shift in the equilibrium:

SnOH # SnO +H L
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The equilibrium favours the right hand side for material fired up to 800 °C, and
the left for material fired at 1000 °C and above. This implies electrostatic
attraction between the FEM fired at 800 °C or less and Pt(NH ) (OH) .
3

4

2

Impregnation would therefore be promoted at the lower firing temperatures,
improving sensor quality. In practise, however, pellets fired at 800 °C or below
were insufficiently robust to survive impregnation.

3.2.3 SURFACE AREA AND PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS

It was found that the FEM Sn02 particles varied greatly in size, with the
estimated size being slightly smaller than the smallest size observed by SEM.
This slight discrepancy can be explained in terms of the difficulty in measuring
the size of the smaller particles by SEM, and the difficulty in distinguishing
between one large particle and a cluster of very small ones. The manufacturers
data for the particle sizes of CS3 and FEM was given in Chapter 2. This data
showed that the median particle radius for FEM was 0.65 /um, with the modal
being 0.99 /xm by mass, although a wide particle size distribution was claimed.
This is in agreement with the observations made in this work, verifying the
observation made by SEM that Hring at 1000 °C had little effect on particle size.

The particle sizes obtained for the CS3 by estimation and observation by SEM
were in good agreement. The CS3 exhibited a much lower specific surface area
than the FEM, meaning that less Pt would be able to be deposited over the CS3
surface on impregnation. Manufacturer’s data showed that the CS3 predominantly
contained particles in the range r = 1 to 2.5 (xm by mass. This indicates a
discrepancy, as the largest particle size observed on firing was 0.8 ixm. However,
it is possible that the manufacturer observed agglomerations of smaller particles.

The finding that no CO was adsorbed onto tin dioxide at room temperature is
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consistent with the lack of gas response of pure tin dioxide at room temperature.
The result also simplifies the calculation of platinum surface areas from
chemisorption data.

3.2.4 DENSITY OF PRESSED PELLETS

The results for the pellet density and surface area show that FEM would be
expected to be much the better of the two materials to impregnate with Pt. The
lower pellet density of FEM compared with CS3 implies that the FEM has a
more open microstructure, correlating with the surface area measurements. An
open microstructure would be easy to impregnate uniformly as there would be
space for the Pt complex to diffuse throughout the pellet. A more quantative
approach is to calculate the pellet porosity
7C

=

tt,

where

1 -

Ps

and /Op is the pellet density, and p* is the density of the solid. This calculation
yields a porosity of 53 to 58 % for the FEM, but only 0 to 18 % for CS3. It is
the low porosity of the CS3 which explains the difficulty in impregnating with
platinum. A porosity of zero would mean that there would be no channels by
which the impregnation solution could enter the pellet.

The considerable scatter in the results for the CS3 pellet density also suggests
that any platinum impregnation of the CS3 pellets would be less likely than FEM
to be reproducible.

3.2.5 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

The XPS valence band spectra of the tin oxide can be used to differentiate
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between SnO and Sn02. Little information, however, can be obtained from the
binding energy of Sn 3d peak, as it is insensitive to the oxidation state of the
metal. For example, the binding energy for SnO is 486.9 eV, compared with
SnOg at 486.6 eV [105]. The valence band region, however, does exhibit a
difference between the two oxides, the SnO consisting of four peaks, and the
SnOg having three [106]. The spectra for the samples used in this work all clearly
exhibited the 3-peak spectrum, as to be expected.

Tin dioxide is usually considered to be substoichiometric (SnOaJ, with the
charge balance in the lattice obtained by reduction of some of the tin. In
principle, the band gap states introduced as a consequence (Sn^/') should be
visible at the valence band edge. This is certainly true in heavily doped
(Sn)i.x(Sb)x02 [107]. However, the non-stoichiometry in the present materials was
too small to measure.
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CHAPTER 4
THE USE OF PLATINUM AS A CATALYTIC
ADDITIVE

It was predicted that two factors in the sensor preparation would have a major
effect on gas response. These were platinum coverage and firing temperature, the
firing temperature determining platinum particle size. This chapter first addresses
the changes observed in the properties of the tin dioxide on impregnation with
platinum. The effect of varying platinum coverage and firing temperature are then
discussed, and two different platinum impregnation complexes compared. The
primary means of characterisation were gas response; surface area measurement;
mass spectrometry, and XPS.

4.1 RESULTS

4.1.1 INITIAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLATINUM-IMPREGNATED TIN
DIOXIDE

The section describes the overall effects caused by impregnation with platinum,
before specific variations in preparation parameters are considered, as discussed
in sections 4.1.2 to 4.1.4.

Appearance

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the sensors turned grey after being impregnated with
a platinum complex and fired, due to the presence of Pt/PtO. This colour change
enabled the visual assessment of uniformity of impregnation. The sensors made
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from the FEM tin dioxide were usually uniformly grey, indicating that these were
well impregnated. At concentrations above approximately 20 %ML Pt, however,
the impregnation became less uniform, with a darker skin appearing around the
outside of the sensor. For this reason, gas response experiments were limited to
sensors impregnated with 20 %ML Pt or less. It was never possible to obtain
sensors made from CS3 tin dioxide that were uniformly grey. It is thought that
this is due to the higher density of the CS3 pellets, making diffusion of the
platinum complex into the centre of the pellet more difficult, as discussed in
Chapter 3.

Resistivity

It has already been pointed out that unimpregnated tin dioxide pellets exhibit a
distribution of resistances, and this scatter can only be worsened by applying
further processes. However, it was observed that the resistivity of the tin dioxide
did increase on impregnation with platinum. Thirty-two SnOg pellets were made
by firing FEM powder at 1000 °C for 12 h, pressing to

tonne in an 11 mm

die, and firing again at 1000 °C for 12 h. The mean resistance of these pellets
was 4.3 MO («20x10^ 0cm). On impregnating with 2.7 %ML Pt and firing at
350 °C, this rose to 20.3 MO («97x10^ 0cm). Of all these samples, only one
resistance was observed to decrease on impregnation. This result implies that
there is electrical contact between the tin dioxide and platinum, and that the
platinum does indeed act as an electron sink, as proposed in the Introduction.

Gas response

Tin dioxide does not detect CO at room temperature. The deposition of platinum
on the tin dioxide, however, yields a system which can detect carbon monoxide,
and is sensitive down to a few ppm CO. Carbon monoxide detection is possible
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even for very low platinum coverages (down to 0.05 %ML), and for all platinum
firing temperatures tested (300 to 800 °C).

Surface area measurements: Kr physisorption

The results for the effect of impregnation with platinum on surface area are
shown in table 4.1. It was found that the BET surface area of FEM SnOg
obtained by physisorption approximately halved on impregnation. This is
attributed to the blocking of pores in the tin dioxide by the platinum particles.

Sn02

[Ft] / %ML

Firing T I °C

FEM

0

-

6.33

FEM

14

500

2.44

/ in V

showing the effect of impregnating with platinum.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

A typical spectrum is shown in figure 4.1. Peaks are visible for Sn, O and Pt as
to be expected, with a small amount of carbon impurity. The Sn Sd^/g binding
energy was not affected by impregnation with Pt. All thirteen impregnated
samples gave a B.E. in the range 486.4 to 486.8 eV, regardless of impregnation
concentration and Pt firing temperature, whereas an unimpregnated sample had a
B.E. at 486.7 eV.

4.1.2 VARIATION OF THE PLATINUM SURFACE COVERAGE

Work is described in which the platinum solution concentration was varied to
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Full range XPS spectrum for an FEM sample impregnated with 14%ML Pt and fired at 350 °C,
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yield platinum coverages in the range 0.011 to 18 %ML. It was expected that the
gas response would increase with increasing platinum coverage, as the more
platinum there is on the surface per unit area, the more sites for CO adsorption
will be available.

Gas response

As the platinum coverage was reduced, the response became significantly smaller
and slower, as shown in figure 4.2. This figure alone demonstrates the validity of
the prediction that gas response increases with increasing coverage.

Figures 4.3 to 4.6 illustrate the variation in response exponent; response to 500
ppm CO; response time, and % recovery as a function of coverage. Series of
data for each firing temperature were similar, and so only one series is shown,
for sensors fired at 600 °C. Combined data for all sensors tested is also
provided.

Response exponent. As can be seen in figure 4.3, the response exponent can be
seen to decrease with increasing coverage. Regression analysis of b) yielded a
gradient of (-0.021 ±0.0082) %ML \ It was verified to 95 % confidence that
this gradient was indeed negative by applying a t-test.

Response to 500 ppm CO. As shown in figure 4.4, there was an approximate
increase in response to 500 ppm CO with increasing Pt coverage for all three
firing temperatures. Regression analysis of b) yielded a gradient of (+1.31
±0.490) % ML'\ It was verified to 95 % confidence that this gradient was indeed
positive by applying a t-test.

Response time. As shown in figure 4.5, there was an overall decrease in response
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Figure 4.2
Comparison of response to CO for three impregnation concentrations:
a) 0.11 %ML; b) 1.1 %ML; c) 6.9 %ML. All sensors made from FEM
tin dioxide, Pt fired at 500° C. The carrier gas was oxygen/argon.
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time with increasing coverage. Application of a curve fitting procedure to b)
showed that the data fitted an exponential curve of the form:

y = flexp(fec) + c,

where a, b, and c are constants with the values: 9.48 ±1.534, -1.08 ±0.530,
and 1.97 ±0.861 respectively. The application of a t-test to the value of b
showed that it was negative to 95 % confidence, i.e. the decrease in response
time with increasing coverage was significant.

Percentage recoverv. As shown in figure 4.6 a), there appeared to be an increase
in percentage recovery with increasing platinum coverage. However, application
of a t-test to b) showed otherwise. Regression analysis of b) gave a gradient of
(1.6 ±1.25) %ML'K This large standard error then meant that the gradient could
not be said to be significantly different from zero.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Data were compared for sensors impregnated with 14 %ML Pt and 3 %ML and
fired at 500 and 600 °C. Atomic analysis results are shown in table 4.2. The
concentrations were very similar for all sensors, implying that the estimated Pt
coverage is not valid at high concentrations.
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FIRING TEMPERATURE

SURFACE Pt

SURFACE Pt

/ °C

CONCENTRATION FOR

CONCENTRATION FOR

SENSOR IMPREGNATED

SENSOR

WITH 3 % ML Pt

IMPREGNATED WITH

/ ATOM%

14 % ML Pt
/ ATOM%

500

0.4

0.5

600

0.3

0.1

TABLE 4.2. Comparison of Pt concentrations as calculated from the Pt 4f region
of the XPS sepectrum.

4.1.3 VARIATION OF PLATINUM PARTICLE SIZE

As mentioned in the Introduction, it was expected that there would be a
particular active Pt particle size for gas response, being of the order of 1 nm. It
was also expected that the magnitude of gas response would decrease as the
particle size was increased due to the decreasing significance of the CO-Pt
interaction with respect to the free electron density in the platinum. To test these
predictions, undoped FEM SnOj pellets were impregnated with equal Pt
concentrations but fired at different temperatures between 300 and 800 °C. It was
thought that the higher the firing temperature, the greater the agglomeration of
the Pt particles, so that pellets fired at 300 °C were expected to have particle
sizes nearest to 1 nm and to be most sensitive.

Gas response

Figures 4.7 a) to 4.10 a) show results for sensors impregnated with 14 %ML
Pt, as this is the coverage for which the most data is available. Combined data
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Figure 4.7
Response exponent as a function of Pt firing temperature for a) sensors impregnated with
14 %ML Pt, and b) all sensors tested.
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Response time as a fimction of Pt firing temperature for a) sensors impregnated with 14
%ML Pt, and b) all sensors tested.
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Percentage recovery as a function of Pt firing temperature for a) sensors impregnated
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for all sensors tested is shown in b) in each figure.

Response exponent. As shown in figure 4.7, the sensors impregnated with
14 %ML Pt show a decrease in response exponent with increasing firing
temperature. This is borne out by the regression analysis, which provided a
gradient of (-7.4 ±4.1)xlO '^%ML *. The t-test showed that the gradient was indeed
negative to 95 % confidence.

Réponse to 500 ppm CO. Figure 4.8 a) shows no discernible trend. Regression
analysis of b) provided a gradient of (-0.039 ±0.0251) %ML'\ This yielded a ttest result that the gradient could not be said to be significantly different from
zero.

Response time. Figure 4.9 a) did not exhibit a trend. Regression analysis of b)
provided a gradient of (4.4 ±6.3)xlO'^%ML'^min. This large standard error yielded
a t-test result that the gradient could not be said to be significantly different from
zero.

Percentage recoverv. As can be seen from figure 4.10, there was again much
scatter observed. Figures a) and b) do appear to show an overall increase in
percentage recovery with increasing firing temperature. However, regression
analysis gave a gradient of (0.068 ±0.059) % M L'\ This data again yielded a t-test
result that the gradient was not significantly different from zero.

Surface area measurement

i) CO chemisorption

There was a marked decrease in the specific surface area with increasing Pt
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firing temperature, indicating that the Pt does in fact agglomerate on firing. The
estimated particle sizes obtained as a function of firing temperature are shown in
figure 4.11. It can be seen that pellets fired at 300 °C yield an apparent particle
size of 1 nm, and this increases up to 8 nm at 700 °C. This verifies the
prediction that the Pt particles involved in gas response are of the order of a few
nm in size.

It was hoped that the estimated Pt particle sizes could be verified by powder Xray diffraction, by measuring the peak widths. However, this was not possible as
the platinum concentration in the sensors was too low (< 1 wt%) to give a
detectable diffraction pattern. In fact, the X-ray diffraction pattern of pure Sn02
was identical to that of the Pt-SnOj-

ii) Kr physisorption

As can be seen from the results in figure 4.12, the BET specific surface area
(for Sn02 plus Pt) of samples fired at 300 to 500 °C are lower than those fired at
600 to 800 °C. This is attributed to pore blocking by the smallest Pt particles
obtained by firing at low temperatures. At higher firing temperatures,
agglomeration takes place so that some of the pores previously blocked are
exposed by migration of Pt into larger clusters.

Reconsideration of gas response

In the hope of observing more trends in the gas response, the data for samples
impregnated with 14 %ML Pt was replotted as a function of particle size, as is
shown in figures 4.13 to 4.16. However, the result was the same, in that t-tests
only revealed one significant trend, which was a decrease in response exponent
with increasing particle size. The variations in response, response time, and
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Figure 4.14
Response to 500 ppm CO as a
function of apparent Pt particle size for
sensors impregnated with 14 %ML Pt.
The ringed point was omitted from the
regression analysis.
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percentage recovery were not significant.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

By atomic analysis, the Pt concentrations for the FEM pellets were observed to
decrease with increasing firing temperature, as shown in figure 4.17.

The results obtained in the Pt 4f region were of particular interest, as it was
hoped that they would provide information on the surface platinum species
present. Pt 4f peaks were observed in a number of different binding energy
ranges. These were assigned to the metal (« 7 1 eV); hydroxide, Pt(0H)2 (« 7 3
eV); and oxide, Pt02 ( « 75 eV). However, it was not possible to assign the peaks
at « 7 4 eV with any confidence, as these could be due to PtO, PtO(OH or
)2

Pt(0H)4. It was found that the Pt(0H)2 observed for low firing temperatures was
converted to PtÛ at high firing temperatures, so that firing not only removed
2

surface hydroxyls but also encouraged a change in oxidation state in the metal.

Figure 4.18 compares the spectrum of a sample which was impregnated but not
fired, with that of a sample fired at 350 °C. It can be seen that they are almost
identical, and both consist only of peaks assigned to Pt(0H)2. Although the
spectra in this region were the same, it should be pointed out that the atomic
analysis results were not. The unfired sample contained nitrogen, as to be
expected from the complex Pt(NH ) (OH) . Firing at 350 °C, however, caused
3

4

2

the complex to decompose, and no nitrogen was found. On firing, it is thought
that the platinum formed small particles with a hydroxylated surface.

At the other extreme, for pellets fired at high temperatures, there was a decrease
in intensity in the XPS spectra, as shown in figure 4.19. This is consistent with
an increase in particle size with increasing firing temperature, as large particles
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will have a smaller fraction of surface platinum. Spectra for samples fired at 700
and 750 °C were quite faint in this region, to the extent that peak fitting could
not be applied. The spectrum for an unimpregnated sample is included in the
figure for comparison.

In between these two extremes, the spectra become rather complicated. There is
an overlap between the hydroxide and oxide species, and variations in oxidation
state. Three spectra exhibiting some of these features are shown in figure 4.20.
The overall variation of Pt species as a function of firing temperature is
summarised in figure 4.21.

The spectra for the valence band region are shown in figure 4.22. An identical
spectrum for all samples between 4 and 14 eV was observed. This corresponds to
the SnOi valence band, incorporating Sn 5s and O 2p components. States
observed just above the valence band edge were fitted to a Gaussian curve, which
provided a peak at approximately 2.3 eV. The variation in peak intensities in this
region correlated with the variation in intensities of the Pt 4f spectra, and were
accordingly assigned to Pt states. It is these Pt states which are proposed to be
involved in gas response. The valence band spectra exhibited a clear decrease in
intensity with increasing firing temperature, consistent with an increase in Pt
particle size with increasing firing temperature.

Mass spectrometry

Various samples were tested to find out whether or not combustion was taking
place at room temperature, using the method described in Chapter 2. The data are
shown in figure 4.23, and summarised in table 4.3. It can be seen that no
combustion was observed on the pure FEM SnOz sample at room temperature, as
to be expected taking into account the necessity for platinum in gas response.
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Combustion did not take place on this sample until it was heated to a temperature
of 230 °C. The sample impregnated with 14 %ML Pt, and fired at 800 °C did
not exhibit combustion at room temperature either, although on heating,
combustion occurred at a considerably lower temperature than the pure SnOg.
The sample fired at 300 °C, however, did exhibit combustion at room
temperature. The sample fired at 500 °C also exhibited combustion at room
temperature, although for this firing temperature, the CO trace was less well
2

defined.

Pt SURFACE

Pt FIRING

ONSET OF

ONSET OF

COVERAGE

TEMPERATURE

COMBUSTION

CO PEAK

/ %ML

/ °C

/ °C

/ °C

0

-

230

-

14

« 30

300

2

94
233

14

« 30

500

63
188

14

800

95

-

187

dioxide, as obtained by mass spectrometry.

The CO traces in figure 4.23 also exhibited desorption-like peaks, which are
2

listed in the last column in table 4.3. It can be seen that all impregnated samples
exhibited two such peaks: one at under 100 °C, and another at about 200 °C. It
should be noted that the higher temperature peak is at a similar temperature to the
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onset of combustion over unimpregnated tin dioxide, and that the lower
temperature peak is similar to the onset of combustion over impregnated tin
dioxide fired at 800 °C.

4.1.4 COMPARISON OF TWO IMPREGNATION COMPLEXES

The starting complex used throughout this research was tetrammine
platinum(II)hydroxide. However, we wanted to find out whether the same gas
response was obtained using a different complex. Therefore, the gas response of
a pellet impregnated with hydrogen hexachloroplatinate was obtained for
comparison.

Gas response

For the same Pt concentration and firing temperature, the response associated
with the different impregnation complexes was considerably different. Figure
4.24 shows raw data for the two complexes for a firing temperature of 300 °C. It
can be seen that although the response curve is slightly irregular for the
hydroxyammine, the magnitude of response is much larger and response time
smaller than for the chloroplatinate. Tables 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) summarise other
results obtained from the gas response. It can be seen that the response time was
longer, and the response exponent and response to 500 ppm CO were both
smaller for the sensors impregnated with chloroplatinate.
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Atomic analysis of the two sensors impregnated with chloroplatinic acid yielded
the results summarised in table 4.5. The two chloroplatinic samples exhibited Pt
4f spectra similar to the samples of the ammine complex at the same firing
temperature. However, and in contrast to the results obtained with
Pt(OH) (NH ) , the table shows that firing had little effect on the apparent surface
2

3

4

atomic composition of sensors impregnated with chloroplatinic acid. Apart from
the variable amount of carbon contamination, samples fired at 300 °C were very
similar in composition to those fired at 600 °C. Surface chlorine, in particular,
was still present on both samples after firing.

PEAK

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

FOR SENSOR FIRED
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Pt 4f
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a Pt coverage of 14 %ML with chloroplatinic acid.
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4.2 DISCUSSION

In this chapter, it was observed that the platinum complex used for
impregnation, as well as the Pt coverage and firing temperature, all had an affect
on gas response. These effects are discussed below, along with their relevance to
the response model.

4.2.1 VARIATION OF THE PLATINUM SURFACE COVERAGE

The effect of increasing the platinum coverage was to increase the response to
500 ppm CO as predicted. Both the response exponent and response time were
observed to decrease with increasing coverage. No trend was observed in the
pe^entage recovery. The prediction was that the gas response would increase with
increasing Pt coverage, and this is borne out by the response to 500 ppm CO and
the response time. The decrease in the response exponent with increasing
coverage means that the sensors with higher Pt coverages were less sensitive to
the exact concentration to which they were exposed.

Atomic analysis showed that the surface concentrations of Pt were very similar
for sensors impregnated with theoretical coverages of 3 and 14 %ML, implying
that the estimated Pt coverage is not valid at high concentrations. It is possible
that a surface complexation reaction takes place, so that if S denotes a surface
site then

S + Ptgq

S-Ptads,

the concentration of each of these species being dependent on the equilibrium
constant. The adsorbed Pt may then act as nuclei for the growth of the Pt
crystallites. This would mean that the amount of Pt deposited on the SnOg surface
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would be higher than predicted from the concentration of the solution used. There
would be a saturation concentration above which further variation of the
concentration has no effect.

4.2.2 VARIATION OF THE PLATINUM PARTICLE SIZE

No relationship was found between Pt firing temperature and response to 500
ppm CO; response time, or percentage recovery. The response exponent was
observed to decrease with increasing firing temperature. Plotting the data as a
function of Pt particle size yielded the same results. The prediction was that gas
response would decrease with increasing particle size, but this has been proved
only for the response exponent.

The XPS spectra in both the valence band and Pt 4f regions as a function of
firing temperature are consistent with a mechanism in which the
platinum(II)hydroxytetrammine impregnation solution was broken down with
temperature to a Pt hydroxide, to give the Pt 4f peak observed up to 350 °C. As
the firing temperature was increased, the hydroxide was converted to an oxide,
and the oxide Pt 4f peak became more dominant in the spectrum. This was
coupled with a change in oxidation state from Pt(II) to Pt(IV). As temperature
was further increased, surface oxide species increased until particle agglomeration
occurred, and the surface Pt concentration decreased until it fell below the
detection limit.

The model for response of these sensors relies on the interaction of oxygen and
CO with particles of Pt metal or Pt oxide on the Sn02 surface. However, the
response exponent has been shown to decrease with increasing firing temperature,
being at its largest at 300 °C, where, according to these results, there is
predominantly platinum hydroxide present. A possible explanation is that CO
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does in fact interact with the hydroxylated surface, forming an adsorbed formate
intermediate, which is subsequently desorbed as CO + H O. This is similar to a
2

2

reaction thought to take place on heated tin dioxide [8], and is consistent with the
mass spectrometry results.

The flow experiments carried out on the mass spectrometer showed that the
sensor fired at 300 °C catalysed CO combustion at room temperature, and gave
the best defined trace. This correlates with the best gas response being observed
for sensors fired at this temperature. The flow results showed a number of CO

2

peaks, indicating combustion occurring on different surfaces. Three species
promoting CO combustion are inferred: (i) one Pt species which catalyses
combustion at room temperature; (ii) a second Pt species which catalyses
combustion below 100 °C, and (iii) the tin dioxide surface which promotes
combustion at about 200 °C. The sensors fired at 300 and 500 °C therefore
contain all three, and the one fired at 800 °C contains (ii) and (iii) only. If this is
true, then the XPS results may correlate in the following way: room temperature
combustion associated with Pt(0H)2, the only Pt species observed on firing at 300
°C; combustion at below 100 °C associated with Pt02, the predominant species
observed on firing at 700 °C and above. Linking the results in this way provides
a possible explanation for the ill-defined trace of the sample fired at 500 °C. XPS
of samples fired at this temperature showed complex spectra in the Pt 4f region,
so that not only may both Pt(0H)2 and Pt02 be present, but other Pt species,
which may all promote CO combustion at slightly different temperatures.

It was observed that the XPS Sn 3d binding energy (B.E.) did not vary on
impregnation with platinum. This is consistent with observations by Yamazoe et
al [48] carried out on a similar Pt-Sn02 sensor. However, those workers
concluded that the platinum was not in electrical contact with the tin dioxide, and
therefore the sensor could not detect CO by the mechanism proposed in this
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work. However, this lack of variation in the Sn 36^,2 binding energies is
consistent with the observation made in Chapter 3 that the B.E. of tin electrons is
insensitive to the chemical state of the metal atoms. With this in mind, it is not
correct to dismiss any response model on this basis.

4.2.3 COMPARISON OF TWO IMPREGNATION COMPLEXES

The response of sensors impregnated with chloroplatinic acid was particularly
slow. This led to low values for the response exponent and response to 500 ppm
CO, because of the definition of response used. We included in the definition of
response (Chapter 2) a condition that the resistance is saturated after 30 minutes
exposure to gas. The results for the chloroplatinic acid is one of the few
occasions when this is not the case.

The difference in response between sensors impregnated with the chloroplatinic
acid and hydroxyammine complex is thought to be due to the nature of the Pt
surface species. It would be expected that the Pt(NH ) (OH
3

4

)2

would decompose

completely on firing, whereas chloride may remain from H^PtCl^ after firing,
which may poison the Pt surface. The surface chlorine may explain the lower gas
response of the chloroplatinate-impregnated sensors in that surface chlorine would
be expected to prevent CO adsorption. However, it is not possible to distinguish
by XPS whether the Cl is situated on the Pt or Sn02, so it cannot be determined
how many CO adsorption sites on Pt (if any) are blocked by adsorbed Cl.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF VARYING THE
ELECTRON DENSITY IN TIN DIOXIDE

In this chapter, the effect of varying the electron density in the tin dioxide is
discussed. This was carried out by doping with one element from Group III, and
one element from Group V.

5.1 RESULTS

5.1.1 EFFECT OF DOPANTS ON RESISTIVITY OF TIN DIOXIDE

It was hoped that doping the highly resistive pure tin oxide (CS3) with a known
quantity of additive would reduce the resistivity significantly. The two additives
used were antimony(V)oxide (SbiOs), and indium(III)oxide (In

2 0 3

)

Indium

Unimpregnated pellets of 0.1 atom% In in CS3 all exhibited resistances greater
than could conveniently be measured. As the purpose of doping CS3 was to
reduce the resistance of the pure oxide to a convenient level, say < 10 MO, this
meant that the use of In as a dopant was not suitable. No further experiments
were carried out on indium-doped tin oxide.

Antimony

The resistivities of a set of unimpregnated pellets doped with different antimony
concentrations were measured, and the results are shown in figure 5.1. It can be
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Figure 5.1
Graph showing the power law relationship between resistivity and Sb concentration.
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seen that there was a power law relationship between resistivity and antimony
concentration, with the gradient of the graph being (-3.01 ±0.178).

5.1.2 SURFACE AREA MEASUREMENTS

K r physisorption

The specific surface area of Sb-SnOj, was found to decrease with increasing
dopant concentration, as shown in figure 5.2. Estimated particle sizes are also
shown. This implies that the presence of antimony encourages grain-growth,
though the effect is not large.

CO chemisorption

It was attempted to adsorb CO onto unimpregnated Sb-SnO; at room temperature
for antimony concentrations of 1.0 atom %. However, no CO adsorption was
observed. This is consistent with the lack of gas response of unimpregnated SbSnOi.

5.1.3 THE EFFECT OF IMPREGNATION

Uniformity

It was observed that pellets made from CS3 tin dioxide, whether doped or not,
did not impregnate uniformly. Inspection by eye revealed a skin of concentrated
platinum around the outside of the sensors, with very little inside. In fact
quantitative ED AX analysis of one CS3 pellet doped with 0.025 atom% Sb,
impregnated with 5.4 %ML Pt and fired at 500 °C showed that there was no Pt
at all at the centre of the pellet, compared with 1 mass % Pt on the outside. For
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this reason, it was not attempted to vary the Pt coverage on this material.

Resistivity

It was observed that the resistivity of platinum impregnated Sb-Sn02 was
consistently lower than that of unimpregnated Sb-SnO^, as shown in figure 5.3.

Change in surface area on im pregnation

It was found that impregnating Sb-SnOj with 5.4 %ML Pt had very little effect
on the specific surface area as measured by Kr physisorption for 0.05 atom% Sb,
as shown in table 5.1. However, the surface area approximately doubled on
impregnation for samples doped with 0.1 and 1.0 atom% Sb.

[Sb]

Pt COVERAGE

Pt FIRING

SPECIFIC

TEMPERATURE

SURFACE AREA

/ ATOM%

/ %ML

/ °C

/ m:g-:

0.05

-

-

1.59

0.05

5.4

500

1.46

0.1

-

-

1.42

0.1

5.4

500

2.66

1.0

-

-

1.10

1.0

5.4

500

1.98

TABLE 5.1. Efifeet of impregnating with platinum on speed"ic surface area for
Sb-SnO..
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5.1.4 EFFECT OF DOPING ON GAS RESPONSE

No gas response was observed for unimpregnated Sb-Sn02. It was predicted that
the gas response for impregnated Sb-Sn

0 2

would decrease with increasing

antimony concentration. This is because a larger number of charge carriers in the
oxide will mean that the relative electronic contribution of adsorbed CO will
become smaller.

The effect of dopant density on different aspects of gas response is summarised
in figures 5.4 to 5.7. It can be seen that there is some scatter in the data, possibly
due to irreproducibility in impregnating these sensors.

Response exponent. As can be seen from figure 5.4, there was an overall
decrease in response exponent with increasing dopant density, as predicted. Curve
fitting to the equation
y = alogx + b

provided a = -0.0748 ±0.0353 and b = 0.117 ±0.0386, leading to a t-test
which showed that the trend was significant to 95 % confidence.

Response to 500 ppm CO. The data is shown in figure 5.5. The response to 500
ppm CO was not related to Sb concentration. Regression analysis yielded a
gradient of (-10.3 ±8.97) atom% \ but the t-test showed that the trend was not
significant.

Response time. As can be seen from figure 5.6, the response time increased with
increasing antimony concentration. Regression analysis yielded a gradient of
(2.46 ±0.236) atom %'^min, and the t-test showed that the trend was significant.
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Figure 5.5
Response to 500 ppm CO as a
function of antimony concentration.

Figure 5.4
Response exponent and curve fit as a
function of antimony concentration
for sensors impregnated with 5.4
%ML Pt.
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Response time as a function of
antimony concentration.

Figure 5.7
Percentage recovery as a function of
antimony concentration. The ringed
point was omitted fi'om regression
analysis.
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Percentage recovery. The data is shown in figure 5.7. Regression was carried out
ignoring the point at 0.5 atom% Sb. Although it appeared that the gradient was
negative, with a value of (-25.86 ±19.24) atom% \ the t-test showed that this
was not significant.

5.1.5 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS)

A full-range spectrum of an Sb-doped sample is shown in figure 5.8. The atomic
analysis results are shown in table 5.2 alongside data for an undoped sensor for
comparison.

DOPED SAMPLE,

UNDOPED SAMPLE,

ELEMENT

ELEMENT

CONCENTRATION / ATOM%

CONCENTRATION / ATOM%

0 Is

65.25

67.61

Sn 3d

18.88

29.12

C Is

5.30

3.16

Pt 4f

0.32

0.12

Sb 3d

10.25

-

PEAK

TABLE 5.2. Atomic analysis results comparing sensors made from CS3 Sn02,
impregnated with 5.4 %ML Pt, and fired at 500 °C. The doped sample contained
1.0 atom% Sb.

Table 5.2 shows that the surface of the doped sample contained an antimony
concentration ten times higher than expected.

From the atomic analysis table it can be calculated that the 0/(S n+ Sb) ratio is
2.24, indicating slight oxygen excess on the sample surface. This is consistent
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with observations in the previous chapter for FEM Sn02.

The spectrum for the same sample in the Pt 4f region did not appear to be
affected by doping with Sb. Table 5.3 shows peak positions and assignments,
along with those for an undoped sample for comparison.

DOPED SAMPLE,

UNDOPED SAMPLE,

Pt 4fy/2

Pt 4f^/2

PEAK POSITION / eV

PEAK POSITION / eV

75.4

75.2

Pt02

72.9

72.8

Pt(0H)2

-

70.9

Pt METAL

ASSIGNMENT

CS3 Sn02, impregnated with 5.4 %ML Pt, and fired at 500 °C.
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5.2 DISCUSSION

It was found that doping with antimony affected many aspects of the gas sensors,
including the resistivity, specific surface area and gas response. The understanding
of these effects was aided by XPS measurements, and reference to the literature.

5.2.1 EFFECT OF DOPING AND IMPREGNATION ON RESISTIVITY

The observation that the resistivity of the tin dioxide increased on doping with
indium, and decreased on doping with antimony, is consistent with the discussion
of the effect of doping as given in the Introduction. However, the result that the
resistivity of doped CS3 decreased on impregnation with Pt was the opposite to
that found for undoped FEM, as reported in Chapter 4. This can be explained in
terms of the extent of impregnation of the sensors. It has already been established
that CS3 is less uniformly impregnated than FEM Sn02, so it is possible that the
surface layer of Pt species caused by poor impregnation introduces a short circuit
around the outside of the pellet. A second explanation is the presence of surface
antimony, as explained later in this discussion.

5.2.2 SURFACE AREA MEASUREMENTS

It was observed that the specific surface area of the CS3 decreased with
increasing dopant concentration, leading to an increase in apparent particle size.

It was found that the surface areas of two of the three samples tested doubled on
impregnation with Pt. It is possible that as the CS3 has a particularly low initial
surface area, it is easily improved by impregnation. Since the CS3 is nearly

100 % dense, the impregnation may introduce cracks into the agglomerates,
increasing the surface area. This result is opposite to that described for FEM in
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the previous chapter, the FEM having a larger initial surface area.

5.2.3 EFFECT OF DOPING ON GAS RESPONSE

It was found that the response exponent decreased with increasing antimony
concentration, along with an increase in response time. These results are
consistent with the prediction that response would decrease with increasing
antimony concentration.

5.2.4 X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

The XPS result that the surface of the doped sample contained an antimony
concentration ten times higher than expected is is in fact consistent with the
literature. Harding et al [107], for example, also found a surface antimony
concentration ten times greater than that of the bulk in tin dioxide. This led them
to propose that Sb is concentrated in the outermost atomic layer, i.e. a single
plane of Sn ions was replaced by Sb. This was supported by the comparison of
XPS intensity ratios. It was found that (Sn 3d)/(Sb 3d) < (Sn 4d)/(Sb 4d). As the
kinetic energy of 3d photoelectrons is smaller than that for 4d, then the 3d would
be expected to be more surface sensitive. If the Sb concentration at the surface
had extended over many atomic layers, such a dependence would not have been
expected.

The same paper also presented information on the band structure of the system.
They found that UPS He(I) showed no significant differences between SnC^ and
Sb-Sn02, except very close to the Fermi level where at high amplification a very
small peak in the spectrum from the Sb-Sn02 was found. There was no such peak
for the undoped Sn02. The additional peak was attributed to the introduction of
electrons into the conduction band by Sb doping. However, their estimated
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intensity ratios for conduction band/valence band were 9.5 x 10'^ compared with
the theoretical value of 6.6 x 10 ^. This means that the free electron concentration
very close to the surface is similar to that in the bulk, so dopant cations at the
surface cannot be introducing carriers into the conduction band. The electrons
apparently introduced into the conduction band must therefore be trapped in
surface states just below the conduction band.

5.2.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE RESPONSE MODEL

The relative roles of Pt and Sb in the behaviour of the sensors can now be
discussed. A number of points are discussed below.

Firstly, the observation by Harding and coworkers [107] that doping with Sb
introduces surface donor states means that electron transfer to Pt would primarily
be from these states rather than from bulk donor states. It could be proposed that
these surface donor states would virtually eliminate the band-bending at the
interface.

Secondly, the conductivity of the SnC^ on doping would increase not only
because of Sb doping the bulk, but also because the surface donors would provide
the charge for adsorbed oxygen so that the surface acceptors (O ^ ads Gtc) do not
deplete the conduction band.

Thirdly, it can be argued that Pt has little effect on the conductivity of the sensor
because charge exchange at the interface is dominated by Sb. However, this
would imply that Sb doping would eliminate also the gas response since the
surface donors would effectively screen from the bulk any effects on the surface
of Pt. However, a response is detected. This could be the case if the distribution
of Sb was non-uniform. This is another system which may be understood better
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by applying percolation theory, which is discussed in Chapter 7. The behaviour
may be dominated by high resistance undoped grains which break the conduction
pathway, i.e. the major effect of Sb is a dramatic reduction of the response, which
then varies irregularly with composition.

Finally, it is possible that the response of the impregnated pellets is lower
because there is a low-resistance path around the outside of the pellet where the
Pt concentration is very high. The gas response is then determined by the
properties of this layer of high Pt concentration. It is possible that the grains of Pt
metal or Pt02 are touching one another. Adsorption of CO then causes a small
change in the conductivity of the Pt-Pt

0 2

network, and the SnC^ becomes

irrelevant.
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SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS

Although the main interest of this work was to find the effect of varying
preparation parameters, other factors were also of interest. These included: the
effects of atmospheric humidity, adsorbed water and oxygen partial pressure on
gas response. Electrical factors such as current applied and electrode material
were also investigated, and ac impedance studies carried out.

6.1 RESULTS

6.1.1 THE ROLE OF OXYGEN IN GAS RESPONSE

The response mechanism

As discussed in the Introduction, oxygen is expected to play a major role in gas
response. Gas response is proposed to occur by the removal of electronwithdrawing oxygen from the sensor surface by carbon monoxide, causing a
decrease in resistivity in the sensor. To verify this, the following experiment was
carried out.

A sensor which was already established to give a large, rapid gas response under
the usual conditions was exposed to pure nitrogen as the resistance was
monitored. Once the resistance had stabilised, the sensor was then exposed to 5
% CO in N . The trace obtained is shown in figure 6.1.
2

The result showed that the sensor resistance did indeed decrease on exclusion of
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Figure 6.1
Change in resistance on exposure to nitrogen and carbon monoxide.
The sensor was made from FEM tin dioxide impregnated with 14 %ML
Pt and fired at 600 °C.
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oxygen, as expected. It also showed that oxygen was necessary for gas response
to take place. This indicates that oxygen does play a major role in the gas
response of these sensors.

The effect of oxygen partial pressure on gas response

Figure 6.2 shows a typical trace. The oxygen concentration in the test gas was
varied by mixing 21 % O in Nj with pure N to obtain concentrations down to
2

2

0.5 % O . As can be seen from the figure, the change in resistance due to changes
2

in oxygen concentration was very slow. In fact, the resistance often took 2 h or
more to stabilise. It can be seen that the effect of reducing the O concentration
2

from 21 % to 20 % is small compared with the large resistance drift of the sensor.
In fact, it was not until the oxygen concentration was reduced to 15 % that the
resistance drift was overcome. The effect of reducing the oxygen partial pressure
was to reduce the resistance of the sensor slowly. This is consistent with the
gradual elimination of electron withdrawing adsorbed oxygen from the tin dioxide
and platinum surfaces, as mentioned in the previous section. The removal of
lattice oxygen could also be a contributing factor over a long enough time period.

6.1.2 THE ROLE OF WATER IN GAS RESPONSE

Effect of humidity on gas response

The resistance and gas response were measured for some sensors in a gas flow
containing 50 % relative humidity. The humidity was obtained by splitting the air
supply into two, with one supply being bubbled through water in a Dreschel bottle
and so assumed to be saturated. The two supplies were then reunited before
entering the gas chamber.
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Figure 6.2
Variation in sensor resistance as a function of oxygen partial pressure. The sensor was made using
CS3 tin dioxide, doped with 0.175 atom% Sb, impregnated with 5.4 %ML Pt, and fired at 500 °C.
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Figure 6.3
Variation in sensor resistance on exposure to water and CO. The sensor was made using FEM
tin dioxide, impregnated with 14 %ML Pt, fired at 300 °C.
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A typical trace is shown in figure 6.3. The humidity had the effect of decreasing
the baseline resistance of the sensor, although the resistance in 500 ppm CO was
similar for both humid and dry air. This resulted in a smaller CO response in the
humid atmosphere. The response time was not affected by the presence of water,
being less than one minute in all cases. The percentage recovery was not affected
in general either.

Removal of adsorbed water on heating

A heating cycle was applied to some sensors in a flow of synthetic air, and the
change in resistance measured. The sensors were heated using a computercontrolled furnace up to 400 °C from room temperature and cooled again, the
whole process taking 14 h. The deviation between the resistance of the sensor on
heating and the resistance on cooling was assumed to be a measure of the effect
of water on the resistance.

As can be seen from the Arrhenius-type plot in figure 6.4(a), a large deviation
was observed for unimpregnated pellets. It was found that there was a decrease in
deviation in the range 1500 to 2000 K/T with increasing platinum coverage, as
shown in figure 6.4(b-d). In other words, one of the roles of the platinum was to
reduce the effect of adsorbed water on the resistance. However, varying the Pt
firing temperature had no observable effect. Doping also had little effect, as
shown in figure 6.5, where (a) shows the large hysteresis associated with a doped
but unimpregnated sensor, and (b) and (c) show the similarity in extent of
hysteresis for two impregnated sensors, despite the large difference in dopant
concentration. Figure 6.6 shows that repeating a temperature ramp had the effect
of reducing hysteresis, as would be expected if an adsorbed species was removed
on applying the first ramp.
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Figure 6.4
Series of Arrhenius plots showing the decrease in hysteresis with increasing Pt coverage.
Graph a) is for unimpregnated FEM tin dioxide. Graphs b) to d) are for three sensors made
from FEM tin dioxide, impregnated, and fired at 600 °C. The Pt concentrations are: b)
0.05 %ML; c) 2.8 %ML, and d) 6.9 %ML.
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Figure 6.6
Arrhenius plots showing the reduction in hysteresis caused by pre-heating;
(a) shows the initial temperature ramp, and (b) the second ramp. The sensor
was made from FEM tin dioxide, impregnated with 0.28 %ML Pt, and fired
at 5001 .
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6.1.3 RESPONSE TO GASES OTHER THAN CO

The fact that the type of sensor investigated here responds to Hg as well as CO is
well documented, as discussed in the Introduction. For this reason, it was decided
to test the response to two other readily available gases: propane and carbon
dioxide. The sensors used in these tests had already been established to give a
large, fast response to carbon monoxide.

Response to propane

A small response to propane was observed in most cases. Figure 6.7 shows the
response of one sensor. The magnitude of response for this sensor to 1000 ppm
propane was 0.07 compared to 12 for 1000 ppm CO.

Response to carbon dioxide

Out of nine sensors tested, none showed any response at all to CO .
2

6.1.4 AGEING

It is important for a commercial sensor to have a response which is stable over
time. In this work, the response of some sensors was measured soon after being
made, then again after being stored for a year. Figure 6.8 compares two such
responses. As can be seen the initial resistances were very similar, and there was
still a large gas response after a year, although the response and recovery times
had increased. Table 6.1 compares results for four sensors.
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Figure 6.7
Response trace for a sensor exposed to 1000 ppm propane in an o?Q^gen/argon
mixture. The sensor was made from FEM tin dioxide, impregnated with 2.8 %ML
Pt, and fired at 300 °C.
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Figure 6.8.
Comparison of response traces for the same sensor (a) a few days old,
and (b) one year old. The sensor was made from FEM tin dioxide,
impregnated with 2.8 %ML Pt, and fired at 50Cf C.
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SENSOR

AGE /

RESPONSE

RESPONSE

RESPONSE

PERCENT

(X %ML

YEAR

EXPONENT

TO 500

TIME

RECOVERY

ppm CO

/ MIN

Pt,
fired at
Y °C)
2.8, 500

2.8, 600

2.8, 700

14, 700

Sn

0 2

0

0.28

2.9

0.6

49

1

0.22

3.5

4.8

31

0

0.26

8.8

0.2

60

1

0.21

3.3

1.5

47

0

0.27

2.6

0.2

110

1

0.16

9.5

1.2

21

0

0.35

9.6

3.4

47

1

0.29

5.3

3.8

78

, undoped.

The table shows that all sensors gave a response after a year in storage, although
the response exponent decreased with age, and the response time increased. The
percentage recovery decreased in most cases.
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6.1.5 AC IMPEDANCE STUDIES

It was attempted to obtain a model for the electrical behaviour of the sensor in
terms of a network of resistors and capacitors.

Results were obtained for the frequency range 1 Hz to 100 kHz. The results
were processed so as to subtract out any contribution due to the connecting wires,
and were plotted as Nyquist diagrams, which all showed a flattened curve, an
example of which is shown in figure 6.9. This curve represents a number of
semicircles relating to different relaxations superimposed. By approximating the
curve to a single semicircle, it was possible to estimate the apparent resistance
and capacitance of the pellets. The sensors tested were a selection of Ptimpregnated FEM pellets, as well as impregnated and unimpregnated Sb-doped
CS3. A selection of results are shown in table 6.2. It can be seen that the
resistances estimated from the Nyquist diagrams were in agreement with the
measured d.c. values. All capacitances measured were in the pF range, with the
permittivities varying between (0.2 and 15) x 10^^ Fcm'^ in lab air, the lower
permittivities being for the unimpregnated pellets. No trend was observed to link
permittivity with Pt coverage, Pt firing temperature, or Sb doping level. For all
impregnated pellets tested, the permittivity was observed to decrease on exposure
to lOOOppm CO in synthetic air.
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Figure 6.9
Nyquist diagrams for one sensor exposed to a) the laboratory atmosphere, and b) 1000 ppm
CO in synthetic air. The sensor was made from FEM tin dioxide impregnated with 2.8
%ML Pt and fired at 500 °C.
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SENSOR

R(d.c.) /

R(estim.) /

C

e

[Sb] / atom%;

MQ

MQ

/ pF

/ pFcm'^

0.1 air

-

2 air

0.5 air

0.2 air

-

3 air

0.3 air

0.7 air

0.9 air

10 air

2 air

0.3 air

0.2 air

33 air

5.7 air

0.08 CO

24 CO

4.2 CO

0.6 air

50 air

8.3 air

0.2 CO

43 CO

7.1 CO

0.05 air

41 air

6.8 air

0.008 CO

29 CO

4.8 CO

0.3 air

80 air

14 air

0.02 CO

55 CO

9.5 CO

[Pt] / %ML;
Pt firing temp, T
rc
[Sb] = 0.05
[Pt] = 0
[Sb] = 0.1
[Pt] = 0
[Sb] = 0.1
[Pt] = 5.4
T = 500
[Sb] = 0.075
[Pt] = 5 .4
T = 500
[Sb] = 0

0.6 air

[Pt] = 2.8
T = 500
[Sb] = 0

0.07 air

[Pt] = 2 .8
T = 600
[Sb] = 0
[Pt] = 14

0.4 air

T = 600

containing Sb were made using CS3 SnOz, all others with FEM. "Air" refers to
measurements taken in the laboratory atmosphere, and "CO" refers to 1000 ppm
CO in synthetic air. The capacitance, C, was calculated from the frequency
response data. The resistance, /?(estim.), was estimated from the Nyquist
diagrams obtained, and compared with R{d.c.) which was measured directly.
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As mentioned above, the capacitances obtained in this frequency range were all
extremely small. For comparison, the capacitance observed for a 0.55 MQ
commercial resistor was 1.5 pF. This implies that the capacitances of the
umimpregnated pellets are not significant. However, the capacitance of
impregnated samples was an order of magnitude higher than for unimpregnated
samples. The largest capacitance observed was 80 pF, which corresponds to a
permittivity of 1.4 x 10 " Fcm". This result is up to an order of magnitude
smaller than results obtained for a similar sensor by McAleer et al [4]. They
observed permittivities in the range 5 x 10"" to 2 x 10"® Fcm".

6.1.6 INVESTIGATION OF RESISTANCE DRIFT

In the a.c. impedance experiments, it was observed that sensors exhibit a
capacitive element. It was also observed that there was a large resistance drift
after the pellet was connected to the current source. This can be seen at the
beginning of each trace for the CO response experiments. It is the purpose of this
investigation to try and link the two observations. The pellet was connected to the
source of fixed current in the laboratory atmosphere for a time, during which the
pellet resistance was observed to rise. The current source was then isolated from
the pellet, and when it was reconnected, the resistance was observed to rise
rapidly. A graph of this shown in figure 6.10, where each trough corresponds to
the pellet being isolated from the circuit. It can be observed that the maxima of
each peak themselves form a curve.

To ascertain whether these peaks could be likened to charging curves of a
capacitor, two methods were used: a) a curve fitting program was applied; b)
some assumptions were made, and data plotted as a straight line. For both of
these methods, it was assumed that the model circuit was as described in figure
2.12(a), with constant current applied. For the charging of the capacitor in this
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E
o

60
time / min
Figure 6.10
Variation in ^parent resistance of a sensor when a current o f 20 nA is periodically
disconnected and reconnected ( — ). Trend shown by peak maxima (
).
Sensor made from CS3 tin dioxide doped with 0.025 atom% Sb, impregnated with
5.4 %ML Pt, and fired at 500 °C.
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circuit with the application of constant current, it can be derived that:

(R^ - RQ)&xp(-t/R2Q

where R„ is the final resistance and R^o = R\ + R 2 ', Ro is the initial resistance
and Rq = Ri; Rt is the resistance measured at time t, and R 2 C is the time constant
for charging. The full derivation is given in Appendix 4.

Method a) Curve fitting

The above equation was used to fit the data for each individual peak in figure
6.10, using a non-linear regression. This involved setting up the variables as the
experimental data, and initial estimates for the parameters. When an acceptable
fit was obtained, calculated values for the parameters were obtained. These
parameters yielded values for

Rq, and R 2 C. R 2 was calculated from /?«, - Ro,

and C from the value for R 2 C. There was good agreement between the
experimental curve and the fitted curve for most of the peaks. The quality of fit
as shown in figure 6.11 implies that the drift was of some capacitive origin. The
variation of the time constant and apparent capacitance and R^^ with time is
shown in figure 6.12.

Method b) Assume a particular value of R ^

A second method was applied for comparison. Here, the equation used was the
straight line derived from the previous equation:

-ln(i?oo -

= -ln(/?oo - 7^) + t/R2C.

By inspection of the set of peaks in figure 6.10, 7?oo could be estimated at 30 MO.
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By substituting this value into the equation, the experimental data could be plotted
as a straight line of gradient HRjC and intercept -ln(7?«, 6.13. Hence,

as shown in figure

and Rq could be obtained directly from the intercept. R 2 was

calculated by subtracting R ^ - Rq. The capacitance was then obtained from R 2 and
the gradient. Both methods showed that the apparent capacitance drifted down
with time, as the sensor was continually connected and disconnected from the
current source, as shown in figure 6.12, from rather high values of 50-100 j^iF to
a limit of approximately 5 juF.

Comparing the apparent capacitances for methods a) and b), it can be seen that
both converge to approximately 5 fxF.

6.1.7 EFFECT OF ELECTRODE MATERIAL ON RESISTANCE AND
RESPONSE

It was considered that the drift mentioned in the previous section, as well as the
sensor response might be affected by the nature of the electrodes. For all
experiments described in the preceeding chapters, sputtered gold electrodes were
contacted with brass clips to the measuring circuit (the brass clips contacting only
a small fraction of the sensor surface). In these studies, the sputtered gold
electrodes were compared with: aluminium foil; gold foil; sputtered gold as well
as gold foil, and no electrodes.

The results are summarised in figure 6.14 and table 6.3. It was found that the
best gas response was obtained when gold electrodes were sputtered onto the
sensor surface. The resistance for sputtered electrodes was also low, but the
capacitance was very high. The resistance of the sensor when no electrodes were
used was exceptionally high, as to be expected, but a good gas response was
obtained, and the capacitance was low. All foil electrodes gave a poorer gas
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response, possibly due to masking of the sensor by the electrode. All electrodes
showed similar initial resistance drifts (quantified by R^qIR^ in the table), except
for the value for no electrodes, which was twice as high as the others.

ELECTRODE

INITIAL

RESIS

MATERIAL

RESIS

CAPACI

RESPONSE

TANCE

TANCE

TO 1000

TANCE,

AFTER

AT 1.0

ppm CO

R.

20 MIN

kHz

MÜ

R /MU

/pF

NONE

25

104

4.2

6.6

5.5

A1 FOIL

13.2

31.8

2.4

12.3

2.5

Au FOIL

4.7

10.2

2.2

16.8

0.40

Au SPUT

1.7

2.85

1.7

151

7.9

0.40

0.80

2.0

136

4.3

R tqIRi

20

TERED
Au SPUT
TERED + Au
FOIL

for a single sensor made from FEM SnOz, impregnated with 14 %ML Pt, and
fired at 600 °C. The resistance and response refer to measurements taken in
synthetic air.

6.1.8 EFFECT OF CURRENT ON TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR

It was thought that the transient behaviour of the sensors may be affected by the
amount of current passing through the sensor. To test this theory, a series of
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pulses of varying current were applied to a sensor, and the results recorded. The
magnitude of current applied through the sensor was controlled by varying the set
potential across a known resistor in series with the sensor, and measuring the
potential across both sensor and resistor. The set potential was subtracted from
the measured potential to obtain the resulting potential across the sensor. The
results are shown in figure 6.15. It can be seen that for the lowest current (9 x
10 * A), the pulse was square within the resolution of the measuring system. For
higher currents, the pulse became more and more distorted until at 5 x 10'^ A, it
was anything but square. For comparison, the shape of a pulse obtained for a
resistor is shown in figure 6.16, and can be seen to be totally square at all
currents.
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Figure 6.15
Series of graphs showing the curved nature of the pulse at various currents. The data
refers to a sensor made from FEM tin dioxide, impregnated with 14 %ML Pt, and fired
at 600°C. The currents applied were: a) 9.0xl0“®A; b) 3.5x10“^A; c) 1.4xlO“®A;
d) 5.bxlC^A; e) 5.0x10“ A, and f) 6.0x10 ^A.
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Graph showing the square nature of the pulse at all currents for a
0.58 MQ resistor: a) 1.8x10 ~^A; b) 9.1xlO'^A; c) 1.8x10“®A;
d) 3.6x10“®A; e) 7.3x10“®A.
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6.2 DISCUSSION

A number of effects were investigated in this section, which are relevant to both
the understanding of the response mechanism, and the electrical nature of the
sensors.

6.2.1 THE ROLE OF GASES OTHER THAN CO IN RESPONSE

It was observed that adsorption of oxygen on the sensor surface caused an
increase in resistance, and was necessary for response to CO. Therefore the
oxygen partial pressure is a relevant factor in gas response, although small
changes (±1% ) had little effect.

It was also observed that water affected the response to CO. The resistance of
sensors in the presence of humid air decreased, reducing the magnitude of
response when exposed to CO. The temperature dependence of the sensors
showed hysteresis which reduced on repeated heating, attributed to the desorption
of water. It was also observed that impregnating with platinum reduced the
hysteresis, implying that Pt reduced the effect of water on resistance, either by
inhibiting the hygroscopic nature of Sn

0 2

, or by modifying the conduction

mechanism.

It was observed that some sensors gave a small response to propane. In the light
of the known response to H , it is not surprising that another hydrogen-containing
2

gas should be detected. A response to propane has been detected previously by
Yamazoe et al [48] for an SnC^ sensor impregnated with 0.5 wt% Pt. Their
results are summarised in table 6.4, where it can be seen that there was a large
response to H and CO at room temperature, and smaller response to methane
2

and propane at » 300 °C.
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200 ppm CO

GAS

8(X)0 ppm H

2

CH
3
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response of Pt-Sn
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CH
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RT
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275

300

136

3600

38

19

0 2

.

is the temperature of maximum sensitivity, and

is the

maximum sensitivity, where sensitivity is defined as /?(air)//?(test gas).

No response was observed to CO , in agreement with the literature, which states
2

that CO does not adsorb onto Pt at room temperature, as mentioned in the
2

Introduction. This has relevance in the gas response mechanism, as the model
would be more complicated if response to combustion products also had to be
considered.

6.2.2 AGEING

It was found that sensors stored for a year still provided a measurable response
to CO, although there was a deterioration in terms of response exponent and
response time.

6.2.3 AC IMPEDANCE

The model RC network for a ceramic was given in figure 2.9. However, in this
work, we have been considering a whole sensor, which will itself act as a
capacitor, with the two faces acting as the plates. Therefore, the predicted system
is that shown in figure 6.17(a), with its associated Nyquist diagram. However,
the results showed one flattened semicircle, which may consist of a series of
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Figure 6.17
a) Expected RC network and corresponding Nyquist diagram for a ceramic
gas sensor.
b) RC network and corresponding Nyquist diagram for a series of merged
capacitances, showing the first and last.
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capacitances. The model network for such a system is shown in figure 6.17 b).
The figure shows that there will be a range of time constants between Ti (= l/Wj
= l//?iCi) and T (= l/Wj = HR 2 C2 where w = lirf). However, for simplicity,
2

the system can be modelled as consisting of a single relaxation corresponding to
the RC network shown in figure 2.12(a). This is the model applied throughout.

We can estimate the predicted pellet capacitance

in the following way:

^ b u lk

where eo is the permittivity of a vacuum, e, is the relative permittivity of the
pellet, A is the surface area of the pellet, and x is the thickness of the pellet.

For an unimpregnated pellet: if we take the surface area of the pellet as 1 cm^,
correct to 1 significant figure; the pellet thickness as 2 mm; the relative
permittivity of the pellet as 20 (which is the approximate permittivity of single
crystal cassiterite, parallel to the optical axis), then:

Q«/ik « 9 X 10-^^ X 20 X 1

0.2
» 9 X 10‘^^F or 9pF

This is the same order of magnitude as the values observed for unimpregnated
pellets.

Although no separate grain boundary effects were observed, it is possible that
they are included in the flattened semicircle observed. This could be the case if
the time constant (r = R Q for the grain boundary was similar to that for the
bulk.

There does not appear to be a change in the shape of the Nyquist diagrams on
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impregnation with platinum, although the capacitance increased by up to a factor
of 10. This larger capacitance of impregnated sensors may be due to a surface
layer at each face. The thickness of this layer is estimated below for the
maximum capacitance measured, which was 80 pF:

X

— 66qA/C
« 9 X 10'^"^ X 20 X 1 » 0.02 cm or 0.2 mm
80 X 10 '"

0
For an unevenly impregnated pellet, this thickness can be related to the apparent
thickness of the Pt impregnated layer around the outside of a pellet. This is
represented in figure 6.18. The thickness of the layer on each face of the pellet is
calculated as for capacitors in series, i.e. 1/C = 1/Q + I/C . Therefore each
2

layer must have a thickness of 0.4 mm. This is the minimum thickness, as x is
inversely proportional to capacitance, and the maximum observed capactiance was
used. This surface layer will cause the whole pellet to act as capacitor. This has
been observed experimentally as a drift up in resistance when a potential is
applied across a pellet.

However, if the sensors are uniformly impregnated, then this larger capacitance
may be associated with a space charge layer. The layer thickness may be
calculated in the following way. If Xg is the grain size, C^,„^ is the bulk
capacitance, and Q is the capacitance of some surface layer with thickness
then:
^bulk

Therefore, if

_

« 3 pF; Q « 80 pF, and

» 1 ^m, then

is within the range predicted by McAleer et al [9] of 1-100 nm.
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Figure 6.18
Model RC network for a sensor impregnated non-uniformly with Pt.
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Figure 6.19
Model circuit a) for a uniformly impregnated sensor, and a simplified version, b).

Rc< Rj
Cg<C i

A A A

Figure 6.20
RC network modelling the effect of CO on resistance and capacitance.
The CO causes the circuit to switch to a lower resistance and capacitance
by closing switch 1, and switching switch 2 "down" to C s
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It has been observed that sensors made from CS3 impregnate less well than
FEM. This indicates that pellets made from FEM would tend towards model 2,
whereas CS3 would be more likely to resemble model 1.

It is expected that there would be a difference between model circuits for pellets
impregnated evenly and unevenly. For uneven impregnation the model circuit is
expected to be as in figure 6.18, with a capacitive Pt layer either side of an
unimpregnated resistive centre. For uniform impregnation, the circuit would be
expected to resemble a transmission line, as shown in figure 6.19, where there is
a series of grains of SnOz, each in contact with the same amount of Pt.

It was observed that exposure to CO not only reduced the resistance of the
sensors, but also the capacitance. A possibility for the effect of CO on the RC
network is shown in figure 6.20.

6.2.4 INVESTIGATION OF RESISTANCE DRIFT

It was found that both curve fitting procedures yielded a value for the time
constant of approximately 100 s, and 5 ^F for the capacitance associated with the
drift. This capacitance is very large, and would not be expected to be observed
by a.c. impedance measurements, because the frequency required would be too
low. For a time constant of 100 s, the following frequency would be required:

f =

« (200t)‘^ » 2 mHz.

The lowest frequency used in this work was 1 Hz.

From the raw data trace shown in figure 6.10, it is possible to estimate the
following values from the variation in the maximum height of each peak:
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R 2 C = 100 s (the time taken for the resistance to
increase by a factor of 1/e in figure 6.10)
Rq = 5 MO
R ^ = 30 MO

From these values, R 2 = R„ - Ro = '^>5 MO.

Therefore
C =

100 = 4 jwF,
25x10*

which is similar to the value of 5 /xF obtained by the regression analyses. From
this value, the size of the space charge layer can be estimated:

where

is the relative permittivity of tin oxide, Eq is the permittivity of a

vacuum, A is the area of the pellet, and

is the charge separation. Substituting

approximations into this equation leads to:

Xj) « 9 X 10^"^ X 20 X 1 « 5 X 10 ^ cm or 5 nm
4 X 10*

This distance corresponds to the diameter of approximately 15 atoms, or a few
unit cell dimensions, and is attributed to an interface effect. This could be the
interface of the sensor with the electrodes, at which some sort of electrolytic
process may take place, such as the local decomposition of SnOg to SnO.
Alternatively, it may be an effect of the interface of the Pt particles with the Sn02
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grains: the deposition of Pt could possibly cause oxygen vacancies close to the
Sn

0 2

surface.

6.2.5 EFFECT OF VARYING THE ELECTRODE MATERIAL

The effect on gas réponse of varying the electrode material was tested, and it
was found that the best response was obtained for sputtered gold, which was as
expected, as sputtered electrodes would be more efficiently bonded to the sensor
than foils pressed against the surface. A large difference was expected in
electrode effects between A1 and Au foils. Although the work function of Au is
4.5 eV, compared with 3 eV for Al, the main factor was expected to be that the
A1 is covered in a thin coating of oxide, providing poor electrical contact.

6.2.6 EFFECT OF CURRENT ON TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR

It was found that the transient behaviour of impregnated sensors varied with
applied current.

At low currents, the variation in potential appeared capacitative, and is
consistent with the RC model shown in figure 2.12(a). Such a circuit would be
expected to provide the behaviour predicted in figure 6.21.

At high currents, the variation in potential with time was very different. It is
possible to model the "overshoot" in the voltage at high currents in terms of an
inductor in series with a capacitor, however this does not help understand the
system. In physical terms, this graph shape may be associated with a change in
the composition of the interface on the passage of current, perhaps as a
consequence of electrolysis of adsorbed water.
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Figure 6.21
Variation in potential caused by a constant current flowing through the RC network in
figure 2.12(a).
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DISCUSSION

7.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

There are two points obvious from this work in general. The first point is that as
long as a sensor is impregnated with at least 0.05 %ML Pt, and fired somewhere
between 300 and 800 °C, it will detect low concentrations of CO at room
temperature. The second point is that there is a large amount of scatter associated
with all gas response data, indicating that there is some irreproducibility both in
the preparation of the tin dioxide pellets, and in the impregnation of the platinum.
This was particularly noticeable for sensors made from CS3 tin dioxide.

It was observed that the response exponent decreased with increasing Pt firing
temperature, correlating with surface area measurements which indicated that the
apparent Pt particle size increased with increasing firing temperature. This
agglomeration was accompanied by changes in the chemical state of the Pt, as
observed by XPS. The spectra showed that the platinum surface species varied on
firing from Pt (II) hydroxide at 300 °C to predominantly Pt (IV) oxide at 650 °C
and above. Well defined CO combustion at room temperature was observed on
sensors fired at 300 °C, as shown by mass spectrometry.

It was found that the response to 500 ppm CO increased with increasing Pt
coverage. However, increasing the dopant density in the tin dioxide caused a
decrease in the response exponent, and an increase in response time. It was
shown that a number of other effects may also alter the gas response, in
particular: the magnitude of the current, nature of the electrodes, air humidity.
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and previous history of the sensor.

Some aspects of the proposed response mechanism as summarised in figures
1.11 and 1.12 have indeed been proved. It has been shown that the platinum is
indeed in electrical contact with the tin dioxide, and any charge transfer between
the Pt and adsorbed gases may therefore be observed as resistance changes in the
tin dioxide. It has also been shown that the presence of oxygen raises the
resistance of the sensor, and is necessary for gas response. These observations
are also consistent with the proposed mechanism, which depends on the removal
of electron withdrawing oxygen from the platinum surface. The relative
importance of combustion in the mechanism is still not known, however. Mass
spectrometry experiments showed that whether or not combustion takes place at
room temperature depends on the Pt firing temperature. From this, it is inferred
that displacement of

by CO is the major effect, possibly with a contribution

from combustion at lower firing temperatures. Finally, the proposed mechanism
requires the platinum surface states active in gas response to be present in the tin
dioxide band gap. The XPS valence band region of Pt-Sn02 did indeed exhibit
surface states assigned to the platinum, at approximately 1.2 eV above the
valence band edge.

7.2 MODELS DESCRIBING THE POWER LAW RELATION BETWEEN
CONDUCTANCE AND GAS CONCENTRATION

Two possible models are proposed: the first describes the change in conductance
as a function of the platinum work function and carbon monoxide partial
pressure; the second models the system as a percolation problem. Before these
can be discussed, the implications of certain observations need to be understood.
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7.2.1 OBSERVATIONS RELEVANT TO THE RESPONSE MODEL

1.a) Pt is necessary for gas response.
This implies that the effect must be directly at Pt or at the Pt-Sn02 boundary.

b) Effects can be seen at very small Pt coverages, but the response is slow
and small.
It is important to remember that on varying the Pt concentration, the distribution
of Pt through the pellet becomes important. The observed resistance will be a
composite of resistances along all possible paths. It is therefore necessary to
consider the statistics of platinum distribution and the statistics of current flow
since, especially at low Pt coverage, not all the SnC^ crystallites will be affected.
This is the basis of a percolation model.

At very low coverages, the amount of Pt per Sn02 crystallite would be very
small i.e. very little Pt is needed on any given crystallite to affect the current
flow. At larger Pt coverages however, the effect is faster and bigger because a
much larger proportion of the inter-grain contacts are affected so the gas does not
have to diffuse so far into the pellet to establish a low resistance path between the
electrodes (around the outside of the pellet).

2. The resistance of tin dioxide increases on impregnation with platinum.
This suggests that the Pt is in electrical contact with the Sn02.

3. Oxygen is necessary for gas response.
There were two observations. Firstly, when O was removed from the
2

atmosphere, the sensor resistance decreased. This is consistent with adsorption at
metallic Pt, as the oxides and hydroxides should be unaffected. Alternatively, as
the system is a composite of Pt-coated and uncoated grains, one might simply be
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observing an effect on the Sn

0 2

, where SnC^ can be thought of as the

"conductive" phase and Pt-SnOi the "insulating" phase. If theconductivity of the
"conductive" phase is increased then the conductivity of thewhole composite will
increase, depending on the proportion of Pt-SnOz.

The second observation was that when O was removed, a response to CO was
2

no longer observed. This can be explained in terms of the change in work
function on adsorption. Some values for the work function of Pt were given in
the Introduction, and are summarised below.

Work function of Pt: (5.6 ±0.1) eV
Change in work function due to 0.^,: « + 0.5 eV
Change in work function due to CO^d,: « +0.1 eV
Change in work function due to

« -0 .3 eV

It can be seen that the effect of CO alone is small. However, the change in work
function on replacement of oxygen with CO would be « -0 .4 eV, which may be
large enough to observe. It was mentioned in the Introduction that many CO
sensors also detect hydrogen. This can be explained in the same way. If hydrogen
replaces oxygen on the Pt surface, then the change in work function would be 0.8 eV. In this way, a larger response would be expected for H than CO.
2

4. If there is a sufficient coverage, the effect of Pt firing temperature is seen
in the response exponent.
This may be simply due to the variation in Pt particle size, but other factors such
as Pt surface species and oxidation state may also have an effect.
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7.2.2 ADSORPTION MODEL

The ac impedance experiments indicated that the depletion layer associated with
the Pt particles extended a significant distance into the tin dioxide crystallites. In
this, the result was different to previous work by McAleer et al [4]. One reason
for the difference could be that the dopant density arising from adventitious
impurities in the tin dioxide was different: the higher the dopant density, the
narrower the space-charge layer and the higher the associated capacitance. In the
present work, DC polarisation has revealed additional circuit elements dependent
in part on the current density and the electrode materials. One of the elements
was a rather large capacitance which could possibly be attributed to states at the
tin dioxide-platinum interface. The magnitude of the response observed
consequently should depend upon how long the current had been applied before
the CO was admitted to the pellet (it should be noted that for all CO response
experiments in this work, the current was applied for 1 h in air before the CO
was admitted).

McAleer et al [4] developed the idea that the response was determined by
Schottky barriers at intergrain contacts. In contrast, in the present work there has
not been convincing evidence for a narrow space-charge layer and a consequent
barrier-limited conductance. An alternative model is a surface trap-limited model.
In this case, the surface traps are the Pt particles. If ed^ denotes the energy
difference between the conduction band edge of SnOg and the Pt particles, and n
the conduction electron concentration, then, assuming that the potential is uniform
in the tin dioxide (a limit of low donor density):

n = U(px^{-eb^lkT)

The work function difference

in the presence of some concentration of CO in

oxygen is now
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+

o

where

(^ R ,C O “ ^ P t ,o ) ^ C O

denotes the electron affinity of SnC^ (the energy of the conduction band

edge with respect to a vacuum), ^»pt,co is the work function of Pt saturated with
CO, ^pt o is the work function of Pt saturated with oxygen, and 0co is the
coverage of CO on Pt. In other words, the work function difference in the
presence of CO in oxygen will be that for oxygen alone, with some contribution
from the CO coverage, i.e.

= ô$o - «Geo,

where a is some constant. Suppose that the displacement of oxygen by CO is
described by a Langmuir adsorption isotherm:

0CO = r / ( i + r )

where
p

^

kp

( CO)

and k is the equilibrium constant for the reaction

Pt-0 + CO

Pt-CO + V O
2

2

and p{CO) and p { 0 ^ are the partial pressures of carbon monoxide and oxygen
respectively. The conduction electron concentration is now

n = «oexp{(a^/Â:7)r/(l+r)},

so that if

«0 0

is the concentration when P is large.
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Figure 7.1
Plot of log{(or/ffo)-l} against logF using two values for the ratio
values of V were in the range 10'^ to 1.
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Furthermore, the measured conductivity, a, is proportional to n. If Oq denotes the
conductivity when F = 0 and

that when F is large, then

ff/ffo = (<Too/c^o)exp{F/(l+F)}.

Therefore
r
log ^ - 1
_^0

= log
-

""o

As can be seen in figure 7.1, this function gives a linear log-log plot against F at
small values of F, with slope unity. The gradients observed experimentally,
however, were usually smaller than this, with the exceptions being low Pt
coverages or low Pt firing temperatures.

7.2.3 PERCOLATION MODEL

An alternative way of approaching the description of the gas response of Ptimpregnated pellets is to use a percolation model. The pellet is porous: that is, it
comprises two phases, one of which, the gas, is an insulator and the other, the
solid, is a semiconductor. Conduction through the material requires a minimum
proportion of connected crystallites: this will be in general guaranteed because
otherwise the pellet would crumble. In this porous network, now, current must
flow across the junctions between crystallites. The properties of these junctions
may be modified by the presence of Pt and the adsorption of gas.

To develop the model, the junctions between crystallites are classified as either
"open" (conductive) or "closed" (insulating). According to the previous
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Figure 7.2
Conductance as a function of composition for a CuO/BaSnQs mixture pressed
to 1 tonne in a 10 mm die. The presence of a percolation threshold is inferred
at approximately 25% CuO. Above the threshold, a power law dependence is
observed [108].
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discussion, a junction could be "closed" by the presence of a Pt particle
developing a depletion layer around the junction.

If <(Tb> denotes the average conductance of the crystallites, then the
conductance of the pellet < a > can be expressed as

f

(1)

where/o denotes the fraction of "open" contacts,/, is the critical fraction, the
percolation limit, required for a continuous conducting path to be established
through the material, and t is an exponent. This expression arises because
connected grains form clusters and the average cluster size increases as (f - / /
w h e n /is close t o / . A t / , a single, thread-like path spans the material. A s /
increases above / , the number of such paths increases, giving rise to an
increasing conductivity. W h e n /is much larger than / , then all of the junctions
are open and the measured conductivity depends only on the average conductivity
of the crystallites. The situation can be modelled also as a mixture of an
insulating phase and a conducting phase, as shown in figure 7.2. As the volume
fraction of the conducting phase increases above the percolation limit, the
conductivity increases, showing approximately the power law dependence of
equation (1), with t = 7.96 ±0.31.

The effect of CO on the material can now be modelled in two ways: firstly,
adsorption of CO onto Pt may cause a "closed" junction to "open"; secondly,
adsorption onto Pt may cause the average conductivity of the crystallites
(including the average conductivity of the "open" junctions) to decrease, i.e.

<o-b,o>

<o-b,g>-
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Therefore in the absence of gas:

(2)

and in the presence of gas:

(3)
From equations 2 and 3,

J/ g- J/ c

8

fo ~ fc

L - fc
fo ~ fc

When O " ^ ■eÇ^ect' cp 'cv>e. ^ o s ors
I e .
; s 5>nnjai)
fg ~ fo

corAtcx:\5

<

1.

f„-fc

1

+

% - / q)
/«

-fc

According to the adsorption model, one might e x p e c t t o be proportional to
r / ( l + r ) , if the effect is uniform on all contacts. For small F, the response

would then be linear, and

1+

rr
fo ~ fc

However, another empirical possibility consistent with a percolation description is
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th a t/

is proportional to r" /(l+ r " ), where n is some exponent. If F" « 1, then

1+

rF"
fo - f c

As gas response is actually

the equation becomes:

If the right hand side is plotted against logF, a straight line is observed, with
gradient n.

7.2.4 EVALUATION OF THE MODELS

As already mentioned, the adsorption model yields a plot with gradient 1. This is
not consistent with that observed, because the experimental log-log response plots
yielded a range of values for the response exponent, which varied with Pt firing
temperature, Pt coverage, and dopant (Sb) concentration. The response exponent
was most commonly between 0.2 and 0.8, although some values as low as 0.05
and as high as 2.2 were observed. Consequently, it is the percolation model with
the empirical assumption that % - /,) is proportional to F” which is adopted as the
best framework for discussion of the experimental data.

In the percolation model, it is the gradient n that defines to what extent the
response depends on CO concentration. According to the percolation model, the
variation in this dependence with the preparation parameters reflects the degree of
dispersion of Pt. If it is assumed that dispersion decreases with increasing Pt
coverage and firing temperature, then the corresponding decrease in response
exponent is explained.
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CONCLUSION

It was hoped that this work would shed light on the mechanism of response of
platinised tin dioxide gas-sensitive resistors, and this is the case.

A model has been put forward which describes the response in terms of a
percolation problem, where platinised tin dioxide particles provide a connected path
of sensitized grains through the unmodified tin dioxide. This model is able to
account for the observed power dependence of response on carbon monoxide
concentration.

It was predicted that response would increase with increasing Pt coverage, but
decrease with increasing dopant density in the tin dioxide, and both predictions were
proved correct.

It was also predicted that the gas response would decrease with increasing Pt firing
temperature due to agglomeration of the platinum particles. The apparent particle
size did in fact increase with increasing firing temperature, and the response
exponent decreased. However, it is possible that the situation is more complicated,
with a distribution of particle sizes being present at all temperatures. It is possible
that the active phase is the smallest of these particles which are present in small
quantities, and the different treatments act to change the proportion of these particles
present on the surface.
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The XPS results showed that the chemical state of the platinum varies with firing
temperature. Which Pt species is responsible for gas detection is not known,
however our model assumes that it is platinum metal and does not extend to the
reaction of CO with Pt hydroxides or oxides. The possibility that it is these species
which are active in gas response should not be ruled out, however. Work by Gardner
et al [109] has shown that silica-supported platinised tin oxide catalysts in which the
platinum surface species is predominantly Pt( H
0

)2

are actually more active towards

CO combustion than catalysts treated in such a way that Pt metal is the predominant
species.

It can be seen that more work is required to fully understand the nature of this
system. A list of possible experiments is given below.

1. It would be useful to observe the platinum particles by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), in order to verify the results of the surface area measurements,
and to ascertain the range of particle sizes present in each sample. Surface area
measurements and/or TEM should also be carried out on a range of sensors with
varying platinum coverages, as particle size may increase with increasing Pt
coverage.

2. Further XPS experiments could be carried out, including the dosing of CO onto
the Pt surface in situ and observation of the resulting chemical state of the platinum.

3. The preparation of sensors could be varied by applying the method of reductive
decomposition of the Pt complex to form Pt metal, for comparison with sensors
produced in the usual way. If it is the Pt metal which is responsible for gas
detection, then sensors made in this way would be expected to be much more
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sensitive to CO. XPS of similar systems for use in CO lasers has already been
2

carried out by Gardner et al [109].

4. TPD experiments could be carried out using carbon monoxide, to distinguish
further the Pt states present.

5. A more detailed investigation of the effect of oxygen partial pressure on gas
response would be useful. In particular, an investigation of how much oxygen is
required for gas response is proposed.

6. Further investigation of the percolation model for this system, possibly using
computer simulation.

7. The investigation could be expanded to include other metals, such as palladium
and rhodium, which show a similar behaviour to Pt in terms of carbon monoxide
adsorption and combustion.

Finally, it would be pleasing to see this sensor developed commercially, as it is
simple and inexpensive to manufacture and operate. However, although this work
has resulted in a patent application, the problems of lack of robustness and
reproducibility would need to be addressed before this system was commercially
viable.
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APPENDIX I
THERMOMOLECULAR FLOW CORRECTION
FACTORS

Pi+idt / Torr.mm

MULTIPLYING FACTOR

0.01

0.60

0.02

0.64

0.03

0.66

0.04

0.70

0.05

0.73

0.06

0.75

0.07

0.76

0.08

0.80

0.09

0.81

0.1

0.82

0.2

0.90

0.3

0.93

0.4

0.96

0.5

0.97
TABLE A l. Representation of correction factors
used for Kr adsorption at 77 K [103]. 4 is the
diameter of sample tube, here = 3 mm.
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APPENDIX 2
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR PARTICLE
SIZE ESTIMATION

a) Tin dioxide

For a spherical particle of radius r, the volume V = 4 t ^/3 and surface area
A =

The specific surface area of the pellet is the surface area per unit

mass, so to express the mass in terms of particle volume, the density must be
taken into account.
A

= A = -^
m

=

Vp

4 7 ir^

^

_3_

p4nrV3

Therefore
r

=

b) Platinum

It is more likely that the platinum particles resemble hemispheres than spheres.
However, this derivation is valid for either, as the factor of Vi cancels out. The
basis of the derivation is exactly as given for tin dioxide. The difference is that
here the surface area of only a fraction of the sample is measured. To account for
this, the relative mass of the platinum is included.
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APPENDIX 3
XPS BINDING ENERGIES

B.E. / eV

Peak
0

531

Is

Sn d
3

5 /2

in Sn

486.6

0 2

C Is in graphite

284.5

Cl 2p3/2

199

Sb 3ds/2

530

N Is in NH

398.8

3

Pt 4f,/2
Pt metal

71.1

Pt( H

72.6

0

)2

74.2

PtO
PtO(OH
Pt( H
0

Pt

74.5

)2

74.6

)4

75.0

0 2

PtCl

73.6

2

PtCU

75.5

TABLE A3. Literature binding energies [105].
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APPENDIX 4
DERIVATION OF DRIFT CURVE EQUATIONS

The equation describing the resistance change in a

circuit dueto capacitor

charging on application of a constant current, as shown in figure 2.12a).

ic = CdV/dt

ÔV = iR^ +

and i =

+ ic

where Îr =

i - CdV/dt

Therefore after time t.

5% = iR, + R2(i - CdV/dt)

Rearranging,

R2CdV/dt

=

i(R^ + R2)-V

dV

dt
RJC

Integrating,
-ln[i(Rj h - R j ) =

R^C

+const

When the capacitor is discharged, at time r = 0: 7 = /Rj and const = - I n ^ ) .
Substituting these values back into the equation.
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R f

Taking the inverse natural log,
iRi

But Vq = iRi and

= expit/R^Q

+ R 2), therefore

1R2 — i ( R i +

R 2 ) - iR i —

Vqo -

Substituting back into the equation,
V

- V

=

exp(l/ft,Q

V —V

Turning this upside down:

=

e x p { -tlR X J )
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